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Clinton Instrument Co.
Clinton, Connecticut
You people are magnificent. You pulled me out of a bad situation.
What I'm talking about is, first, you had the courtesy to telephone me
clear across the country to tell me you received my letter about the
damaged speaker. Second, you shipped the replacement speaker by air
and it arrived at my house on Friday, September 26.
Now, why is Friday, the 26th, so really important? Well, because on
the 27th (Saturday), two bluegrass bands and my clog dance exhibition team put on a show in St. George, Utah. All the sound equipment
for the bluegrass musicians was furnished but none for the dancers.
Sure, I have a 920 year old Bogen which works OK in small rooms, but
we were going to perform in one of those big old gyms. (You're in the
sound business, so you know all about the super, super, super
acoustics of gyms.)
Today, Monday, I just got feedback from people who were in the audience. They confirmed loudly and long what I felt was true: "The
sound was grrrreat!"

Clinton people: Thank you ever so much for getting that speaker to
me as fast as you did.
Clinton really has something in its equipment. I've been teaching
square dancing, round dancing, circle dancing, ballroom dancing,
folk dancing and now clog dancing for over thirty years (and I was over
thirty when I started). I have used many makes of sound equipment. I
will put Clinton up against any other equipment! I'm going to make
plenty of noise about that, too, including the service attitude you
have. Thank you for being such a swell outfit to deal with.
Most sincerely,

V

3601 E. Wyoming Av. No. 253
Las Vegas NV 89104
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CO-EDITORK

Did you notice the "new look" on the
preceding page? We've followed the
lead of many popular general interest
magazines and grouped this month's articles by interest. Partially prompted by
the need to reset the page, this move is
also the result of comments we often
hear. One is that ASD is a "caller's
magazine"; the other is the suggestion
that we should print more information
for round dancers.
Let us recap two typical conversations:
SID Caller: Your magazine is really for
callers.
ASD Editor: Oh, do you think so? We
try very hard to print something for
everyone in the activity.
SID Caller: Well, I guess what I mean
is that as a caller I get a lot out of your
magazine.
ASD Editor: That's a whole new cup of
tea.
And the second:
R/Dancer (usually a cuer): You don't
have enough material on rounds. Why
don't you print more?
ASD Editor: We're glad to print information and articles about round dancing. Why don't you write something and
submit it?
R/Dancer: Well... ah... maybe...
sometime.
Now, with our new format, callers,
cuers and all the readership will be able
to watch the balance of material geared
to each phase of the activity. And if you
think your group is being neglected, you
can correct the situation by submitting
and/or writing copy on that phase.
When you read this, the U.S.A. will
have a newly-inaugurated president.
4

When it was written, the new cabinet
and advisors were being selected. Since
February is President's Month, some
thoughts about selecting co-workers
seemed also to relate to our square
dance activities.
Not enough can ever be said about
finding the right person for a job, any
job, from refreshment chairman to coordinator of a state festival. Too often we
are content with "warm bodies" to fill
vacancies on slates; not enough thought
is given to later performance. Presidents
must consider qualifications, personality, physical ability and mental capability.
A burden also rests with the appointee. If one accepts an assignment,
one must be prepared to follow through,
give his/her best efforts to the task, seek
help if necessary. If one cannot fulfill the
functions of the positions, one should
resign gracefully and open the role for a
successor. Being honest about inability
to complete a job is not a disgrace.
Resigning may be a wise move, showing
real interest is getting the job done.
Since February is also the month of
Valentines, let us remind all presidents
and their appointees that dealing in
human relations requires huge helpings
of "heart." The best leaders combine
wisdom and love, and their followers will
follow them anywhere. Here's to a happy
trip along the road to the Wonderful
World of S/D.
American Squaredance. February 1981
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Big red hearts are appropriate plaudits for ASD contributors this month. We appreciate those readers who take the time to be writers, too, and submit their
thoughts for publications.
Jim White is a LEGACY board member and the co-owner of Promenader Shoes; he
also tries his hand at calling. Paul Hartman, also a caller, finishes his look at dancing in Europe in this issue.
Styling is important in all kinds of dancing. George and Joyce Kammerer discuss
styling in round dancing. They are well-known to convention- goers for their work at
recent national conventions.
Arnold Morgan, a problems analyst who wrote for "Feedback" in January, has
devised a chart gauging dance capability. It works; get a straight edge and try it!
Another "test" was composed by Jack and JoAnn Sadwick, and sent to us by Mike
Callahan. All three are members of the Rochester Callers Co-op.
Vic and Peg Wills, members of the National Executive Committee (having been
chairmen of the Philadelphia National Convention), urge dancers not to "mourn
dropouts," but move on with a positive outlook.
Considering the regular ASD features: Russ and Nancy Nichols are writing
"Challenge Chatter," but need contributions for their column. And in a switcheroo,
LIII Bausch this month authors "Dancing Tips," while husband Harold speaks up in
"Calling Tips."
Valentines of appreciation to all our writers for February!
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The "Original"
Subscription Tape Service

I

•

ANHURST's TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE cat-- Co
BOX 709,Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590
THE VERY FINEST "AUDIO CATALOG" OF THE NEWEST SOUNDS AND DANCES, TO KEEr yOU
CURRENT. THE "ORIGINAL" SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE USED BY DISCRIMINATING
CALLERS AND CUERS THE WORLD OVER. WE ARE IN OUR 10TH YEAR OF SERVICE TO
LEADERS WORLDWIDE AND WE WELCOME YOU INQUIRIES.
• FAST SERVICE ON IN-STOCK RECORDS
• 3-YEAR S&R/D CALENDARS WITH ALL MAJOR NATIONAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTED
• 81/2 "x11", 3-RING YEARLY REFILLS AVAILABLE
(914) 4622-1026
IT DOESN'T COST TO HAVE THE VERY BEST — IT PAYS!
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within reach.
Once again, thank you for a good job
well done, and please keep it up (if your
health and nerves will allow it).
Johnny Davidson
Hannon, Ontario
We were very happy to win a two-year
subscription to the magazine at the 2nd
National Canadian S&R/D Convention in
Ottawa last August. We have been
subscribers for several years....Will you
please send it to our address here in
Tucson...
Jane W. Downing
Tucson, Arizona

Just saying "thank you" doesn t
seem adequate, but we do appreciate
your article featuring Ron Welsh in
American Squaredance. Ron is a super
caller and, we believe, very deserving of
recognition. We sincerely enjoy your
magazine and are amazed at Stan's "Meanderings." He "do" get around. The article about Ron and Rita Vizard was
especially interesting as we met Ron at
Lake Havasu In 1971 when the London
Bridge was dedicated. We...wish you
continued success in your many
endeavors.
Anita Brown
Modesto, California
Enclosed Is our subscription for
another year...l'm sure that with Stan on
the road so much, most of the work falls
to Cathie and her staff! But thank you
both for a wonderful job, particularly for
the nice writeup In "Book Nook" about
my manual. Number 2 is now in print.
The two books were part of a threephase program that started with placing
books, records and tapes of modern
western square dancing In at least one
public library In the major centres of our
area (this was completed about two
years ago), the writing of the two
manuals to serve as teaching aids for
phase three, which was a caller's college. Unfortunately the allotted time had
run out, so we ran out of money.
However, phase one and two of the program will help (as intended) to "bridge
the gap between the dancing and the
non-dancing public) by placing more information on our wonderful activity
6

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to renew the American Squaredance
magazine. We had our fiftieth anniversary dance and open house at Yellow
Rock. It was attended by over 200 people. A mock wedding was performed at
mid-break with one of the local callers,
Clyde Wood, as preacher, and our own
caller, Ted Marsh, as father-in-law...lt
sure was a fun day. We got our idea from
the script of the Weilers' in your July
1971 magazine.
We especially enjoy the editors' page
and Stan's "Meanderings." We don't
travel much so we certainly enjoy his
visits through his eyes. The December
issue was great.
Mary and Oliver Walker
Enclosed please find cheque for
subscription...We are regular dancers
here in our club. Our tenth anniversary is
(coming in) November, 1981 and we hope
to do something special. We have one
big dance a year, our annual Spring
Fling. It will be March 7 this year (always
the first Saturday), with mainstream
squares by Don Sherlock and Neal and
Arthurlyn Brown doing rounds...we are
usually fortunate and get twenty-plus
squares, which is all this particular
school holds, and is a nice crowd for a
small club to handle and socialize with.
Jack & Thelma Bousfield
Milton, Ontario
Please find enclosed my subscription
to American Squaredance. There are certainly a number of items that I read every
month...I like Ed Fraidenburg's review
and look at new and old-not-used-somuch features, but I am a little concerned about the workshop material offered. When Will Orlich did the column,
he would do very similar material on exContinued on Page 79
American Squaredance. February 1981

Put them all together, they spell
LOVE, my friend, and that's the cure for
this world's ills, perchance.

February, 'tis said, Is the time for love.
Indeed, a lot of it may be needed in our
frigid Ohio climate Just to keep a body
warm.
Now is the time for expressions of
fond endearment... (Just between us,
Venus— Co-ed.)
'Tis said that love makes the world go
'round... (L'amor— ah, more!— Co-ed.)
Love is a catalytic agent that binds
square dancers together... (Did you
yellowrock your neighbor today?— Coed.)
That pulse-quickening passion makes
a man a man and a woman a woman...
(Have you kissed a dainty dish today?—
Co-ed.)
That timeless ingredient knows no
geographic boundaries... (Romeo, oh,
Romeo— oh, Shaw!)
Do you suppose the day will ever dawn
when all square dancers are lovers and
all lovers are square dancers?... (Fat
chance, Cyrano, don't be stupid, give a
cue to Cupid.— Co-ed.)
Enough nonsense. Just one final
observation. Those of us who are totally
engaged to the splendid, blended, kindred square dance activity are having an
"L" of a time— Living and Laughing and
Loving "aptly" ever after!
Summing it up another way (This
could be verse):
"L" Is for Loyalty to our calling,
"0" Is for Others, giving us a chance,
"V" Is for Vocabulary, enthralling,
"E" is for lust Everywhere we dance!
American Spuareriance. February 1981

Let's see, where did we leave off with
our Jaunty Journey journal last month?
Yes, the northwestern excursion In midNovember. After Portland, I flew Into
O'Hare and met with twenty-or-so 1981
tour hosts (callers & cuers) In a nearby
motel for a day, to talk Swiss biz and
British stint stuff (see "People," this
issue) and bounced home to teach my
class one night and drive eastward to
Canada the next.
St. Catharines, Ont., Canada— A fiveday, four-stop driving trip with the family
Fairmont buggy In and out of Canada,
starting with the Garden City. Thanks to
caller Orphle Easson (ASD, July '78) for
the hospitality and fun (Wow— what apple pie!) of a night with the Mainstream
group of Swing & Whirl Club again. Congrats to Orphie as a new member of the
Board of Callerlab. About time a woman
(and another Canadian) got a board post
at the old 'Lab corral!
Niagara Falls, Ontario— Down the
road a piece from St. Catharines falls
the fabled Falls, haunted by honeymooners, hard hit by hawkers, and
"Sakes Alived" by Ilttle old ladies on
busses. And only a stone's throw from
the Falls Ilve callers "Tiny" and Margie
McBurney, who turn the tap on a
whirlpool of mini-activity In the coziest
little square dance hall you can imagine,
behind their house, called the Cascade
Corral. Two sets is a crowd, and we had
a crowd-and-a-half for my dance there.
"Tiny" is an admitted "maverick" who
prescribed a healthy docidose of "traditional" medicine, and a JIG-ger two surely agrees with his REEL-happy clients,
take It from me.
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Farmer City (Mansfield), Illinois—
Wow. Here comes another long-play
day, but I'll run it by in double time. Up at
seven. Drive from Brantford to Toronto
airport. Return rental car. Fly to
Chicago. Drive down with Roger Barlow
(3 hrs.) to Farmer City. Call dance (3 to 6
p.m.) and end a coupla minutes early.
Dash with Barlows to Champaign airport. Catch 6:45 plane to Chicago. Eight
o'clock plane to Cleveland delayed two
hours for repairs. Finally land in
Cleveland at 11:30 p.m. Drive home in my
car. Hit sack at 1 p.m. Thanks, Virginia,
for another good one. Ozzie Pearl, local
caller, set up sound and danced all afternoon with us, then called for his class
that evening in the same hall. Unusual?
Maybe. Next day was his wedding day
with Linda.

Hilton (Rochester), New York —
Another great time (maybe the sixth
time) at the Boots 'n Slippers club in
Kodak/Xerox country, which is also Mike
Callahan country. There's a club that
likes a good MS, QS, and a touch of Plus.
Wish there were more that "level" off
there! Thanks to hosts Jan & Paul Weitz.
(Great steak!)
Point Claire (Montreal) Quebec— This
has gotta be about the seventh time I've
called for the Circles & Squares. It was a
beautiful, smooth-as-velvet Canadian
Club experience in a hall packed to the
plaster. Trevor & June Tripp hosted me.
She's equally good with oil-on-canvas or
cooking oils. The next day I sucked in a
deep breath and drove twelve hours
home for Thanksgiving and two sweet
days of rest, the only two "home" days
In a row in November. Maybe that was
the time Cathie greeted me with "Advance and be recognized!"
No sooner was the Thanksgiving
turkey stashed in the fridge than I rebounded to Maple Leaf country, flying
this time, for another four-day tour. I
landed in Toronto and drove a spirited
Spirit eastward to...
Port Hope, Ontario— Caller John &
Caroline Charman of Ennismore were
my hosts on a stormy night with a small
but eager crowd of Lake Shore Waves.
John's a baker. He makes those do-cidoughnuts. They're also England-bound
In '81.
London, Ontario— A full hall of fifteen
sets greeted me at the Centennial
Beavers (eager beavers) club for a
festive event. Caller/hosts were Ken &
Mary Brennan. Stan & Ruth Melling provided signs (caricatures, yet), promotion,
and door coverage.
Brantford, Ontario— I called for the
Square-a-Naders, a really flourishing
club with Ernie (caller) and Joan (cuer)
Carviel "on stage." Front and center antics were something to behold! Thanks,
Mary & Gerry Gregory for hosting me
and for the stunning Indian bolo tie.

My first Florida trip of the winter was
planned just at the right time— on
December 3 it zero'd in icily and white
stuff-edly on Lake Erie, as I jetted
southward toward 80° temperate temperature.
First stop was Fort Lauderdale, where
I rented an Alamo for a six-day drive
statewide, touching on five major areas
of s/d activity— the southeast, the
northeast, the Gulf (Tampa), Central, and
the Panhandle. That particular Alamo
Monza drove like it had gotten spaced
out on Mexican jumping beans, but I
managed the 1,000 mile trip with no
delay (Ole— Co-ed.)
Fort Lauderdale, Florida— Caller Vern
& Wanetta Johnson were responsible for
the ASD dance in the Holiday Park hall,
and it all began with steak in their home.
I've enjoyed dances in that little social
hall for one club or another at least half
a dozen times. Always fun. Nice to see
caller Jerry Seeley, the Justices, and all.
Zephryhills, Florida— Next morning I
rolled north past the Everglades, cane
lane, fruit route, and Alley-'gator. (Is that
what they call an Alley-meander?— Coed.) Ideal day. Ivory/turquoise sky. A
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small thrill was seeing a genuine, live
bald eagle— white head and all— perched on a high branch. I thought it was a
western bird. That sight took me way
back to birding days in Connecticut and
Maine Nature Camps. (No, Aunt Hepsibah, not that kind of nature camps!)
Bob & Dee Barnes cooked up a super
ASD dance with his Paradise Dancers at
Bahr's mobile park. "Barnstorming"
Barnes has a story you're gonna hear
soon— 2 or 3 dances a day, every day?
Unbelievable.

We interrupt this o d odyssey to bring
you a hysterical, tintillating tidbit in
honor of George Birthington's Washday
(sic). When George was a small lad his
father said, "George, did you really
throw my fifty-cent piece into • the
Potomac?" George allegedly replied, I
can't tell a lie, pop, I did more than that.
Remembering that fun dance we do at
the Virginia Reelers Club, the Sir Roger
de Coverly, I cast three quarters into the
Potomac." (very sick!— Co-ed.)

Jacksonville, Florida— For the second time in a biannual row or so, the
Challengers of Jax had me back. New
dance site at Woodstock in a suburban
park. Small hall. Friendly, sharp-shootin'
shindiggers, shining bright for the start
of the holiday season. Wayne & Barbara
Blackford rounded things off.
Fort Walton Beach, Florida— Those
Interstates make driving a snap, but
they're a long, yawn trail a'winding, so
from Jax towards 'Cola I routinely rode
the ribbon, 1-10, all across Florida's
northern panhandle, and hit the Beach In
time for a prime rib dinner out with hosts
Frank & Betty McAllister, plus Joe Vaccarl and Joy Richardson. A good dance
followed In that cool PASARDA hall
(another aid-built s/d hall) where young
American Squaredance, February 1981

caller Rick (flashy shirt) Miller grinds out
the thars 'n stars, wheels 'n deals, and
gears 'n cheers. Cloggers performed.
Thanks, Bayou Shufflers.
Plant City, Florida— Another long
drive took me south and east down Tampa way to Plant City (the rip-ripening
strawberry capitol) where an afternoon
ASD "dessert" dance at Strawberry
Square mobile home park had been
deliciously set up by owners/cuers/Swiss-bounders Marty and Byrdie. (Yes,
Virginia, Martins do fly south, and
builde beautiful "nests" like Straw-berry
Square.) Thanks to Colonel Sid and
Florence Jobs (Ky. Septemberfest fame)
for my overnight "nest."
All too soon it was time to say "Bye,
bye, Byrdie" and "Goodbye, Florida" for
another few weeks, so I flew home from
Orlando and prepared for a couple of
northern (Minnesota, Wisconsin and
North Dakota) adventures, which I'll "put
on ice" until next month. See you then.
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CHAPARRAL RECORDS
1425 Oakhill Drive
Plano TX 75075
214-423-7389

MUSIC PRODUCED BY
JOHNNY GIMBLE

df

KC1saparra1
RECORDS

HOEDOWNS
C101 Take One— Beryl
C102 Roadrunner Romp— Jerry
C103 Excelerator Spec— Gary
C104 Smooth and Easy— Ken

C.507
C-508
C-106
C•206

Be•y•

Jerry Haag

Ker,
C-105

C-407
C-406
C-107

Saturday Night— Ken Bower
Flip: Callerlab Basic Prop. 1-37
My Baby's Gone Away— Ken Bower
I'll Be Danged— Ken Bower
Sunday Morning— Jerry Haag
Flip: Callerlab Eel. Program 1.54
Great Bays of Fire— Jerry Haag

C-306
C-307
C-308

Gary Shoemaiii

If It Ain't Love. Beryl Main

Pecos Promenade— Beryl Main
Devil's Dream— Beryl Main
Flip: Callerlab Mainstream
The Devil Went Down to Georgia— Gary
Sugarfoot Rag— Gary Shoemake
Texas Bound And Flying— Gary Shoemake

C-3502 LOVIN' YOU BABY—
Ken Sower & Gary Shoemake

ROUND DANCE RELEASES
INE. DANCE
C-701 Music In Me

C-604 BUBBLES by John & Wanda Winter
C-801 YOU CAN HAVE HER by Ray & Bea Dowdy
C-901 BLUE RIBBON BLUES by Clancy & Betty Mueller
C-1001 BLUE MOON CHA CHA by Charlie & Betty Procter
C-1101 GOODY GOODY by Wayne Norma Wylie

by Johnny WInter

a
Wayne & Norma
Wylie

John & Wanda

Charlie & Betty
Procter

Clancy & Betty
Mueller

Winter

I
P
Dick Reuter

Wayne Baldwin Paul Marcum

Jerry Story Randy Dougherty

RR-401
Somebody Special— Dick Rueter
RR-104
Whenever You're Around— Paul Marcum

RR-302
Mello Mary Lou— Jerry Story

RR-203
Magic Carpet— Wayne Baldwin
RR-103
Fan the Flame— Paul Marcum

RR-1102
Delta Queen— Randy Dougherty

_
CR 102
CR-201
CR-301
Scott Smith
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. •DIM THE LIGHTS
Buddy Allison
WHEN I'M GONE
Bob Ding
CLAP YOUR HANDS
Scott Smith

Buddy Alllaon

American Squaredance. February 7981

WhAT'S YOUR ObjECTIVE—
FAME, FORTUNE OR SERViCE?
by Jim White
Winder, Georgia
It took a long time for my old college
professor to pound into my head his
favorite quotes. All of us can remember
teachers, preachers, fathers and
mothers, all seemingly with a favorite
quote. My favorite prof's quote was "Service is the objective of any
organization." He said it so many times
it was impossible to forget. The meaning,
however. eluded for me for sometime. I
was lucky: I finally got the message.
It goes like this: Regardless of our
deep down desires, regardless of our
hopes of becoming world famous
callers, wealthy entrepreneurs, the most
remembered and respected club officers or
any other positions in which recognition
may occur, the provision of service is the
only means of achieving the goal.
Most of us probably never think, ob-

jectively and analytically, about our
goals. We simply plod on hoping to gain
them. But a square dance, be it a small
Friday night club session or the next National Convention requires organization.
A caller, to have a good dance, must plan
activities. The retail shop that supplies
our apparel must make many arrangements (organize) to have available
the items we want.
So I offer for your consideration that
service must be the objective. Want to
have a fun dance this weekend? Think
about it as a service. The dancers want
to come and enjoy themselves. They
want service. They want the building
open (and clean), the lights on and
music in the background. They want the
caller there on time, the coffee hot, the
kool aid cold, the cookies fresh. They
want service.
i„

To SERVE OR BE SERVEG r

easerweDely

by Jack & JoAnn Sadwick
Rochester, New York
Submitted by Mike Callahan

Written by two members of the Callers' Cooperative of Rochester, New York, this is
applicable to membership in many callers organizations and dancer federations.
1. a. What professional knowledge can I obtain from others?
OR
b. What kind of knowledge can I offer others?
2. a. Have I been critical of past, present and possibly future moderators?
OR
b. Do I realize without these members taking on the responsibility for a year
this program would not be in existence today?
3. a. Have I become so professional that I have no time to assist a new or future
member meet his needs and express his ideas?
OR
b. Do I remember a time when the good men before me gave of their time,
recommendations and kind professional criticism to help me get where I am
today?
4. a. Do I feel that because my dues are paid and I never show up for a meeting
except an exceptional one or two a year, my obligations as a member are
complete?
OR
b. Do I realize my co-workers' schedules are just as full as mine in their own
way, and if they can make the effort once a month for three hours, I guess I
can also?
American Squaredance. February 1987
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Do I or my spouse complain when she is one of few women to show up at a
meeting and is asked to help out with the program?
OR
b. Do we both remember the picnic, pot luck suppers and refreshments atj
meetings where I was alone, because she could not or did not want to attend
and the other girls had all the work to do never saying a word about it?
6. a. Am I jealous of the success of another member in regards to the classes and
clubs he has been offered?
OR
b. Do I make a special effort to congratulate him and think, after much hard
work on his part, he is finally being recognized by the dancers?

5. a.

7. a. Do I get upset when committees I serve on for special affairs are not going
my way?
OR
b. Do I take into consideration that members in charge of this big event with so
many committees under them, may have to make split minute decisions
without being able to explain at that moment, due to the pressures
(unexpected) from dancers or management?
8. a. Knowing well ahead of time what it will be, do I complain that a planned
meeting for the day, wastes the efforts of the program chairman and the
time of interested members?
OR
b. Do I think "Well, you can't please everyone" and try to contribute to make it
more interesting, keeping in mind my program for the coming months is
coming up and I sure would hate to see it ruined when I put so much time
into It?
9. a. Am I constantly criticizing others' ideas and make sure I speak out about my
views sometimes longer than I need to, taking away time from others to
speak?
OR
b. Do I realize that if I don't agree but listen more and not express my own view
so much, I just might find something new and interesting to think about?
10. a. Do I complain about the new season's program when I had been asked to
contribute new ideas for the coming year, and yet did nothing to better it?
OR
b. Do I think it might not be what I would have planned but a lot of time must
have been put in by the officers this year?
Maybe— just maybe I will consider running for office next year!!!

Joe Porrltt
1616 Gardiner Ln. Suite 202
Louisville KY 40205
502-459-2455

Bob Vinyard
12150 Franclar
Bridgeton MO 63044
314(739-8744

St. Louis

Louisville

JP207 LOVE HAS MADE A WOMAN OUT OF YOU by Joe
JP107 SHE BELIEVES IN ME by Bob
JP502 COUNTRY CAT/CITY SLICKER (Hoedown)
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER by Joe
JP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN by Bob
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY, Bob
JP205 I DON'T DRINK FROM THE RIVER, Joe
JP401 TENNESSEE SUNSHINE, Bob & Joe
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING, Bob i Joe
JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE (Hoedown) (Excellent for clogging)
JP103 SELFISH, Bob
JP201 WHEN YOU SAY LOVE, Joe
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SigCiug 90...
by George & Joyce Kammerer
McHenry, Illinois
A good relationship has a pattern like
a dance and is built on some of the same
rules. The partners do not need to hold
on tightly, because they move confidently in the same pattern, intricate but gay,
swift and free, like a country dance of
Mozart's. To touch heavily would be to
arrest the pattern and freeze the movement, to check the endlessly changing
beauty of its unfolding. There is no place
here for the possessive clutch, the clinging arm, the heavy hand; only the barest
touch in passing. Now arm in arm, now
face to face, now back to back, it does
not matter which. Because they know
they are partners moving to the same
rhythm, creating a pattern together and
being invisibly nourished by it.
Anne Morrow Lindbergh
A dear friend gave the above passage
to us saying that it sounded like what we
tell our dancers, so we thought it only fitting to start out with it. We'd like to pass
on some tips on styling and comfortable
dancing.
Partners in dancing are a team, and
must work as a team, as they take comfortable and beautiful dance positions
on the floor to start the dance as well as
throughout it. If one is to put styling into
a dance he must dance the figures accurately and with ease. Dancing is an expression of oneself. You can learn how
to do a figure and the proper footwork
from someone else but you must learn to
adapt it to yourself. That then becomes
your style.
Styling starts with good posture.
Stand tall and maintain your own
balance. Don't depend on your partner
to hold you up. The man, in closed position, should position himself slightly to
the right side of the woman. A good rule
is to stand with the buttons of the man's
shirt about In line with the woman's right
side. There should be body contact in
American Squaredance. February 1981

this position. The man's arms, from the
shoulder to the elbow, should always be
parallel or straight across and even with
his back. The right hand should be placed on the lower part of the woman's
shoulder blade, with the fingers closed,
for proper positioning and lead. Lead
hands are held at about the woman's
eye level, with some resistance between
them. The head should be held so the
man looks straight ahead over the
woman's right shoulder. Never look
down, keep the head up and look ahead.
The woman should also stand tall with
her back slightly arched from the waist
up, maintaining a position with her head
tilted back slightly and looking over her
partner's right shoulder. The right hand
should be placed in the man's left in a
relaxed way, not heavily, but holding up
her own arm and hand. The left arm
should be placed on the man's right arm
following the contour of his arm with the
hand placed (again in a relaxed manner)
on his shoulder. Do not grip, squeeze or
hang on to his shoulder.
Good posture will make for greater
ease in maintaining balance. Keep the
body weight well over the standing foot,
keeping in mind the figure to follow.
Here again, the head and arm position
play an important part in maintaining
the balance, which is not maintained by
carrying the free arm limply at one's
side. One may also be put off balance by
extreme kicks, lifts, or fans.
Use your free hands and arms attractively while at the same time positioning
them to help in balance and weight control. Keep a slight curve at the elbow, at
the same time keeping the elbows fairly
close to the body, extending arms with
palms down. Don't pump lead hands In
time to the music.
Accurate footwork is a must. We use
heel leads for both man and woman at
13

the proper time, toe to heel or heel to
toe. That's what gives a gentle rise and
fall when dancing. The man is the leader
and sets the lead for the woman. She
must develop the ability to recognize
and respond to the move the partner
makes. She should never anticipate even
though she know the routine of the
dance. If the man goofs, she should
follow along rather than create a wrest
ling match on the floor.
One important concept of leading that
should be studied by round dancers is
that involved in a forward action of a
couple in closed position. Often there is
the problem of the person leading forward stepping on the toes of the person
backing up. When this occurs, it is the
fault of the partner backing up. This can
also happen on actions such as pivots
and heel turns. If the person moving
backward takes a short step and the
partner moves forward in a longer step,
body conflict takes place, and both lose
their balance. Even the most basic
movement cannot be done easily and
smoothly. The person leading should not
lean forward but remain in a stand-tall,

(1#

naturally erect body position as the forward step is taken. The partner going
backwards should take a long enough
step so that his/her toes will not be stepped on. Practice walking in a closed
position with a heel to toe step until you
can both move comfortably in a
backward movement.
A smooth dancer blends from one
position or figure to another smoothly
and gracefully. Listen to the music and
dance to the beat.
After you have put some of these tips
together and started dancing with a
more smooth and fluent movement, the
man must always remember not to outdance the woman. The woman is the
pretty partner in the dance team and the
man should show her off in his leading.
Her beautiful frilly clothes and her pretty
smile will always attract attention; show
her off, men, because she'll make you
look good.
Styling is correct footwork, posture,
position and timing, coupled with one's
own personality set to music. Enjoy
yourself and have a good time. Dancing
is your recreation!

STEVE KOPMAN & RON LIBBY
present a MIDWEEK WEEKEND OF SQUARE DANCING

Date: June 22 & 23, 1981
Place: Seattle Center
Level: Plus 2
Cost: $35.00 per couple (U.S.)
Dress: Square Dance Attire

Monday, 22nd Two Sessions, 2:00 to 5:00
8:00 to 11:00
Tuesday, 23rd Three Sessions, 10to12:00
2:00 to 5:00
8:00 to 11:00

), KEITH GULLEY & BOB FISK c
present a MIDWEEK WEEKEND OF SQUARE DANCING
Date: June 29 & 30, 1081
Place: Seattle Center
level: Basic Challenge (C-1)
Cost: $35.00 per couple (U.S.)
Dress: Square Dance Attire

Monday, 29th Two sessions, 2:00 to 5:00
8;00 to 11:00
Tuesday, 30thThree sessions, 10 to 12:00
2:00 to 5;00
8:00 to 11:00

Send name, address, and check to PEOPLE PLEASERS, PO Box 16028, Seattle
WA 98116. Full refund up to June 1. Your cancelled check will be your receipt. Be
sure to include which event(s) you wish to attend.
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CALLER-LEADER
DIRECTORY
Jim Davis, River View Mob. Est.
St NE
Sp. #257, 3611
Auburn WA 98002
206-852-5733 Now Booking 81-82.83
Club Specials-Weekends-Festivals

-1-

Bob Fehrmann
218 Charmers Court
Kirkwood MO 63122
(314) 965-2631
Full Time Caller/Dates 81-82

Fred Bailey
PO Box 2 (612-368-4,786)
Rush City MN 55069
Former S/D Workshop Editor
Of This Magazine
Perry Bergh
Rt. 1 (606-758-2427)
Florence SD 57235
Any Time, Anywhere!

Gordon Fineout
2512 Delta River Drive
Lansing MI 48906
(5 1 7-321-0820)
For the Fun of It!

I ese ca er or
bookings and information

Dave "Hash- Hass
PO Box 37
East Hampton CT 06424
Now Booking 1980-81
Don Malcom (605-923-5417)
"The Missouri Maverick"
9820A Edgemont Ave.
Ellsworth AFB SD 57708
Calling full time- Sept. 1981
Chuck Marlow
3795 Pamela Drive
Gehenna OH 43230
Weekends & Holidays

Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597)
501 Gridley Ave.
Akron OH 44306
Dance to the calls of the
"Sliver Fox" Booking 1981-82-83
Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10
Midland MI 48640
Now Traveling Full Time

Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Middlefield OH 44062
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth
Webb Mills (614-366-3776)
315 W. Myrtle Ave.
Newark OH 43055
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Ken Gilmore
2715 LeBoeuf St.
Muskegon MI 49441
Dance More with Gilmore!

Glen Pyle
2220 Juliette Ave.
Fort Wayne IN 46804
219-432-7682
Booking for 80-81

Mike Callahan
147 North Ave.
Hilton NY 14468
Calling/Traveling Full Time

Willie Harlan
PO Box 338
Vinita OK 74301
For the Best In Square Dancing

Wes Taylor (614-836-3846)
364 West St.
Groveport OH 43125
Weekends & Holidays

Walt Cole (801-392-9078)
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 8-4403
Contra Caller Clinics,
Workshops & Dances

Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!

Ron wiiiiams(804-587.18501
786 W. Ocean View Ave.
Norfolk VA 23503
Available Weekends

Stan Burdick
216 Williams St.
Huron OH 44839
THE Meandering Man

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
All New Spiral-bound Calendars—
$3.50 each, 81412-83

A New Look for Square Dancers

RUTH 8 REUEI deTURK
1606 tiopmeadow St.
Simsbury. Ct. 06070
Phone: 203-658-9417

T HE

A GINGHAM JUMPER
Cute as a
button

a

Elastic inserts in belt
Back zipper
Pocket in bib
Use with a blouse
or a pant blouse

.060.4/4 0

P

HOURS:
Mon ,Tues.,Wed.,Thurs
Sat. 11-5 Fri 11-9

#607 in Red Navy, Green or Brown Check

35°. Cotton 65°.
'Polyester

Men s shirts to match. check Gingham sizes 141/2 - 17 514.98
(Shown) White Pant Blouse Cotton/Dacron S/M/L/XL $17.98
aEven sizes White Pant Blouse Lace Trimmed Cot/Dac S/M/L/XL 517.98
6 thru 18
Shipping Chg. Single Item $2.; 2 or 3 items S3.
$24.98
Conn. Residents add 71/2 Sales Tax

•
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PLAN AN '81 VACATION
WITH ONE OF OUR GROUPS
1. Hawaii— March 10
Chuck & Bea Donahue
Al & Donna Horn
Renny & Colleen Mann
Johnny & Lou Scott
Mark Clausing

6. Caribbean Cruise
July 5-12 (7 Days)
Mardi Gras
C.O. & Chris Guest
Jon & Shirley Jones
Ernie & Lani Kinney
Rocky & Vicky Strickland

2. Baharama Cruise
Nassau, Out Island
Freeport
March 30-April 3
Larry & Bernice Prior

7. New England
Fall Foliage Tour
Sept. 14-23
Joe & Carol Prystupa

3. Hawaii— 15 Day Tour
April 30-May 15
Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, Oahu
Bob & Dee Barnes

8. Hawaii— 15 Day
5 Island Tour
October 1
Joe & Carol Prystupa

4. Opryland U.S.A.
Nashville, Tenn.
May 26-May 30
Bob & Dee Barnes

9. Nassau—Bahamas
Nov. 13-16
S.S. Amerikanis
Steve & Chris Brissette

5. Alaska— NationalConvention
Inland Passage Cruise
June 16-23
Joe & Carol Prystupa

Circle the number of the brochure
you wish to receive
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Cafeol'6
'World crfavel
JOE & CAROL PRYSTUPA
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434 RIDGE ROAD
PORT RICHEY, FLA. 33568
813- 847 - 2307 or 847 - 2324

WHY MOURN DROPOUTS ANYMORE?
by Vic & Peg Wills
Springfield, Pennsylvania
25 years ago I gave up bowling to join
a square dance club, and no one ever
mourned about me or accused me of being a "dropout" from bowling. Possibly
my bowling average of under 150 was
one reason why I gave up this activity. If
I were capable of maintaining a 200
average, I may have been bowling
regularly today, and never would have
been involved in square dancing.
Certainly, most all recreational activities have their "dropouts," and why
people decide to continue or not to continue in what they are apparently enjoying has always been a mystery to many.
True, our publications hint at the reason
for the increase in "dropouts"— unfriendly clubs, cliques, caller/teacher not
following recommended levels, rat-race
programming, lack of leadership, and so
on. However, this seems to me to be only
Monday morning quarterbacking or a
way of passing the buck. There certainly
are other deep-seated reasons why persons drop out of our activity which we do
not allude to, and some of these are: embarrassment, by not being able to keep
up with their friends; committments,
which they can't or won't give up; health
problems, which are understandable;
remembrance problems; avoidance of
responsibility; fear of breaking down a
square; learning capabilities (Many
dancers are just satisfied with the
basics, and do not want to learn new
figures all the time). There are numerous
other equally good reasons why some
folks don't wish to continue and, consequently, drop out of square dancing.
Many square dance magazines devote
a great deal of copy to "dropouts," and
one wonders whether all these wellwritten articles have actually brought
any back into the fold again. Last year,
Peg and I served as "angels" at a beginners class in hope of encouraging some
of our old square dance friends to rejoin
the hobby they once enjoyed. Well, we
saw them through graduation, and they
joined the sponsoring club, but once
again, they have dropped out. Sure, we
have called them from time to time, but
they always have a good excuse not to
Join us at a dance. Whether our friends
American Squaredance, February 1981

could be called "dropouts" or "dropins"
is a good question, and, hopefully,
square dance clubs will find a solution
to this problem if it really is a problem.
Possibly, less time should be spent In
mourning the loss of "dropouts" and
more time devoted to encouraging
dancers, both old and new, to stay with
our activity. Here are a few suggestions
we might consider:
(1) A club should hire only qualified
callers, and those who have taught actively over the years and have proven
themselves, to instruct.
(2) The sponsoring club must find
room for the new dancer to join their
club after graduation.
(3) The club members must share with
the responsibility of bringing the new
dancers up to the club's dancing level by
splitting the graduates up, and not let
them dance together all evening.
(4)
It should be understood that the
graduate must share in the responsibility for the operation of the club.
(5) Before a new dancer graduates,
one evening should be devoted to explaining the operation of the sponsoring
club, the federation or council of which
the new dancer should become a part.
Also, how the state organization
operates, if one exists, and how both
local and state festivals are conducted,
as well as the National Square Dance
Convention.
No doubt, this won't solve the
"dropout" problem, but It is a start.
Before encouraging our friends to take
lessons, wouldn't It be a good idea to
give them a little background Information of what should be expected of them
after they graduate since we, as experienced square dancers, do know
what to expect.
"Dropouts" are akin to the
unemployed because, as the population
increases, so does the total unemployment. The number of folks joining our activity is increasing all the time, and as
long as the percentage of "dropouts"
stays the same, our square dance activity will remain healthy.
So, it's about time we stop mourning
the "dropouts," and begin encouraging
those folks whom we sincerely believe
will be an asset to square dancing and
not leave before they find out what our
hobby Is all about.
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED ON TIME PAYMENTS WITH APPROVED CREDIT
T-40-2BF $1098.90
T-50-2BF $1258.90
T-100-2AF $1396.90
AMPLIFIERS ONLY
T-40 0100
979.95
T-50
$1169.95
T-100
$1295.50
Plus Freight on all above prices.
NEWCOMB
RECORD CASES
Mailing costs are for
Continental U.S. only

RC-7BW
$29.95
PP $5.00

RC-7W
$24.95
PP $4.00
RC-71 2W
$44.95
PP $6.00

MIKE COZY
$7.80

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED
CAR CADDY—A New concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs.,
40" folds to 20". Tubular steel, weights 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for
sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95 plus $3. pstg. In USA. Shock cord $2.00 each

plus $1.00
mailing

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR RELEASES:
2127 I'm In Love with the Wrong Man, Andy Petrere•
2128 Short Road to Love, Caller: Nate Bliss•
2125 Dream Lover, Caller: Nate Bliss•
2124 Bull of the Woods, Caller: Bob Yerington•
2123 Yankee Doodle Dandy, Caller: Johnny Wykoff •
2122 Hurry, Hurry, Hurry, Caller: Nate Bliss'
DANCE RANCH RELEASES:
880 Oh Lonesome Me,Cailer: Ron Schneider
859 When You're Ugly, John Chavls, Dean Salveson•
658 Fifty Seven Chevrolet, Caller: Speedy Spivacke•
657 Don't Wipe The Tears You Cry for Him on My
Good White Shirt, Caller: Frank Lane•
BOGAN RELEASES:
1329 Cheating Song, Caller: Bob Barnes•
1328 Further and Further Apart, Tommy White•
1327 I Love You Better than I Dld Then. Tim Ploch•

• Flip Inatrum•ntala
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES:
2376 Robert E Lee. Caller Paul Greer'
BEE SHARP RELEASES:
114 Mickey Mouse Club March, Caller: Bill Knecht•
113 Don't You Believe, Caller: Bill Knecht•
MOST POPULAR BLUE STAR ALBUMS
507 E—L 34 Basics Recommended by Callerlab,
Called by Lem Smith
1021-50 Basics; Caller: Marshall Flippo (LP, 8-track)
1025-75 Plus Basics, Caller: M. Flippo (LP, 8-track)
1034—Mainstream Plus. Caller: M. Flippo (LP Only)
1035-10 Singing Calls, Caller. M. Flippo (LP Only)
1037-10 Singing Calls, Johnny Wykof 1 (Cassette only)
1038-10 More Singing Calls, J.Wykoff (Cassette only)

LORE RELEASES:
1193 Truck Drivin' Man. Caller; Dean Rogers•
1192 Dim the Lights and Pour the Wine, Bob Graham
1191 California Blues, Caller: Johnny Creel•
ROCKIN A RELEASES:
1373 Ballad of Cat Ballou, Caller: David Cox•
1372 Mental Journey, Caller: David Cox•
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008

EXPERIENCE + FREQUENCY = CAPABILITY
by Arnold Morgan
Covington, Virginia
How many students could successfully perform high school work if they were
to go directly from the fourth grade to
high school? Surely, not many; the drop
out rate would be enormous. To prevent
a hundred percent drop out rate, standards for both student performance and
school curriculum would suffer
drastically. Yet we are accepting and
promoting the equivalent of the above in
square dancing.
I believe I have developed a tool that
can be a valuable guide for moving
dancers through the various levels at a
rate that will assure their success,
pleasure, and continued participation in
square dancing. This tool is a chart that
approximates what a dancer should be,
expected to dance based on his years
experience and dancing frequency. The
concept of experience and dancing frequency versus dancer capability is common sense. The specific values on the
chart are a combination of Callerlab
guidelines and experience, both mine
and other callers with whom I have talked.

To use this chart, draw a line from the
years experience at the top of the chart
to dancing frequency at the bottom of
the chart. The level intersected by this
line is a close approximation of the level
the dancer should be expected to dance
properly and confidently.
Not only does this chart serve as a
guide for moving dancers through the
various levels, but also it can serve as a
tool for evaluating the varying
capabilities within a club. This chart can
vivify extremes in level capabilities
within a club. Depicting these extremes
graphically, I hope, will stimulate action
by the club members and caller to close
the gap by properly training the less experienced dancers.
Let me point out that this chart is not
a measure of a given individual's ability
to learn. It is a close approximation of
the rate of progression through the
levels that will assure an average group
the success and pleasure required to
continue participation in square dancing.

LEVEL VS YEARS EXPERIENCE 8, DANCING FREQUENCY

'I2

--

1

2

3r

141

YEARS DANCING EXPERIENCE

BASICS EXTENDED
EXTENDED
BASICS

PLUS I

Q.s,

PLUS II

DANCING FREQUENCY - DANCES/MONTH

2
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Square Dam*
9K Cu tOe
by Paul Hartman
Wheaton, Maryland
The level of dancing in Europe can
usually be termed as Mainstream,
although, not unlike the United States
and Canada, there are many dancers
who are not capable of responding to
some of the less used Mainstream
basics and who would also run Into difficulty doing some of that plateau's
APD. By and large, In Europe there are
very few Plus I and Plus II clubs in the
true sense of the term, and the number
of true Advanced level clubs In Europe
can be counted on the fingers of one
hand. The number of dancers with
capabilities beyond the Mainstream
level is growing, however, and more
callers than ever are experimenting with
calling at a higher level than
Mainstream. The average European
dancer is every bit as good a square
dancer as his American namesake, and
there are some clubs that, as a whole,
contain even better dancers than many
American clubs. Rounds between tips
are fairly common at most clubs and
open dances in Europe. As a matter of
fact, often there are two rounds danced
between tips without identifying the
club or the dance as a two-by-two event.
There are also a number of round dance
clubs In Europe, and the cuers/leaders
are very active in cueing and teaching
and are readily accepted in callers'
associations in full membership status.
A number of clubs in Europe boast
very colorful names based on the locality or country of the club. The club
badges and emblems are similarly unique and often evoke a smile of appreciation for their originality. For example, one of the clubs in Turkey was
known as the Ankara Allemanders, while
another one sported the name of Turkey
Trotters. Some of the other colorful and
interesting names are: Ahrensburg Castle Ghosts (the Hamburg area of Germany), Pyramid Promenaders (Cairo,
Egypt), Border-U-Turn Back (Hof, Germany, very close to the border of communist Czechoslovakia), Abbey
Allemanders (Crooked Mile, Waltham
20

Abbey, Essex, England), Crossing
Swords (of Solingen, Germany, the town
of world-wide fame for its superior steel
cutlery), Glow Worms (Worms, Germany,
where Martin Luther made his unforgettable proclamation in the 16th century),
Hamburgers (naturally of Hamburg, Germany), Cheeseheads (Huissen, Holland),
Fjord Frolickers (Norway), Honeycake
Squares (Nuerenberg, Germany, a city
famous for its honey cakes and cookies,
especially of the Christmas variety),
Berlin Dancing Bears and also the
Swinging Bears of Berlin (the bear being
the official symbol of Berlin, Germany),
Holland Wlndmillers, Piazza Promenaders (Lago Patria, Italy), Ramblin
Romans (Rome area, Italy), O'Beck
Allamenders (abbreviation for the town
Osterholz-Scharmbeck, Northern Germany), Donau Diamonds (dancing in the
Ulm area of Germany, a city on the
Danuade, i.e. Donau, river), Heyford
Hoofers (Upper Heyford, England), and
Kensington Kountry Kousins (Kensington, England). Honorable mention
should also go to the SHAPE Shuffling
Squares, which dance In Mons, Belgium,
the location of the SHAPE western
military alliance. The club consist mainly of SHAPE personnel, making It very
likely the club that has more members of
different nationalities than any other
one anywhere in the world.
As already mentioned, there are
various open dances, usually sponsored
annually by one or another club, dances
that are held almost every weekend
somewhere on the continent. These
dances have also colorful names and
themes, usually keyed to the name of
the club, its location, or something
significant in the area. There Is, for example, the Frankenstein Castle Dance
(in a castle In Darmstadt, Germany), the
Klein Kanada dance (in Soellingen, Germany, where predominently Canadian
government personnel is stationed), the
Flower Dance (Harlem, Holland, run by
the Tulip Twirlers), the Crazy Dance (of
the Crazy Eights club of Berlin, Germany), the Bavarian Square Dance
Festival, the Maypole Dance (Munich
Germany, named for the traditional raising of colorful maypoles in Bavaria), the
Shufflex (sponsored by the Shuffling
Squares in Belgium), and the Mediterranean Square Dance Cruise (conducted
by a Munich club). Britain also has a
Amergran Squaredance. February 1981

number of similar special events. The
square dance population in other areas
is essentially too small for such purposes or the locations are too distant
from large square dance population
centers to attract a sufficient number of
traveling dancers. There are also
periodic jamborees, held in various
areas, usually attracting large crowds.
And the largest European event, the socalled Round Up, now 26 years old, is
held annually at different locations during the Labor Day weekend. It is organized by an association of European clubs
(EAASDC) and has been drawing increasingly large crowds.

Badges of all sorts are standard fare
at the various events described above.
They are usually very clever and attractive and many dancers proudly display
their large collections which they have
acquired through attendance at these
extraordinary events. Some clubs also
provide visitors with special badges and
there is even one club, the Bavarian
Stompers of Augsburg, Germany which
awards visitors a miniature replica of
their regular club badge. The club badge
is in the form of a foot imprint and carries the usual information, while the
guest badge is in the same format, but
of smaller size. Because of its
diminutive size no information appears
Amer,car? Squaredance. February 1981

on the badge, except for the Initials of
the club's name, BS. Another most
unusual badge is the one awarded to
visitors who dance in Berlin. "I Danced
Behind the Iron Curtain," says the
badge, and you indeed have done so
when you square thru in the western
segments of the divided former German
capital that is situated smack-dab inside
communist territory.
There are three important square
dance associations in Europe: The European Association of American Square
Dance Clubs (with headquarters in Germany), the British Association of
American Square Dance Clubs, and the
Mediterranean Area Square Dancers
Association. There are also smaller,
more localized affiliations such as the
one that exists in East Anglia, England,
and the one in Berlin, Germany. Just as
in the United States, Canada, and
elsewhere, the aim of these associations is essentially the well-being and
furtherance of square dancing. There
are also three major callers associations
(including cuers) in Europe which more
or less parallel the overall dancers'
organizations. There is the European
Callers and Teachers Association with
headquarters in Germany, the Callers
Club of Great Britain, and the Mediterranean Area Callers and Teachers
Association.
Two major square dance publications
provide additional cohesion to the
square dance movement in Europe. Let's
Square Dance is the official organ of the
British Association and is published
monthly by a British square dancing
couple in the London area. It enjoys a
wide readership In Great Britain and includes club write-ups, coming events,
letters-to-the-editor, and various articles
regarding square dancing in Great
Britain and elsewhere. The Chatterbox is
published by a German square dancing
couple in Hamburg, Germany and can
boast of the widest circulation in
Europe. It is printed in side-by-side columns in English and German and carries
various features, news from clubs as
well as from the major square dance
centers in Europe, coming events, news
from the US, including Callerlab and National Convention press releases as well
as information from the overseas
dancers organization, bi-monthly
Continued on Page 78
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0 AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE TOURS

wrra 4*

TOURS YOU CAN TRUST

6rrat Britain0our

Write ASD Tours
PO Box 488
Huron OH 44839

ONLY

799.00 PER PERSON
Douoia Occupancy From

Choose one of
four different weeks
next fall

CHICAGO/NEW YORK

(Our Drtitination
"Oliir frail of Einglanb"
"The Cotswolds and Shakespeare Country"
THE TOUR PRICE INCLUDES:
Roundtrip let air transportation to L ondon. England
via British Airways.

...anb a grrat sthrtion
of optional rxrursiona
arr plannrb...
— INCLUDING
• Stratford-on-Avon, • Anne Hathway's Cottage, • Coventry
Cathedral, • Blenheim Palace,
• Warwick Castle. • Wales.
• Walled City of York, • Yorkshire
Dales. • Wedgewood Factory, London, • Westminster. Plus of course
— "Square Dancing"

Complimentary in-flight meal service.
Arrival and departure transfers between London
International Airport and Birmingham Hotels.
Seven nights accommodation in first -class hotels
All rooms with private bathrooms.
Full-English breakfast daily.
Fully qualified European tour escorts and local
guides.

Don't Delay
At This Price It Will Ile A Sellout

Complete trip documentation.
State and local taxes for tour services and hotel
accommodations.
U.S. and British Government International departure
taxes

QS1 CSC
°° CO
X

4)1 IV‘t4

oov

Fill out the form below.
IN ORDER TO
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW!!!

(Similar arrangements
& charges as above)

Wak

AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE TOURS

1:0URS YOU CAN TRUST

fplendor of
cv fwitzerland
TOUR
OUR DESTINATION -

nii rINTERLAKEN - SWITZERLAND
"One of the moat delightful puce. on Earth"
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Write ASD Tours
PO Box 488
Huron OH 44839
Choose one of
three different weeks
next fall

4'

SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA
MEL

The Square Dancers of American presented their sixth float in the New Year's
Day Tournament of Roses Parade, to be
veiwed by millions of people. Lorne
Greene was Grand Marshal; the theme
of the parade was "The Great Outdoors"
and the theme of the square dance float
was "Bonanza."
The float is paid for by thousands of
square dancers who make this possible.
An average of 500 dancers decorate the
float each year. The following associations each take a day to feed the
decorators: Associated Square Dancers,
Cow Counties Hoedown Association,
Western Square Dance Association,
South Coast Square Dance Association,
and Bachelors 'N Bachelorettes, Intl.
Also, the Presidents of each association
emcee and pick the callers for a portion
of the Float Ball, December 28th, at the
South Gate Civic Auditorium. The callers
for the Ball were Johnnie Scott, Larry
McBee, Dick Rask, Bill Coy, Monty
Wilson and Bill Kramer. Round dance
cuers were Merle Cramlet and Gerry
Boswell.
Millard Davidson, President of the
Tournament of Roses, drew the first
name for the 1981 float dancers at the
National Convention in Memphis, Tennessee. There were 250 entries, including three entries from Canada. The
names drawn were: John & Florence
Hrozienck, Brookfield, Connecticut;
Henry & Alice Thiessen, Dumont, New
Jersey; Herb & Carol Arkin, Pine Brook,
New Jersey; Larry Evans & Judy Swanson, Orange, Calif.; and Richard &
Kathleen Chapman, Freedom, Calif.
The sound system on the float had a
AME,Cd,/ S(JUdIethlf/Ce February 19C"

-•1111•1111,.

Coming
Up Roses
set of donated Yak Stak speakers, also 8
track tapes, all edited and installed by
Art Haufe and John Fogg.
The clothes donated for the dancers
are: dresses, slips and shirts by Do-SaDo Shop, San Gabriel, Calif.; men's
trousers by H Bar C, California Ranch
Wear; women's shoes by Promenaders,
Winder, Georgia; men's boots by Coast
Shoe Company, Los Angeles, Calif.; belt
buckles and jewelry by Norsell's,
Reseda, Calif; and sissy pants by Square
Dance Land, Highland, Calif.
The following twelve callers were
recorded on tape for the dancers on the
float and at Victory Park: Don Pfister,
Herb Lesher, Johnnie Scott, Dave 'Happy' New Year, Harold Graves, Bill Berry,
Ron Black, California; Stan Burdick,
Ohio; Happy Hal Petschke, Connecticut;
Bob Prescott, Missouri; Herb Egender,
Colorado; John Kaltenthaler, Penn•
sylvania. The piece 'Bonanza' was
rewritten and called by Don Pfister.
The drawing for the round trip for two
for five days to Pasadena was won by
John & Arlene Pagano, Matamores, Pa.
The trip includes motel, Float Ball, two
parade seats, Grand Marshal's luncheon
and two tickets to the Rose Bowl game.
Bond winners were: K. & G. Steinman,
Pine Bush, N.Y. ($100); Ken Watts, Colonia, N.J. ($75); Glenn Cooke, Sea Girt,
N.J. ($50).
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THE COLLEGES
ARE COMING

TRAINING

FOR CALLERS

CAL GOLDEN'S
1981 CALLERS COLLEGES
February: North Dakota
March: Glouster, Ohio
April: Shawnee, Kansas
May: Waco, Texas
June: Hot Springs, Ar. (2)
July: Jekyll Island, Ga.
July: Pensacola, Florida
August: New Jersey
November: Hot Springs, Ar.
November: Fontana, N.C.
Write Sharon Golden. PO Box 2280. Hot
Springs AR 71901. Ph 501-624-7274

HARTLAND, MICH.
July 26 thru 29
HARRISONBURG, VA.
Aug. 2 thru 5
TROY, N.H.
Aug. 16 thru 20
Sponsored by Al Brundage
& Earl Johnston
The Most Experienced Caller
Training Team in the Country
Assisted by Top Notch Staff
Earl Johnston, PO Box 2223,
Vernon CT 06066
THE BILL PETERS
CALLERS SCHOOL
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
August 16-21, 1981
Bill Peters, Bill Davis
Emphasis on Sight Calling
Formation Awareness
Figure Constructions
Write Bill Peters,
5046 Amondo Dr
San Jose CA 95129

"New"
NEW ENGLAND
ABC & CCC COLLEGE
AUGUSTA, MAINE
July 16-19, 1981
Dave Stewart—Stan Burdick
Write Dave's Record Service
70 State St., Augusta ME 04330
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MARSHALL, INDIANA
TURKEY RUN
CALLERS SCHOOL
July 20-25, 1980
Individual Attention To
Caller by Experienced
Staf
Dick Han — George Amos
Write Dick Han, 513 S. Bluff
Monticello IN 47960

TRENTON STATE
CALLERS COLLEGE
July 19-23. 1981
Callerlab Curriculum
John Kaltenthaler
Gene Trimmer — Red Bates
Write: Jim Howatt. Box 183A,
RR2, Old York Rd.. Trenton NJ
08620
Ph. 609-298-5957

SUPERSCHOOL V
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
CANADIAN NATIONAL CALLERS
June 22-24, 1981
SCHOOL, Saskatoon, Sask.
(Preceding the Nat. Convention)
July 5-10, 1981
Lee Kopman—Bill Peters
Bill Peters & Bill Davis
Creative Choreography
Full Callerlab Curriculum
Workshop Techniques &
Special Training in Sight Calling
Program Building
& Formation Awareness
Write Bill Peters, 504 Amondo Dr
Write Bill Peters, 5046 Amondo
San Jose CA 95129
Dr.. San Jose CA 95129
CALLERS' INSTITUTE
TIFTON, GEORGIA
July 19-24, 1981
Bill Peters—Jim Mayo
Teaching the FULL
Callerlab Curriculum
Far Info: 8111 Peters,
5046 Amondo
Dr., San Jose CA 95129

FONTANA, NORTH CAROLINA
CALLERS COLLEGE
November 16-20: 1981
Cal Golden, Stan Burdick
Tex Brownlee
New! Novice/ Experienced
Write ASD, Huron, Ohio
or callers above

ASO Co-sponsored
DILLARD, GEORGIA
CALLERS COLLEGE
August 9-15, 1981
For Beginner and Experienced
Callers (2 Levels)
• Stan Burdick, John Kaltenthaler
Don Williamson. Jerry Cope
Write Jerry & Becky Cope
Box 129, Dillard GA 30537

CALLERS SEMINAR
Daily Sessions
Morning & Afternoon
June 25-27, 1981
National Convention
Seattle, Washington
Conducted by Callerlab
with a staff of
leading specialists
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NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION®
JUNE 25, 26, 27, 1981
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM
Mainstream through challenge dan
cing will be offered at the Seattle Center
all three days of the convention Each
hall will present the same program,
timewise, each day to enable dancers to
better plan their dancing times.
Continuous square dancing, MS plus
QS, will be presented in the Center
House from 9 A.M. until 11 P.M. each
day. The only break will be from 6 to 7:30
P.M. on Saturday, when all dance activities cease for the Parade of States.
The program at this location will feature
one S/D round between each tip.
The Coliseum will feature Plus 2 from
opening until noon, Plus 1 from 2 until 11
P.M. with a break from 6-7:30. The Exhibition Hall will program Plus 2 from 7:30-11

ESTES PARK, COLORADO
Dance Ranch Caller College
July 5-9.
For callers with 2 years
or less experience,
July 12-16:
For callers with more than
two years' experience.
Frank Lane—Vaughn Parrish
Write Frank Lane's Dance
Ranch, PO Box 1382,
Estes Park CO 80517

or

Sql1dIad mcc

e(x r Li19E11

P.M. No rounds are programmed for
these two halls.
Advanced level dancing is scheduled
for the Flag Pavilion and will alternate
from A-1 to A-2 on an hourly basis.
Challenge dancing at the C-1, C-2 and
C-3 levels will be conducted in the
pic Room on an alternating time schedule. Outdoor dancing, MS plus QS, will
be held on the Flag Plaza from opening
at 9 A.M. until closing at 11:00. Due to
the number of advance registrations,
plans are being formulated to use Memorial Stadium on the grounds if
necessary.
Dancing in all halls except Center
House will cease between 6 and 7:30
P.M. Ten minutes of MS plus QS will be
presented in each of the RID halls each
evening at 8, 9 and 10 o'clock.
All dance locations will be sounded by
Hilton. This, combined with the number
and quality of the leaders/callers already
confirmed as part of the program, and
the superb setting of the Seattle Center
assures a memorable convention.
EXHIBITOR BOOTHS
Seattle Center has space for 230
booths on the outer perimeter of the Coliseum. To date, 83 exhibors, including
some of the leading outlets for S/D attire, SID publishers, recording companies, sound equipment distributors,
manufacturers of badges and hobby
items, as well as makers of custom and
Continued on Page 77

PARRISH CALLERS SCHOOLS
NINE CHOICES— May thru Nov.
IN SEVERAL STATES
For Details, Write to
PARRISH RANCH
Rt. 2, Parrish Rd.
Berthoud CO 80513
Phone: 303-772-5118

`FRENCH QUARTERS" COLLEGE
Aurora, Kansas
(50 Miles N. of Salina)
For All Callers
July 5-10
STAFF John Kaltenthaler
Herb Egender—Jim Hayes
SPECIAL: Cueing for Callers
After-Parties
Write: PO Box 80, Aurora KS
67417
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DIGS

Ware Individual Growth Seminar

Dillard LEADERSHIP
Seminar
A MINi LEGACY PROGRAM

WHEN: Nov. 1-7, 1981
STAFF: Bob & Phyllis Howell. Stan & Cathie Burdick, Jerry & Becky Cope
WHAT: First annual, first of its kind, week-long individual growth seminar for
club leaders, association officers, potential leaders, committee chairmen.
callers, cuers, anyone interested in a real Leadership Awareness
Seminar.
CO-SPONSORED BY: American Squaredance Magazine & The Square
Dance Resort.
The main emphasis is on LEADERSHIP, with a stated goal of Self-Improvement for each individual in
attendance. Special topics include Leading a Meeting, Winning Friends and Influencing People. Being Dynamic, Humor and Its Effect on Others. Delegating Responsibility, Making Assignments, How
to Organize More Efficiently (Your Time, too), How To Be an Expert Promoter, Image-Making, How to
Get Along with Callers. Setting Goals for You and Your Club. Coping with Frustration. How to Write a
Good Letter.
Perhaps this will give you an idea of the major emphases. Just imagine what being together with a
group of dedicated square dance leaders for a whole week can do for you and your club! Don't wait
to sign up for this one. Use it as a stepping stone to an even more wonderful square dance world!
For Reservations & Additional Information, Contact Jerry & Becky Cope, S/D Resort at Andy's,
PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30537. Phone 404-746-2134
•••
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Alamo Palms
MOBILE HOME AND R.V. PARK
1341 W. Business Hwy. 83
Alamo, Texas 78516
Phone: 512-787-7571
Presenting

RALPH SILVIUS
Nationally known square dance caller and instructor and Red Boot recording artist calling all levels, beginners classes through A-2.
Large recreation hall, air-conditioned for your comfort.
We also offer the pleasures of swimming, whirlpool spa, cards, separate pool hall
with eight tables, twenty lanes of shuffleboard, bingo, ballroom dancing, arts and
crafts, bicycling, etc., within minutes of Old Mexico, South Padre Island, fishing
in the gulf waters, golfing and numerous other activities.
Our round dance instructors,
are super, with over twenty years'
Loren & Dorothy Wheeler
experience of teaching and cueing beginners', intermediate and classic dances.
For a winter vacation you'll never forget, come join us in the "Land of Two Summers" in the spectacular Rio Grande Valley of South Texas.
WINTER SEASON RUNS OCTOBER TO THE END OF APRIL.
NOTE: Ralph Is available for calling dates May 1 to Sept, 30.
Write above address or phone 512-781-1650 for rates and dates.
gin
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LEADERSHIP EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SEMINAR
* KNOWLEDGE
* FUN
* FELLOWSHIP
* DANCING
The third LETS held in the Kentuckiana Square Dance Association
area reached a peak in attendance and
quality. The committee included Don
and Ginny Copier, chairmen, Reuben
and Joyce Timberlake, secretary, Bud
and Ann Flora, Ed and Alice Colin, Roy
and Marita Davis, Jim and Isla Gloor,
John and Willie Stigler.
The Timberlakes report that "the people who attend always come away with
so much enthusiasm, and they in turn
relate their experiences to others."
Keynoter for the seminar was Bob
Osgood, editor of Square Dancing
magazine. The theme, "Let's Go in Eight0" spurred the interest of 86 dancers,
some sent by clubs, some attending on
their own, but all concerned about the
future of the square dance movement.
"Leadership includes thinking, doing,
communicating, believing, expressing
and helping," stated Bob Osgood in his
keynote address. He emphasized that
statements and recommendations from
LETS are not guidelines for this week,
month or year, but are indications of
many exciting happenings over the next
several years.
Many mini-spiels were interspersed
during the program. Topics included
singles, Professional Callers Association objectives, dancers association
structure and programs, and a report on
the structural outline, fund-raising projects, involvement and success of the
32nd National Convention, which will be
held in Louisville in 1983.
Harry Broadhurst, a professional
trainer and sales motivator, spoke on
' ,uerican Squaredance. February 1981

"communications" and its relation to
square dancing. Harry stated that communications is one of the most important tools we have and is not used to its
full advantage. Communication always
begins with a thought or Idea. Various
methods are then employed to send this
idea, but it must be received and implemented to be useful. Too often the
idea is tossed aside before it reaches its
destination or is used by the recipient.
The thoughts and ideas that evolve
from LETS and other seminars should
have a useful meaning within the square
dance community. Those who attend
should encourage fellow dancers to read
the reports and urge the incorporation of
at least part of the recommendations in
clubs and organizations. In this way, important thoughts do not become lost in
transition.
Round robin sessions focused on
classes and the retention of dancers, the
new dancer's viewpoint and the other
side of the mike. Special interest groups
were presented on conducting a club
business meeting, squares and rounds
together, keeping fun in square dancing
and the KSDA.
Dancing was included after the banquets on both evenings. A hospitality
room was manned after the dances,
where the socializing continued.
At the wrap-up session, It was noted
that the word fun popped up continuously during the LETS program. Fun can
mean being with people you love or are
interested in; fun can be moving your
body to music; fun can be dancing to
movements that seem impossible. Even
though each of us has a different interpretation of fun, it should never be so
personalized that it detracts from someone else's enjoyment of the activity.
One of Bob's Impressive statements
summed it up, "Square dancing belongs
to me." If each of us can say this to
ourselves and truly feel we will promote
it, protect it, perpetuate it and do
everything we can to make it enjoyable
for others, we will make our own fun.
LETS is fun... and LETS is looking at
tomorrow...and tomorrow is only a day
away!
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—Trip Of A Lifetime

THE ORIENT
INCLUDED VISITS TO TOKYO, HAKONE,
KYOTO, HONG KONG, BANGKOK,
SINGAPORE AND MORE.
Sun., June 28 to Wed., July 15, 1981
18 very-inclusive days
$2559.00 per person (From Seattle)*
Personally hosted by Iry & Betty Easterday
OUR ORIENT TOUR FOLLOWS THE NATIONAL
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE CONVENTION IN
SEATTLE, which begins on Wednesday. June 24.
We will be happy to quote special add-on
fares from your city to meet our group in Seattle.
WRITE OR CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE!
120IA POTOMAC AVENUE

RIC MAROS

wit R.
ttl 11,011
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13011 791 1010

VALENCIA RUC

HAGERSTOWN. MARYLAND21740

449
Encore
by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO— FEBRUARY 1956
In "Thread the Needle," Anida Seele
describes a patchwork skirt designed by
tailor Herman tuts which is made up of
patches measuring one inch on top, two
inches on the bottom and six inches in
length when completed. (Seam allowance should be added on all sides.) On
the bottom of one patch, sew two patches side by side; on the bottom of these
two ,sew four; then add eight. For each
Inch of waistline, you will need one
panel as described. If you have "a larger
waistline," it is suggested you make the
first patch (only) of each panel one and a
half inches wide at the top instead of
one inch. Add band and zipper and a
bias facing at the bottom for a beautiful
flared patchwork skirt.
From Rickey Holden: "As I travel
around the country, I meet and talk with
many dancers who seldom get a chance
to dance to a live caller. While records
with calls are fun for a change, I feel
strongly that the poorest club caller is
better than only recorded calls. The club
caller will Improve with age; the record
becomes memorized and the dancing
loses its spontaneous quality. When it
comes to calling, do It yourself if there is
no one else to do it for you. You'll be surprised at the results."
More on the subject of records with
calls comes from "De" Harris after
visiting with several clubs In New
Orleans that used records and "ran
themselves ragged with dancing hash
records." His quote Is, "This leads me to
my New Year's wish for all hash
records— there is a bus leaving town in
twenty minutes— be under it!"
10 YEARS AGO— FEBRUARY 1971
Web Witter of Texas writes on a subject that needs saying every now and
then. And he sums It all up with, "Why
American Squaredance, February 1981

not take a caller's taw to lunch— or at
least let her know you appreciate her.
Charles Naddeo of California says it's
up to us to decide "Which Way?" He
writes, "Square dancing is a clean,
social recreation which all members of
the family can enjoy...it needs repeating
to remind us that we, the dancers, must
be ever alert to preserve and protect this
symbol from those who would sometimes innocently, degrade and demean
it."
It has taken years of hard work to
remove the taint of hob-nailed boots, a
jog or a bar room, fist fights, etc., and to
make square dancing acceptable anywhere, in church, school or public functions. It took serious effort and courage
to achieve these high standards, and It
will take courage to maintain them:
courage to refuse admittance to those
obviously in no condition to dance or Improperly dressed, courage to remove
those whose behavior is disrupting the
majority, courage to stop suggestive
advertising in flyers or publications.
Shall we relax the rules or observe
them and watch our activity grow, not
only in numbers, but in the respect It
commands from everyone? Which way?
Did you know that the banjo was
originally constructed In the 18th century by slaves to resemble North African
Instruments called bandore or pandelra?
With its increased use In this country,
the banjo took on a distinct personality,
and it Is considered the only musical Instrument native to America. Darrell
Rowlett of Tennessee traces the origin
and history of this Instrument which
figures so strongly in our American
folklore.
Lil Bausch gives a formula for a circular skirt: take your waist measureContinued on Page 78
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& CATHIE BURDICK & HOLLOWAY TOURS

Invite You To Get Aboard
THE SEATTLE EXPRESS
For The

4'6

30th National Square Dance Convention
June 25, 26, 27, 1981
Seattle, Washington
Super Save

sign

Round Trip Air Fare from Cleveland each adult $338.00 $,,,s`guta,
(Transportation Arranged from Any City. Price subject to increase without notice)

Four Ground Packages Available

(Prices Firm, will not increase)
a1

4 Days 4 Nights

June 24 - 27

sn,qk

All Packages Include
Hotel Room
Convention Registration (3 days)
Convention Program ((per couple)
National Squares Magazine (1 per couple)
Shuttle Bus Serice (during Convention)
Daily Continental Breakfast
Special Badges

516900
244 00
199 00
179 00

Double
Triple
Quad
02
Single
Di mine

S Day S Nights

June 23 - 27
5455 00
295 00
2441"(
21910

intikQuad
e3

Packages $2, $3, & $4 Also include
Convention Cookbook (1 per couple)
City Tour

6 Days 6 Nights

June 22 - 27

Single
Di intik

$5S0 00
fSS 00
285 IX)
255 00

1to.•
Quad

Packages $3 & tt4 Also Include
Banquet Dinner Wednesday Night
Hospitality Room (at hotel)

arl

7 Days 7 Nights

June 21 - 27

5.4,

wink!

Dr ruble
look,
Quad

A411110
0100
1?Sh 00

If you are already registered, we can transfer you to our tour & hotels
• of Persona

Names

Phone I

Address
I We desire Package al
Occupant y Single

Package a2
Double

Triple

I

Package ul

Package arl

Quad

Amount Ens knced S

II yes, how will you travel.'
_
wrung., my own transportation to Seattle _
An
Amtrak
I would like Holkiway Tours to arrange transportation for me
Hawaii
I am interested in the extended trip to Alaska
II you are already registered Ion the conventron, list items paid or and you will he given !edit lot Items ollered in our tour pa kage
I will

FINAL PAYMENT DUE APRIL. I. 1991
DEPOSIT: 55000 Per Person
CANCELLATION CHARGES: (Per Person( $5 00 before April 15 & 515 00 alter April IS. 198(
FINAL. PAYMENT DUE: April I. 1981 Monthly payments requested
Make Checks Payable To: Holloway Tours
FOR INFORMATION C ONT AC I
Mail To. 6157 I Danvers Drive: Garden Grove. CA 92645
Stan & Caine BurOrck
216 Writrams Sneer
Huron Oh 44839
133 2188 or 433 5013
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Rest Club Trick
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JEANS AND QUEENS SID CLUB
During the 1940's, the Promenaders
Club of Bogalusa, Louisiana, put a little
fun into the comings and goings of the
wartorn relations of its members. After
the war, when members returned and
new classes were organized, a new
name was called for. Most of the Promenaders had moved on or were no
longer active. Jeans and Queens was
decided upon, to suit the enthusiasms of
the modern younger generation of
dancers now attending. In those days
twelve or more squares filled the warm
southern evenings with happy sounds
and busy feet. The club had its ups and
downs until finally, late into the sixties,
the faithful few agreed it was no longer
possible to keep the club going, but kept
their dancing active by using records
and visiting dances out-of-town.
In late summer of 1977, a friend from
the square dance class of 1961 called Jo
Rogers. Would she be interested in helping form a local group of square
dancers? Would she! The long dry spell
was over. Six couples and a spare
formed the nucleus of dancers who
voluntarily set up offices. The spare,
who was secretary-treasurer when the
club disbanded, persuaded the local
bank into keeping, service-free, a
meager balance on hand. This was turned over to the new group for postage and
supplies. Laura B. Alford deserves credit
for her belief in the dancers. She and
Nick Bender are the remaining Promenaders who still actively support and
attend all square dance events.
The publicity pulled several old
dancers out of their easy chairs, and
several new couples Into classes. The
new club now has seventy dependable,
enthusiastic members.
Jo Rogers says, " Our endeavors to
make money extend to almost anything
legal, from garage sales to selling pencils." The club goal is to have a home of
ArnellCdn SquareddrIce. February 19R'

their own. The members feel this is the
way to keep the club "green and growing." They are determined to see that it
will continue this time around.
A first was a most successful
Dogwood Festival in March, 1980, which
was well-attended and enjoyed despite
the rain that constantly poured down.
Plans for a repeat festival in 1981 are
well underway.
The first "furnishings" for the home
are already in hand: a pair of trophies
won for first place, 1979, and a special
award, 1980, as winners in the float
category of Bogalusa's 4th of July
parade. '79 found many Jeans and
Queens aboard a huge, decoated riverboat, costumed and throwing favors to
the crowds. 1980's trolley car, named Independence '76 and carrying 52 flags In
remembrance of the imprisoned Iran
hostages and wildly cheering club
members, won the coveted special
award.
The Jeans and Queens support and
help other area clubs. They have a
reputation for genuine welcomes and
warm hospitality. Dancing improves with
each class, as nearly all the members
turn out to help as angels with the new
group. This time, square dancing is
home in Bogalusa to stay!
•

Calling/Traveling
Full Time

•

MIK('

Callahan'
147 NORTH AVENUE
HILTON, NEW YORK 14468
(716) 392-3807
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In the October, 1980 issue of
American Squaredance, Al Eblen wrote
an article which I felt was mistakenly
placed in the "Straight Talk" column
since the article was totally filled with
misstatements and inaccurate conclusions.
Ed. Note: The article reflected Al's
thinking. This letter reflects Mike's reactions. Both men are entitled to their opinions and both are right— one of the
paradoxes of human relations. "Straight
Talk" and "Feedback", the columns in
which readers speak out, are the right
places for their opinions.
First, dancers should be free to
choose any level they wish to dance.
They are the ultimate judges of what
they want to dance. Our job as callers is
neither to pressure them into pursuing a
higher level nor to discourage them by
setting up meaningless series of figures
as final exams of whether they are
"good enough" or not. The levels are
there for people to enjoy to the extent of
their interest in the activity, not to
separate good dancers from the average
or inexperienced ones.
Secondly, his statement concerning
his ability to duplicate calls used on advanced levels by using so-called "plain
English"...Sure you can duplicate the
position, maybe even the exact parts of
the move, but we can do that with
almost every mainstream call with Just
seven or eight moves. But In the actual
execution of the move by the dancer, the

NEW/ CUSTOM

parts of the command take on their own
unique dancing flow. I can cue all the
parts of a spin chain thru or load the
boat, but there is a great difference in
the body flow movement of a dancer
dependent on the cue and one who
knows the call. You could call ends circulate and centers trade, but the flow is
very different from acey deucey and a
variety of things can be done by fractionalizing the call.
Finally...calling definition sources
(Burleson's Encyclopedia, Sets in Order
Handbook, etc.) [do not) talk about
"boys and girls" in their definitions (with
a few exceptions). The definitions have
always talked of ends and centers and
right and left hand dancers, while the examples talk about boys and girls as an
easy reference. No one minds you talking about boys and girls in dancing, but
(and an important but) your dancers
need to be exposed to the definition
itself. If not, you as a caller are lax in
your duty to prepare your beginner
dancer to participate in our world of
square dancing. Any caller who fails to
do so is derelict in his responsibility to
his dancers and engaging in a consumer
ripoff when he deceivingly takes their
money claiming to teach square dancing.
Overall, to paraphrase the bard,
"Methinks Mr. Eblen doth protest too
much."
Mike Jacobs
Louisville, Kentucky
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FOR CALLERS, DANCERS, EVERYONE--

eustom
(Tailoring
AT ITS BEST
SUITS, SPORT COATS, AND PANTS,
CUSTOM CUT AND MADE FOR YOU
AT DIRECT-BY-MAIL PRICES. A
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN HAVING
FINE QUALITY FABRICS
TAILORED TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL
TASTE.

SAVE!! WEAR TAILORED CLOTHES BY

"TEX" BROWNLEE

Tex Brownlee Custom Tailors
P.O. Box 1189
Knoxville TN 37901
Please rush prices and free
samples of fabrics and styles.
Name
Street Address
City
State

Zip Code
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RHYME TIME

99

DEAR VALENTINE
The brilliant lights slowly dim
And the music fills the hall
With the unmistaken melody
Of an old familiar call.
Friends start to gather on the floor
Looking forward to the dance
And find the unity that comes
In a greeting, smile or glance.
What fun to be dancing in a square
With friends both yours and mine,
What joy to be dancing anywhere
With my own dear Valentine!
by Ida Reilinger
Fairfax, Virginia

Together,
holding...
touching...
looking...
hearing...
smiling...
whirling...
moving...
exciting...
We are square dancing.
by Ilia Jean Boggs
Birch River, West Virginia

THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK

$12.50

120-page book, fully illustrated, with exercises and examples for selfteaching. Learn from scratch or improve your present ability. Chapters on:
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-Outs, Programming...plus
10 other topics.

THE TOP TEN (1980 Edition)

$6.00

5 separate Dictionaries of all the Callerlab levels (MS-C2); Choreo Analysis &
Diagrams of Top Ten New Calls; Callerlab Formations & APD Arrangements;
& More.

SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE...

Bi-

With liability insurance, $20/yr; Notes Only $12/yr
Definitions of ALL new calls & concepts; Choreo analysis and Figures MS
thru A2; $1 Million Liability Insurance. Equipment insurance also available .
monthly, calendar year.

DANCERS NOTE SERVICE (BI.Monthly)
S

•

Order from:
rr
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$6/Calendar year

Definitions of ALL the new calls & Concepts, Supplements the TOP TEN.

BILL DAVIS,

1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087
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GRAND SQUARE DANCER
(CALLER)
Calling the opening tip at the Square
Dance Resort at Andy's Trout Farm in
Dillard, Georgia, may sound simple to
many callers but it wasn't for Jack
Flanders. Jack had been involved in a
near-fatal automobile accident last
August, spent four days in the intensive
care unit, and was told that he would be
in traction until October 18th. He had a
crushed left elbow, several broken ribs, a
broken left leg, two crushed heels, a
punctured lung, and during his hospital
confinement, developed a penetrating
ulcer.
Jack and Ernie Bass and their wives
(they are married to sisters) have closed
the season at Andy's the past two years
and Jack was determined that his accident wouldn't change anything this year.
His injuries were so extensive that some
couples from his area knew he wouldn't
make it and cancelled their reservations.
Jack didn't agree with them.
Due to his determination and, to the
surprise of his doctors, he was released
from the hospital on September 27, and,
on October 19 at 7:30 p.m., Jack had the
mike and called the opening tip for eight
squares of enthusiastic dancers. Gloria
Flanders beamed through misty eyes, as
did Ernie and his wife Helen, along with
all the dancers who knew his story.
Jack thanks all his square dance friends
for their prayers, encouragement and
cards. He says without them and help
from the Man upstairs, he would not
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have made it.
Jack faces many more weeks of healing and therapy, but no one doubts him
any more. Jack is back, and square
dancers everywhere are better because
of people like him.
Bob Greene
Boynton Beach, Florida
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THE HALF YAK COLUMN SPEAKER
SPECIAL PRICE — $199.00
For December, January, February
15 pounds of exceptional sound, built with Incomparable Yak Stack
Integrity. Formica case, with 3 regular Yak Stack 10 Oz. magnet
speakers, designed especially for Callers and Round Dance Leaders.
Will provide Clean, Clear Sound for up to 30 squares with NO breakup or rattle so common In other small sound columns.
Also Colorful Mike Mitts— $2.00 each.'
Contact: YAK STACK, PO Box 184, Wonham MA 01984
Tel: 817488-7338 between 9 a.m. end 4 p.m. EST
...0,...
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Speaking Of

Singles

1

TEXAS
February 13 and 14 are the dates for a
fun-filled weekend! Dallas, Texas is
hosting the Annual Texas Association of
Single Square Dancers at the North Park
Inn, with Ken Bower and Billy Lewis calling and Ed and Sharon Campbell on
rounds.
FLORIDA
The Florida Association of Single
Square and Round Dancers second
Single-Rama last fall showed a large increase in attendance over the first such
convention. Jack Lasry was the headline
caller, with Dick and Darline Nordine
cueing rounds. Mark and Jacky Lane
directed two clogging sessions. The Friday dance was called by George and
Rita Deschambeau. Sam Allison emceed
and called for the afterparty, with Carl
Curewitz calling. Area coordinators
presented skits on Saturday evening. A
highlight of the weekend was the
fashion show directed by Barbara Holt.
Harriet Young signed up new members
during the convention, while Louise
Davis kept busy taking reservations for

the 1981 convention to be held at Lehigh
Acres in October. Ila Bowen and Millie
Bullock were in charge of the hospitality
room.
New officers elected were Bill Lansberry, president; Millie Griffin, vicepresident and Jean Sory, treasurer.
Beulah Hatchett
From Bow and Swing
IDAHO
The Friendship News, presented by
the Single Swingers of Boise, reports
that the Swingers are celebrating the
tenth anniversary of their Friendship
Dance. The club was formed in January,
1970, by the officers of the Single
Parents and Adults Club of the YWCA of
Boise, Idaho. The first caller-instructor
for the group was Doug Hyslop of Nampa, with his wife Julie, and the group met
in the community room of the Home
Federal Savings Bank in Boise. Three
squares started the first class, and
March, formed the club. In May the
Single Swingers joined the Intermountain S&RiD Association. In September
that year the club saw its first marriage:
Vice-president Lloyd Sievert and publicity chairman, Lucille Marshall. This
started a trend that has continued.
A good idea for a dance theme came
from the Friendship News. In December,
the Singles had a Hot Fudge Thursdaes
Dance. Make up your own special. How
about Butterscotch Fridaes?

RAVE
Once in a while something nice comes
along in square dancing. A new hall is
made available, or a pest drops out of
the club, or all the ladies decide the only
place in the world they can wear their
square dance dresses is at the square
dance, so nice things do happen. The
nicest thing that has projected itself on
our club, the Confederate Squares, is
our new caller. When I say new, I mean
new. Ralph Echols has been playing
around with calling for a short time,
about two years, but already he has the
markings of a great caller. He did not
stumble once, and he watched the
36

squares intently, switching to other calls
at once when he saw squares breaking
down. His voice is strong and clear, and
his personality and that of his lovely
wife, Molly, are such that he will be in demand everywhere he is heard. Some
callers seem to love to throw tricky
things at the dancers to see them break
down. Not this man, He says they came
to dance, and dance they shall. If he
sticks with it, this man Ralph Echols will
become another Cal Golden or Jerry
Haag.
Jack Thompson
Mechanicsville, Va.
American Squaredance. February 1981

At its fourth annual convention in
Philadelphia, Pa., the membership of
Roundalab honored two couples who
are pioneers in and cornerstones to the
round dance activity as we know it
today— Forrest and Kay Richards and
Manning and Nita Smith.
Both couples have traveled extensively throughout the world sharing their
knowledge, enjoyment and expertise
with teachers and dancers. Because
they believe round dancing and square
dancing should remain together, both
the Richards and Smiths have contributed greatly to various institutes for
square dance callers. They have been involved in leadership responsibilities with
organizations and associations and
have headlined many festivals and institutes across the country.

The Manning Smith Conference on
American Round Dance, which began in
1951, was one of the first to conduct a
week-long training program for prospective, as well as experienced, teachers.
The Smith's "Mannita Waltz" and
"Tango Mannita," written in the 60's, are
still being programmed worldwide.
Elected to the first board of directors of
Roundalab, Manning and Nita were
responsible for laying the groundwork
for Phase 1 and Phase 2 of Round Dancing, which was adopted by Callerlab
last year. After traveling extensively for
thirty years, the Smiths have gone into
semi-retirement, continuing to teach
classes at Texas A & M and at their institute in Oklahoma.
Until 1967, the Richards traveled extensively through the United States,
Canada and Europe, participating in
conventions, clinics and weekends,
sharing their enthusiasm and knowledge. Gradually concentrating their efforts closer to home, they retired several
years ago. Their classic "Summer
Breeze," written in 1959, is an all-time
favorite.
Others honored in previous years

RED BOOT STAR RELEASES:
RBS1257 That's What I Get For Loving You, Elmer Sheffield
RBS1256 You're Never Goin' to Tampa, Elmer Sheffield
RBS1255 Sugar Daddy, Elmer Sheffield

11941 RED
SOOT

RED BOOT RELEASES
RB262 That's All That Matters to Me, Don Williamson
RB261 Do You Wanna Go To Heaven, Don Williamson
RB258 I Wish I Was 18 Again, Don Williamson
RB255 My Home's In Alabama. Johnny Jones
RB254 J.R., Don Williamson
RB309 Son Of Butch, Hoedown/Class Wkshp, Don Williamson
RB256 After You've Gone. Lee Kopman
RB257 Shortnin' Bread, Ron Dunbar
GOLD STAR RECORDS
GS712 God Bless America, Cal Golden
GS711 Driftwood, Cal Golden

GS710 My Heart Skips A Beat, Cal Golden
GS709 Shirley Jean Berrell, Cal Golden
GS402 Ragtime Annie/S.K.G. (hoedowns)

COMING:
Could I Have This Dance
Rose of San Antone
Your Cheatin' Heart
Loving Up A Storm
Sunny Side of the Street
Petticoat Junction (Hoedown)
Cruising Down the River (Round)
Route 8, College Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 Phone 815-838-7764
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( Dancing Tips
by Lill Bausch
What do these psychiatrists know?
One psychiatrist (I even have trouble
spelling it) says your "physique reveals
your personality." Are you tall and
slender? Then you are sensitive and
thoughtful. You care about others and
are always helping people around you.
How about a club just made up of people
with Just this physique? He also says
they tend to be easily wounded. Pretty
soon everyone would be crying on
were Frank and Carolyn Hamilton, Ralph
and Eve Maxhimer, Dorothy Stott Shaw
and Jack and Na Stapleton.
For several years, Roundalab
members have been studying various
cue sheet formats. Opinions and
preferences from leaders, choreographers, dancers and record producers
were recorded and tabulated. At the convention in San Diego, a cue sheet format
was accepted for a year's trial basis. In
Philadelphia the membership voted to
adopt the format on a permanent basis.

everybody's shoulder. We'd all be having
a bawling good time.
Then there are the tall and heavy (my
category)— these are strong, forceful
people. They're secure and are oldfashioned family people who believe in
raising children. These are his words, I
didn't make them up. Can you imagine a
club made up of just these people?
They'd be all telling each other what to
do and swinging with a dozen kids hanging onto their skirts and pants.
I don't know how I ever got on a stupid
subject like the above. I guess I got
frustrated and should see a psychiatrist.
Here's a great calorie burner-upper.
Each time you goof at a square dance,
don't just stand there. You're not losing
calories, so jump up and down. Who
knows, maybe the caller will call jump up
and down. Meanwhile, the other seven
people In your square will call a
psychiatrist.
To help clarify cue sheets further, the
membership accepted for a one-year
trial period, a standardized cue word list
and an abbreviation listing. Throughout
this year the membership will use these
lists and carefully note any changes
and/or additions needed.
To secure the Fleck Point Rating for
inclusion on the cue sheet, a
choreographer need only send the typed
cue sheet and record if possible, to Dave
and Shirley Fleck, 3444 Orchard Trail,
Toledo OH 43606. There is no charge for
this service which takes only a few days.

ROUNDALAB CUE SHEET FORMAT
A Lead Information
I Name of dance
2 Composer— name and address with zip. phone number with area code
3 Label and record number. artist. flip side of
(if applicable)
4 Cue sheet release dale. playing speed (if other than 45). rhythm
5 Footwork
6 Sequence (Ex INTRO ABC ABC ENDING) Put spacing in for logical breaks
B Cue Line
Ex Meas 1.4 (CP LOD) C.U.E.S: 1,.,f4.-: B.O.L.O;
Or (1) (CP LOD) C.U.E.S. (2) 1,-.N..: 13) B.O.L.D: (4) T.Y.P.E.
I Use Roundalab approved basic terms in CAPS and Standard Round Dance Appreviations in describing dance steps and positions
taking care to use proper punctuation
2 Cue words shall be underlined
3 Space shall be left between each measure for clarity
4 Supplementary information in parenthesis shall be included when necessary
C Explanation of the Cue Line
1 Detailed explanation ()leach measure shall be placed on its own numbered line except for partial or multiple measure patterns
2 The timing of each measure may be placed to the left side of the explanation when deemed necessary (Ex DOS)
3 Include body mechancis and posture when appropriate
4 Explanation shall be such that the dancers can understand it
5 Supplementary information in parenthesis shall be included when necessary
D Other intormation
Roundalab-approved Fleck Point System. it included should appear at the bottom of the cue sheet page
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( Calling Tips
by Harold Bausch
In a letter written by a dancer to one of
our magazines recently, he wondered
why callers make such an issue of the
arm-around do-sa-do. He stated that he
finds it much smoother and so much
easier on his knees. He stated that
callers should not object when dancers
seem to prefer it. He has a point we
shouldn't overlook— dancer's acceptance. After all we callers are here to
entertain and bring pleasure to the
dancers.
While I am not one of the "hardliners"
who worries about this call so much, I do
think we should keep in mind that there
are some differences in timing and in
facing directions. Experienced dancers
usually can adjust and handle this, but
newer dancers often get confused and
breakdown because of facing in the
wrong direction. Of course in time they
will learn to adjust, too. But let us hope
that in the future we can come to some
common sense settlement on this subject. I hope Callerlab will really study it
and perhaps come up with something.
Perhaps we callers can adjust a bit, too.
Of more importance is the amount of
time being wasted on experimentals. For
example, on the list of the top ten experimentals in January, 1980, was linear
cycle. Callerlab has accepted this call as
an approved experimental, giving it a
two-year trial period. The rest of the list
lasted just a few months; the November
list had dropped almost all: magic column, out; tally ho, out; load the windmill,
still on list but down to #9 which means
it will probably fade sway, too; presto,
out; mini chase, out; change-o, out;
grand track (this one I liked and used for
a time), out; ah so (this one lasted a long
time), out; something new, out. Just
think of the amount of time wasted in
Mainstream clubs on these calls, and
the number of "grey hairs" brought out.
American Squaredance. February 1981

Why worry our dancers with this stuff?
Why not spend time on approved calls
from Plus I and Plus II instead? At least
these are calls that will be here next
year.
I appreciate the Callerlab-approved
experimental list. At least, a call on this
list will be around a couple years, and
they have been tested by experienced
callers and found to have some merit.
Let those callers and dancers who have
learned all the Plus calls and the A-level
calls spend their time on experimentals,
but don't worry our Mainstream dancers
with them. Use some sense, callers;
don't chase your dancers away. The
basis for our square dance program is
our Mainstream program. This should be
standardized and left alone, then we will
keep more dancers. Also, do not carry
this all-position dancing too far. A few
calls like right and left thru, square thru,
and maybe wheel and deal are fine in all
positions, but go beyond that and you
just irritate and frustrate our main group
of dancers. I agree with the man who
said, "I like being a boy, and I like dancing with girls." I go along with that
100%. Again, if you want to have your
A-level dancer doing this, go ahead, but
leave our Mainstream dancers alone.
They are usually a happy bunch if we
don't frustrate them, and any caller who
frustrates the Mainstream group will
get, and deserve, a smaller crowd at his
dances.
We can get good smooth dancers to
Mainstream level in twenty weeks, but
we don't claim to get them ready for the
all-position plus-level that some folks
think we should do in that time period.
Clubs usually won't stay with classes
more than 20 weeks, so realize that we
are graduating Mainstream level, not
plus-level dancers. Give them a chance
to enjoy Mainstream; don't frustrate
them right after they graduate with
higher level material, necessarily. The
strength of square dancing is
Mainstream. Don't knock it, don't belittle
it. I can call Mainstream the rest of my
life and enjoy it. I can call many of the
advanced calls directionally and not
lose my Mainstream dancers.
Mainstream can be very interesting, and
very enjoyable. Mainstream is where the
majority of dancers are comfortable and
enjoying themselves. Why keep
pushing?
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easy I ev

by Bob Howell

Bill and Connie Kattke of Mineola, N.Y., taught this solo dance at Binghamton and Ruth Ann Knapp of
Saginaw, Mich., passed it on to me. This routine makes good use of a popular round dance.
HALLELUJAH
RECORD: CURB WBS8877
FORMATION: No partners necessary.
COUNTS
1-4
Sway L, R, L, R. (Hands up in praise attitude.)
5-8
Walk to R, starting on L: L, L, R.
9-12
Sway L, R, L, R.
13-16
Walk to L, starting on L: L, R, L. R.
17-20
Walk forward: L, R, L, R heel fwd (lean back, hands up)
21-24
Walk bkwd: R, L, R, L toe touch in back,
25-28
Walk fwd L, R, cut L over R, step back on R.
29-32
Repeat meas. 25-28.
CODA: As music begins to fade near the end of the record, dancers form into conga lines (file) and the
leader of the file turns and begins a grand right and left with each person behind. As soon as leader has
passed, the No. 2 person turns: each in turn follows into the grand right and left until the music ceases.
Over a year ago, we "researched" a dance from Chip Hendrickson's column in The New England Caller.
The author was unknown to him but he learned it from Hugh Rippon of Coventry, England. It is written to
be danced by a threesome of one man and two women. However, we have been using with a slight variation with three of anything: three boys, three girls, two boys and a girl or two girls and a boy. Try it using
the delightful new record that Cal Golden has released, "God Bless America." This makes a great
dance, very spirited and good for our "month of presidents."
REBECCA'S ROUNDABOUT (Variation)
RECORD: Gold Star GS712
FORMATION: Threesome, all facing CCW.
COUNTS:
1-16
All promenade
I
17-24
Make a right-hand star.
Back by the left.
25-32
Threes circle left.
33-40
41-48
Circle right (outside two persons keep hands joined to form an arch on count 48, with the
center person still facing CCW)
Center person ducks under arch and goes around right-hand person. He/she then tun49-64
nels under again and goes around left hand person. He/she tunnels under for the third
time and moves straight forward to form a new threesome with the couple in front.
Our contra this month was written by Carol Kopp of Streetsboro, Ohio, and is a really fun dance. She
calls it...
AW SHUCKS
MUSIC: Any lively jig or reel.
FORMATION: Alternate Duple, 1,3,5, etc., active and crossed over.
Actives sashay down in four, come back in tour
8
Sashay down again, come back up and end standing between inactives below (2's)
8
Actives clap own hands together once, the partners right, own together again, then part8
ners left. Make a half turn to face those on the outside of the set (2's) and repeat the
same patty-cake routine with them.
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Swing the one you face (the original active below).
Put her on the right, go down in fours, wheel turn
Come back up and cast off.
Ladies chain
Ladies chain back

Tiny and Margie Mcburney of Niagara Falls, Ontario, send along this interesting lift&
square dance called the...
MARATIME SQUARE
Break:
MUSIC: Crooked Stovepipe
Right hand to your partner
Opener: Musical introduction
Grand change all the way round the hall
Figure:
Meet your own and swing her aorund
Second couple go forward and back
Swing her right off the ground
Forward again and pass right thru
Figure:
And come right back
Second couple sashay into the center
And swing your partner.
And sashay back
Repeat for third, fourth, first couples.
Repeat for third, fourth, first couples.
Break:
Closer:
Promenade to the right of the ring
Right hand to partner and grand change
Whirl around, promenade back to
All the way around the hall
the left
Swing your partner when you get home
Square your set
All promenade to the right of the ring
You're not through yet.
Whirl around, promenade back again
Figure:
And there you are, that's it, that's all:
Second lady go forward and back
And swing with your partner
NOTE: In this change, the head couple
Repeat for third, fourth, first ladies.
is the last to dance.

Canada's
3rd National
Square & Round Dance
Convention
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
JULY 29-31,1982

*
Information:
Convention 82,
P.O. Box 643,
Halifax, N. S.,
- -

Canada B3..I 2T3

NOVA SCOTIA-Where you are never more
than 35 miles from the sea
American Squareciance. February 1981
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HANDSOME
CALLERS TODAY COME IN, A
In recent years four very distinct types of callers, both r
dancing. We're concerned here with the geographic raw
their individual calling styles, or qualifications, or popul \ri
their range of travel, certainly. Here are those VOICE-IFEf

LOCAL AREA CALLER
This guy/gal is the real "grassroots"
hero of our activity. His numbers are in
the thousands. He generally holds down
a full time Job other than the calling
work, and may call for one, two, three or
more clubs in an area of perhaps 100
miles. He's the "backbone," the
catalyst, the foundation of our activity—
may his "tribe" Increase.
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SHORT/LONG SHUTTLER
This fellow holds down another fulltime job, calls for many area clubs, and
has become so popular he flies out or
drives out on weekends for clubs,
specials and festivals in a multi-state
area, often doing as well or better financially than the full-time traveler. He may
be in a family-type business that allows
some time flexibility to get away.

FOURSOME

S AT LEAST FOUR STYLES
l'i men and women, have emerged in the world of square
r4ge and vocational balance of these callers, rather than
I \rity. However, those later traits come into play to affect
=EROUS foursome:

fi

TRAVELING CALLER
Usually a full•time "pro," this caller
books widely-scattered, week-long or
month-long "loop" or "fan" type dates
for a good portion of every year. Generally he started as a good area caller.
Sometimes, if he calls nation-wide, and
is engaged for many festivals, he's called a "national caller." These pros are
not moving in great numbers these days,
due to high cost of travel.

edance. February 1987

RESORT RESIDENT
(SOMETIME "SNOWBIRD" CALLER)
A phenomenon that has gained many
advocates in the last decade Is exemplified by this guy, who runs classes,
workshops and other programs daily for
six months each winter as a permanent
staffer in a southern area resort,
generally catering to "snowbird" or permanent resident retirees. He may or may
not also be a northern state traveling
caller in the summertime.
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
HIGH FREQUENCY LIANCER
A. ADVANCED PROGRAM
i
i,
ADVOCATEI
C

Advanced and Challenge Dancing is
growing like wildfire. We hear reports
from every section of the country that
groups are popping up all over. We
thought it might be helpful to print some
of the proven guidelines for these
groups. They are 1. Burleson's Square
Dance Enclopedia and/or Kopman's
Glossary of Square Dance Calls. Either
or both of these references are a must
as you progress up the ladder. We have
never been a part of a workshop that has
not had to refer to one or both of these
references at one time or another. Instructions on how you can obtain your
copy can be found elsewhere in this
magazine. 2. Ed Foote's How To Run A
Successful Tape Group. This publication
introduced in June 1979 is a valuable
asset to both old and new workshops.
You may not want to use everything
covered in this book, but we're sure
you'll pick up helpful ideas. 3. In our experience, each group needs a leader. We
have heard of groups where different
couples rotate as leaders each week, but
whether it is an alternating or permanent
leader does not matter, just so everyone
knows who is in charge. The leader does
not have to be the best or most popular
couple, but someone who will be listened to and respected, and will do his
homework. You will find that this leader
will be a better dancer eventually,
because of the extra effort put forth. 4:
Keep your rules and regulations very
simple such as: A. Call to cancel time. In
our area, dancers drive up to two hours
to a workshop, therefore a cancellation
time must be prior to the time the
dancers living farthest away would be
leaving for the workshop. B. Don't talk. If
you have more than one square, don't
talk when you break down; give the
others a chance to strut. Don't talk when
your leader is trying to explain a call or a
sequence. If you disagree, try It his way
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then offer your suggestion.
C. Most
groups are not social events; you are
there to learn, work hard and play hard.
Workshops should start on time and end
on time, with time to play set aside
either at the end or some time in between. We know of several groups from
both coasts and in between that have a
time after the workshop to socialize,
relax and enjoy themselves. D. Don't
forget to thank your host and leader for
the evening even though you might have
had a bad night (and we all do from time
to time). Hosting a workshop does take
extra effort and your bad night wasn't
the fault of the host or leader. 5. Tape
workshops can only be considered practice for the live caller dance. When you
have a live caller, you must support his
or her dances.
CANADIAN DIRECTORY
We received the second edition of
Chain Reaction, the new Canadian High
Level Dance Directory. The editors are
planning a bi-monthly newsletter updating the directory information, and
welcome short, concise articles covering new developments in Advanced and
Challenge level dancing in Canada and
elsewhere. As reported in Chain Reaction, the 19th annual Toronto and
District S&R/D Convention held last May
demonstrated that many dancers are
moving into the Advanced and Challenge levels of dancing.
To provide a "highlight" dance for
these levels, an Advanced and Challenge Convention has been organized by
a committee of four couples. It is their
hope to provide as much enjoyment for
these dancers as the T & D Convention
does for the levels from basic to
challenge. The two conventions, separated by six months, will provde two
great dancing events. The Advanced and
Challenge Convention will offer full time
halls for A-1, A-2, C-1 and C-2,. with
several hours of C-3, and will be held on
November 6, 7, 8, 1981 at the new
Hamilton Convention Centre. The staff
consists of Keith Gulley, Dave Hodson,
Ross Howell, Lee Kopman, Ron Libby,
Don Moger and Johnnie Preston. This
Canadian Challenge Convention Is
limited to 100 squares, approximately 25
at each level. To prevent overcrowding,
registration will be cut off as each hall is
filled. For more information, contact Reg
and Shirley Adames, 81 Sunning Hill
Avenue, Hamilton, Ontario L8T 1B6.
tin,yrIon,P,
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Among the world's friendliest S/D Clubs.

LEE
KOPMAN
•
Lee Koprnan

Now Available
On Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2 Levels of Dancing

Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our Two Couple Tapes. 6 Tapes in
a set. Each tape 2 hours of dancing.

Also Available— Our Newly Revised
Glossary of SID Calls

For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793

Come Dance With
Us!
Saturday, February 7
Ed Foote
Tuesday, February 10
Ed Clark
Saturday, February 21
Harry McColgan
Tuesday, February 24
Dick Moats

WAGON WHEELERS HALL
Floating Maple Floor
Capacity: 30 Squares
Summit Street Hill
Jackson, Ohio

A
Jim HattrIck

Randy Dibble

Gordon Sutton

Attention, Cloggers Have you tried
C-0011 WHAT YOU DO WITH WHAT YOU'VE GOT

Joe Saitei

C-045 YOUR MEMORY by Marlin Hull
C-043 YOU AND ME by Jim Hattrlck
C•042 YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE by Joe Saltel
C-041 HOME LOVIN' MAN by Jim Davis
C-040 SHADOWS OF LOVE by Daryl
C-039 LET'S GET IT WHILE THE GETTIN'S GOOD by Daryl
C•038 IT SURE LOOKS GOOD ON YOU by Daryl

Jim Davis

Rounds:
C-1004 I WANT YOU, Cued round by Lloyd & Elise Ward

Marlin Hull

H-101 I'LL LOVE YOU TONIGHT IN MY DREAMS
by Marlin Hull
H-102 THE SAME OLD WAY by Daryl

Order Direct or from your Nearest Record Dealer
Produced by Clendionln Enterprises, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203
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Right and Left Grand Get-Outs
Using Plus 2 Basics:
Allemande left, come home and
Box the gnat, all eight spin the top
Right and left grand
Four ladies lead and flutter wheel
Four ladies star left full around
All eight swing thru, right and left grand..
Heads star thru, pass thru
Circle four to a line, curli-cross
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Box the gnat, load the boat
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Two ladies chain, ends box the gnat
All swing thru, centers run, crossfire
Right and left grand
Heads lead right, right and left thru
Swing thru, trade the wave
Single hinge, follow your neighbor
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and swing thru
Relay the deucey, right and left grand
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Pass to the center, swap around
Right and left grand

HINGEBACK
BY Lloyd Priest, Ontario, Canada
DESCRIPTION: From parallel ocean
waves, all single hinge; those now facing
out quarter right, those facing in, extend
and hinge a quarter, then cross run to
end in two-faced lines.
Box 1-4, ocean wave, singe hinge

Iql
(DI
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E:1

Facing out quarter right,
Facing in extend

0*
LJ
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Center four hinge a quarter
And cross run

Allemande left, allemande thar
Right and left and form a star
Shoot the star a full turn around
Right to corner wrong way thar
Remake the thar, remake the thar
Right and left grand
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EXAMPLES by Lloyd
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Hingeback, bend the line
Right and left thru, slide thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Scoot back, hingeback
Tag the line right, bend the line
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass the ocean, hingeback, crossfire
Triple scoot, boys run, star thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, pass the ocean
Hingeback, crossfire, coordinate
Boys trade, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass the ocean, girls trade
Hingeback, ferris wheel
Centers pass thru, star thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Scoot back, hingeback
Bend the line, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys trade, hingeback
Bend the line, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track one
Center boys trade, hingeback
Bend the line, left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Hingeback, girls cast three-quarters
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
Recycle, left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Hingeback, girls hinge
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
Pass to the center, square thru 34
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Girls trade, hingeback
Girls hinge a quarter, diamond circulate
Flip the diamond, recycle
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal,
Double pass thru, track two
Hingeback, boys trade
Bend the line, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
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Double pass thru, track one
Center boys trade, hingeback
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Boys trade, hingeback
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Scoot back, hingeback, bend the line
Star thru, California twirl
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys trade, hingeback, bend the line
Star thru, California twirl
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, curlique
Hingeback, tag the line in
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Hingeback, half tag the line right
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass the ocean, hingeback
Bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Track one, center girls trade
Hingeback, bend the line
Left allemande

MORE SWING THRU
Right-hand tidal waves:
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run, couples hinge
Couples circulate, bend the line
Left allemande, bow to partner
You're home
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Rollaway, swing thru, recycle
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, go around one to a line
Swing thru, four boys swing thru
All pass thru, girls fold, touch a quarter
Girls trade, recycle, sweep a quarter
Crosstrall thru, left allemande
Sides rollaway, heads pass thru
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Go round one to a line, swing thru
Recycle, slide thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Swing thru, recycle, pass thru
Boys run, split circulate, boys run
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, left swing thru (centers first)
Pass thru, wheel and deal,
Double pass thru, track two, boys run
Bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Rollaway, ocean wave, left swing thru
Recycle, rollaway, ocean wave
Left swing thru, recycle,
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Ocean wave, left swing thru, pass thru
Boys fold, star thru, ferris wheel
Centers square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Rollaway, ocean wave, trade the wave
Swing thru (centers first), pass thru
Chase right, single hinge, girls trade
Recycle, sweep a quarter
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Ocean wave, trade the wave, swing thru
Four girls swing thru (centers first)
All pass thru, boys crossfold, star thru
Promenade
Sides rollaway, heads pass thru
Go round one to a line, ocean wave
Trade the wave, swing thru
Boys cross run, recycle, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Trade the wave, swing thru
Boys cross run, recycle
Load the boat, left allemande

Left-hand tidal waves:
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, trade the wave
Left swing thru, pass thru, tag the line in
Pass thru, partner trade
Reverse flutter wheel, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Rollaway, ocean wave, trade the wave
Left swing thru, pass thru, chase right
Single hinge, recycle, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one
To a line, ocean wave, trade the wave
Left swing thru, four boys left swing thru
All pass thru, girls crossfold, star thru
Partner trade and promenade
Sides rollaway, heads pass thru
Go round one to a line, ocean wave
Trade the wave, left swing thru
Boys cross run, recycle, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers square thru
On the third hand, Dixie grand
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Trade the wave, left swing thru
Boys cross run, fan the top, swing thru
Boys run, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Dixie style to a wave
Swing thru (centers first), trade the wave
Boys run, bend the line
Left allemande
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by Will Orlich
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, partner trade
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Partner trade, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads lead right
Circle to a line
Center four square thru four
Centers run, all star thru
Sides lead right and circle to a line
Center four square thru four
Centers run, all star thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, boys run, spin chain thru
America', Squaredaroce. February 1987

Ends circulate, ends fold, peel off
Bend the line, pass thru, tag the line
Cloverleaf, Dixie chain, lady go left
Gent go right, left allemande

Touch a quarter, centers trade
Swing thru, ends circulate, boys run
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru
Circle four to a line, left allemande

Heads square thru four, pass thru
Clover and partner trade
Clover and partner trade, dive thru
Pass thru, left allemande

Heads square thru four
Right and left thru, rollaway, swing thru
Linear cycle, sweep a quarter
Left allemande

Heads partner trade and quarter more
Dixie style to a wave and balance
Boys turn back and star thru, dive thru
Swing partner, face the sides
Left allemande

From Choreo Breakdown:
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass the ocean, linear cycle
Left allemande

Heads square thru four, swing thru
Centers run, centers trade, centers run
Spin the top, step thru, bend the line
Swing thru, centers run, centers trade
Centers run, spin the top, pass to center
Pass thru, left allemande
All four ladies chain across
Rollaway half sashay
Sides face, grand square, 1-2-3-turn
1-2-Grand right and left
Head couples half sashay, swing thru
Tag the line, split the sides
Go right around one, in the middle
Dixie chain, lady left, gent right
Left allemande
Sides lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line, cloverleaf
Face your partner, box the gnat
Crosstrail thru to left allemande
Head couples square thru, swing thru
Tag the line in, pass thru, bend the line
Tag the line out, wheel and deal
Centers swing thru, tag the line right
Wheel and deal, centers square thru 3/4
Outsides half sashay, left allemande....
by Ed Fraidenburg
Heads do-sa-do to a wave, linear cycle
Sweep a quarter, pass thru
Swing thru double, linear cycle
Slide thru, pass to the center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru double, linear cycle
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway
Swing thru, linear cycle
Sweep a quarter, pass to the center
Turn thru, left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads rollaway
Half square thru, swing thru
Linear cycle, sweep a quarter
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Heads square thru four
Swing thru, scootback, linear cycle
Pass the ocean, recycle
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, star thru, veer left
Ladies hinge, diamond circulate
Flip the diamond, girls trade
Linear cycle, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean
Ping pong circulate, centers linear cycle
Pass thru, separate round one to a line
Star thru, centers pass thru, swing thru
Girls circulate, boys trade, scootback
Linear cycle, left allemande
NOTE: Don't be afraid to use linear cycle. After all, with the single exception of
the single hinge, it's exactly a recycle
and sweep a quarter, and can be
substituted for same from any fourdancer ocean wave.

A joke is not a joke when...
...a man or woman blushes with
embarrassment.
...a heart carries away an ache.
...something sacred is made to appear common.
...a man or woman's weakness
provides cause for laughter.
...profanity is required to make it
funny.
...a little child is brought to tears,
or anyone else, for that matter.
...when everyone can't join in the
laughter.
Think about it!
From Square Up,
Magic Valley S&RID Assn.
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by way of a one-niter.
Does anyone understand this? Is
there a caller somewhere who can attract new dancers from one-niters?
I would love to hear your views, and
your readers'.
Steve Schnur
Trenton, New Jersey

As a caller in Trenton, New Jersey, I
nave been baffled for years trying to
understand why one-niters predictably
fail to attract new dancers to become
regulars. It seems to be a fact-of-life with
any caller I've ever discussed it with. I
can prepare a one-niter, and make a
great hit with a crowd, but the most I can
hope for is that someone might ask
where we meet, etc., but they never
make it to a dance. We have a weekly
fun-level country dance with live music
where new dancers can join in any week,
but the new dancers always come as
friends or relatives of present dancers.
Advertising also seems pointless. We
have a great weekly dance, but I can't
say that any of our reaulars come to us

ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLES:
1 ROUND DANCE
2. Code words
FANDANGO
HORNPIPE
MINUET
WALTZ
JITTERBUGGING
TURKEY TROT
MAZURKA
BUNNY HOP
CHA-CHA
BLACK BOTTOM
SQUARE DANCE
POLKA

pido "
Vim.
MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather, ,
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12
med., 5-10 wide. half sizes.
Black/White
SCOOP
1172.00
Red/Navy/Brown
). • heel. St shank. glove leather
522.00
Gold/Silver
$24.50 lined. sizes 4 thru 10 med 5 thru
Wide width— Special Order
10 narrow. half sizes
$21.00
Black /White
$21.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$23.00
Gold/Silver
(

1. • "4' .4.,

N-20 SISSY Nylon
N-29 SISSY Cotton
S-M-L-XL
S/.50

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Lt. Blue
Royal
Lilac
Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

DANCER
Ideal for Round Danrers: Ph Heel. All Leather, Cushioned Insole
for Comfort. 5-10 Narrow; 4-10 Medium, 5-10 Wide.
$23.00
White/Black
623.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$24.50
Silver/ Gold

Panty-blouse.
cottonpoly broadcloth
Wht. Red. Blk.
H•Pink. Turquoise -1
P-S-M-L-XL

N-21
Cotton /poly
Mid-thigh length
S-M-L-XL
616.50
67.50
N-24
MEMBER
Nylon
OF NASRDS
Shorty length
S-M-L-XL
$5.50
Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 5% tax.

DIXIE DAISY
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1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113
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$TRItiefir TALK

...I thought I would get a couple of things
said to invite others to comment and
perhaps get some improvement in our
hobby.
1. About New Calls— It must have
been awfully awful before Callerlab got
into the act and began to try to limit
them, but it is still awful. Every article I
have seen in the several publications I
read deplores the plethora of new calls
being inflicted on us, but nobody does
much about it. Whose fault is it? I blame
the callers themselves more than I do
the dancers, mostly because the callers
are fewer in number and do have a national organization. No single dancer nor
group of dancers, nor even whole clubs,
dares not to learn all the new stuff lest a
visit more than 50 miles from home
would find them lost in what others were
doing. But, by letter like this, we can appeal to all the callers and to WASCA,
NCASDLA, MDSDF, and others, to get
more lip service nationally. Who needs
couple up? Its actions could be obtained
by directional calling... more work for the
caller but simpler for the dancers. Or
even, not so new, acey deucey...not too
much more work for the caller, much
easier for the dancers...Even good old
established swing thru should have
been left to directional calling and then
we wouldn't need lett swing thru and the
desired results, either way, could be obtained from left hand waves There is a
lot more to be said on this subject. Does
anyone else want to join me? Who is in
favor of all this new junk (except for
acknowledged Advanced and Challenge
dancing)?
2. About Socializing— We see many
articles that square dancing is a social
activity, where one meets many new
friends. But in many cases, couples and
small groups (cliques) use the others
just as a necessarily evil background in
which to do their own private thing. In
one case, a lady actually complained to
one of the recreational councils that
since square dancing was a couple activity It was wrong of the caller to
deliberately achieve mixing. When I was
taught some of the social graces of
American Squaredance. February 1987

dance activity, I was told how to ask a
lady for the pleasure of the next dance.
When I asked one lady this, she almost
indignantly replied, "My husband is sitting right over there." To which I (politely) retorted, "I didn't ask you where your
husband was; I asked you to dance with
me." Try it, folks. It isn't evil like partner
swapping for sex. Your dancing will improve, too. Many couples achieve the
level of incompetence.of the worse of
the two. Mix around, help and be helped,
by others and you will both learn more.
One little variation on this theme would
be the following— when you stir the
bucket, also have the new heads, or
sides, not both, cross over to opposite
place. This will give all the dancers new
corners for the second part.
3. About Round Dancing— Round
dancing is nice. There are 100% round
Continued on Page 71

JOHN
SWINDLE
Available for
Weekends & Festivals

CONTACT GAIL SWINDLE
PO Box 121, Smyrna GA 30081
Phone 404-436-3664
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EXPERIMENTAL BASK"

CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPEAIMENTALS ADVANCED:

MAINSTREAM
See page 37, ASD,
July '80 issue, or buy
"Mainstream" book
for $4 from this
magazine to get
full descriptions of calls
as listed and grouped
by Callerlab.

PLUS ONE
1. Anything & roll
2. Chase right
3. Coordinate
4. Diamond circulate
5. Flip the diamond
6 Pair off
7. Peel the top
8. Single circle to a wave
9. Spin chain the gears
10. Teacup chain
11. Trade the wave
12. Triple scoot
13. Triple trade
14. Turn & left thru

Tally ho
Extend (the tag)
Release the column
Ping pong circulate
Slant touch 8 anything
Roll (as an extension from)
CHALLENGE:
a. Adjacent columns trade and roll
Hocus pocus
b. Centers of wave or two-faced
Magic column circulate
lines trade and roll
Make magic
c. Half tag trade and roll
Beau/belle hop
d. Partner trade and roll
Track two
ASD PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS
Track and trade
CAUTION.- Not recommended for
Dixie derby
dancers below PLUS level activity.
Linear cycle
ASD- Not a Callerlab level
Couple up
•
PLUS TWO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

All eight spin tne top
All eight swing thru
Anything and spread
Crossfire
Curley cross
Dixie grand
Explode the wave
Follow your neighbor
Load the boat
Relay the deucey
Remake the thar
Swap around

1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Stroll down the lane
Quick step
Release the column
Belle/beau hop
Diamond recycle

FOUR BARB RECORDS
NEW RELEASES

Bill Owsley

BBBE-

413-8028 KAWLIGA- Bill
4B-8029 ALONE WITH YOU- Bob
413.8033 THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOUJohn
48.6034 FADED LOVE- Bill
4B-8017 THINGS I TREASURE- Mike
4B-8032 CORNBREAD/HUSH PUPPY (Hoedowns)
4B-8035 GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN AND WRITE
MYSELF A LETTER- Bill V.
413.8038 LOOKIN' FOR LOVE- Bob

Carmack

RECENT RELEASES '
48-8011 40 MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF- Bob
48.8012 I WILL SURVIVE- Bill
4B-8013 GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY- Mike
48 , 8014 WILL YOU BE LOVING ANOTHER MAN
488015 KENTUCKY IN THE MORNING- Bill
413.80113 RAMBLIN' MUSIC MAN- Bob
4E143019 ALL THE GOLD IN CALIFORNIA- Bob
48.8021 IT'S CRYING TIME AGAIN- Bill
4B-8022 HOLDING THE BAG- Bob 8 BIll
486024 CHAIN GANG OF LOVE- Mike
48.6025 EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL-Bob
413-8028 A GOOD OLD COUNTRY SONG- Bill V.

John Marshall

ML11731-37

Box 7-11, MACKS CREEK, MO 65786
314-363-5432
Bill Volner
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Round Dance

1
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
1
Basin Street Blues
2. Maple Leaf Rag
3. Til Somebody Loves You
4. Goody Goody
5. Good Luck Charm
6. Little White Moon
7. Calahan/By the Light
of the Silvery Moon
8. There Goes My Everything
Could I Have This Dance
9
10. Texas Polka
ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS
1 Hallelujah
Sheik of Araby
2
Memories
3
4
Apres L'Entreinte
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes
5
6. Carolina Moon
7. Together
8 Lazy Sugarfoot
9 Wine, Women and Song
All Or Nothing At All
10

aust
one
minute

CLASSICS
1. Spaghetti Rag
Feelin'
2
3
Hold Me
Dream Awhile
4
5
Answer Me
6. Folsom Prison Blues
7. Birth of the Blues
8. Dancing Shadows
9. Rhumba Maria
10. Roses For Elizabeth
TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS
(Courtesy Carousel Clubs)
1
2
3.
4
5
6.
7
8.
9
10

Pepito (Rother)
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes (Landoll)
Wine, Women and Song (Stier)
Para Esto (Roberts)
Hallelujah (Reeder)
Apres L'Entreinte (Dahl)
Aphrodisla (Ward)
Clavelis (Barton)
Andante Waltz (Howard)
Memories (Barton)

THAT'S ALL IT TAKES TO SIGN UP FOR
ANOTHER BOUNTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL
YEAR OF "SOUAREING" WITH ASD.

AMERICAN 5C)URRE EIRNCEurcv74839
Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is encloses.
Two Years at $16.00

One Year at $9
Canadian and Foreign add $1 per year postage

NAME -.
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
American Seuaredance. February 1981

ZIP CODE
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People I
I

IN THE NEWS

CAPTURE YOUR
CLUB MEMORIES
IN A
HOOKED RUG PICTURE
(Wall Hanging)
OF SQUARE DANCERS

4

15"x15" size of picture; Dancers are 14 high Made In
your choice of colors. Send choice of color for
dancers and background. Will try to match material
swatches. it enclosed. Clubs could attach their
schedules and use these as club banners. $18.00 plus
postage a handling. Allow 3 weeks for delivery. Be
sure to send YOUR name and address
Eddie Powell Enterprises. 1899 Brice Rd.. Reynoldsburg OH 43068. Ph. 814-86643603.

......it

RAMON
MARSCH

,

MAINSTREAM
PLUS 1 and 2
ADVANCED

Shown above is a typical square
dance club program at Rhein Main Air
Base, Germany, taken by Michael Roy,
photographer, and submitted to us by
Rick Wasser, an editor of Stars and
Stripes.
Thousands of service members
around the world have chosen not to
give up their love of square dancing
simply because they are temporarily stationed out of the United States. Though
often this means dancing under lessthan-ideal situations, such as in local
elementary school gymnasiums, there is
definitely no enthusiasm lacking once
the dancing begins. Most clubs are also
involving the local community so that
Germans are now sharing in square dancing.

10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE [216] 632-1074
MARSCH-MELLOW-SMnOTH
Calling-Traveling Full Time
MICRO PLASTICS

0'

JOHN
HANDS

ARUM STATE

,6

111

" slim Jim- $1.00

Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and town
or design $1.25
Name and town
and design $1.25
State shape $2.00
Name, town, design
and club name 51 .75

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge :ri Any Color- Black, White
Blue. Green Brown, Red, Yellow, Walnut,
Send check with order, add 154 per badge postage

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, CO 81650 [3031 625-1718
YOU GET A HALLI'LL DO THE CALL!
Plik

04
Arne Hewitt designed the large sign
welcoming us to the All American Swingers dance in Johnstown, Pennsylvania
(see page 7, last month's issue). Sorry
we left the photo out of that account.
Pat and Ardell Feeney sent a
beautifully written full-page feature, including a full color photo that appeared
in the Sunday Olympian newspaper of
54

ED
FRAIDENBURG

? 4;
i

1
1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524

AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
American Squaredance. February 1981

CALLERS

NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
ALL CALLERS
There is available to you a wealth of
material in our most usable "Square
Dance Callers Reference Notes." Easy
material, new material, old material,
all written by and for our members.
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a free mailing, send a postcard to:
S/ D CALLERS ASSN. SO . CALIFORNIA

Olympia, Washington, describing
square dancing in the area, especially at
the Lac-A-Do hall (so named because of
a "Lack of dough" when the hall was
built by square dancers in 1963). The
Feeneys pointed out that callers running
classes currently in the area are Barry
Aronovitch, Orin Holte, Dick Russell and
themselves. Names of dancers mentioned in the article are Janelle Briggs,
Pat and Ardell Feeney, Lee Eason (editor
of Footnotes), Mickey Turner, and
81-year-old Harry Feeney.

14433 Dunreot Ave., Le Miracle CA DOM

STAND-UP TOTE
welts upright at your
side while your
hands are busy. Blue
dancers prescreened
(not a hoot transfer)
on sturdy natural
canvas. 15" high.
Machine woohible,
$6.75 ppd. SEND
STAMP FOR FREE
CATALOG.
Square Things
Boo 325 Dept. BK
Wilmette IL 60091

DANCING DANCERS

52 50 oac,') + 50c Sh,pping
Colors. Red. Blue, Green, Brown. Black.
Yellow. Pink . Fluorescent Red. Orange
Send Chock or Money Order to'
MEGIE'S SIGNS & ENGRAVINGS
11663 Solzman Road, Cincinnati OH 45242
No C.O.D.'s — Dealer Inquiries Invited

WES TAYLOR
Mainstream
Plus 1 and 2
384 West Street
Groveport OH 43125
614-836-3846
Club Dates & Classes
Festivals & Workshops
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Shown above in just one of the many
groups that have traveled to Switzerland
in the past two years with ASD Tours as
arranged by your editors and Brian
Mosey of World Group Travel. Three
more choices of week-long tours are
scheduled for the fall of '81, as well as
four weekly choices of trips to England.
(See ad, elsewhere). 613 dancers/callers/cuers took the Swiss route this
past fall, a record breaker. Callers and
cuers who took part were:
Phil & Nancy Koslowskl (IN) Kenny & Nita Windt (IA)
Will & Dot Wallkill (ADS.)
Ray & Jenny Fregeau (RI)
Ted & Betty Perkins ICT)
Ed & Marilyn Foote IPA(
Duane & Donna Rodgers (IL) Wayne & Dee Wheeler (SDI
Bruce & Hobert, Bird IMO) Bill& Dottie Stephenson (MO)
Francis & Juba Zeller (KS)
Herb & Erna Egender ICO)
Stan & Cathie Burdick (OHI Ray & Louise Bohn (1(1)
Bob & Phyllis Howell IOH)
Bob 8 Pauline Holup (WI)
Fred & Minnie Marlin (VA)
Doc & Peg TIrrell (NJ)
John & Filen Lewin (NM)
Chuck & Gayle Jeworskl

Callers and cuers scheduled to host
tour groups to Switzerland in the fall of
'81 are:
Wayne & Louis Abbey (GA) Joe b Rebecca Michell (WY)
Clancy & Betty Mueller (IN)
Bruce & Roberta Bird IBS)
Dick & Betty Parrish INM)
Jim Blackwood (IL)
Eddie & Sally Ramsey (TN)
Ray & Louise Osten (KY)
Jolla& Carolyn CNurnan (Orel )Duane A Donna Rodgers 1111
Stan ir UMW Illordick (0141 Joe Saltel (CA)
Dec & Peg Threll 114.1)
Al & NaS Ebsee (TX1
Franc,: & Julia Zeller (KS)
Herb $ Errna Ewes! (CO)
ROA Ekerikerl Wyi
Well & Louisa Coif IUT)
Dick & Caroni Manmng (OK)
Paul & Amiable Greer (ELI
Bob & Pauline Halloo (Wli
Ted G Belly Perkins (CT)
John & Eileen Lewin INM)
Bob & Phylbs Newell (OH)
Chuck A Gayle Jiworild (ILl Whitey& Barbara Aamot (MN)
Marty 8 Byrd)* Marlin (EL) Allen & Irene Roth
Gene & Alice Maycret (MI) Bill & Gerry BenhOH (OH)
Virgil A Ruth McCann IND) Ron & Pam Shaw
Bob & MMha McNutt (WA) Marty& Gloria Fuslenburg(Ori
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tion. Three have tabled the matter but
also want to receive all information.
SQUARES AND ROUNDS TOGETHER
Jacksonville, Florida, is a big area for
square dancing and does not have many
round dancers. The area round dance
club, The Sunshine Sweethearts, sponsored a square dance in January for
their square dancing friends, with Tony
Oxendine calling and the Blackfords doing rounds.

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCERS ASSOC.
The organizing committee for the formation of the National Square Dancers
Association met in Oklahoma City on
November 1, 1980. A constitution, bylaws, resolution and standing rules were
formulated. This information will be in
the hands of all interested dancers as
soon as possible, report Ed and Mary
Barbee, secretaries, who participated in
the meeting.
Twenty-eight states have responded,
according to chairmen Jim and Jan Maczko. Twenty were Interested; five were
not, but wanted to receive all informa-

MID-SOUTH FESTIVAL
The 19th annual Mid-South Square
and Round Dance Festival will be held in
the Cook Convention Center in Memphis, Tennessee, on November 20 and
21, 1981. Callers will be Art Springer and
Wayne Baldwin, with rounds by Richard
and JoAnne Lawson. The festival is
sponsored by the Greater Memphis
S&R/D Association, Inc. Details are
available from Marshall and Tula Starr,
chairmen; 2519 Hargrove, Memphis TN
38127.
4th MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE
For the fourth time square dancers
went on a Mediterranean Cruise organized by the Munich Dip-N-Divers and ac-

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 4755

A FY
IET TCEAFT9
A4I
LOG
Phone. 812-843-5491

RINGO
The shoe most square dancers wear. 1/2 " heel with
elast:c binding around shoe.
Strap across instep.
$18 95
Black and White
Yellow, Pink, Red,
Hot Pink, Orange
$19.95
Silver and Gold
520 95
MAJES1 IC
Glove tanned leather. Size Sizes 4-11— Med.
6 thru 12N' 4 thru 12M, '/2 and Narrow.
sizes. Steel shank for sup- e22
Round
port.
Toe
Black & White
Navy, Red, Brown $22.00
Silver & Gold
$24.00
POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: 11.50 on one; 2 or more, $1.00 each
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
MID-THIGH
KNEE LENGTH
With 1'4" nylon lace The mid-thigh has 8 rows of
lace and knee length has 9 rows or lace. These are
made for us exclusively and they're made true to
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow, blue,
pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, royal, red, white and blue combination, brown, navy,
lilac and kelly. Order mid-thigh or knee length in
S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of lace. Size?
S-M-L-XL.
Shorties — 3" legs,
8 rows of lace.
$7.50 or 2 pr. for $14.00
Postage 800 on one; 2 or more,
BOa each SLIPS — Made by B & S
We have one of the finest 50 yd. nylon marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide elastic band,
4 tiers on 18" and up. Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter
$21.95 plus $1.50 postthan skirt. 18-23" and other lengths by special order. All multi slips-52.00 more
Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green & age; 35 yd slips $19.95
multi-color, turquoise, orange,-bright yellow, lilac, royal, brown, navy, dark purple, plus $1.50 postage On
kelly, red, while and blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. 2 or more pst. is $1 ea.

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers.
1 1/2 " heel, all leather uppers, cushioned insole for
comfort. 5-10 narrow; 4-10
medium' 5-10 wide.
Black /White
Red/Navy/Brown $23.00
Indiana Add 4%
Silver/Gold
$24.00
Sales Tax
Slim available
Classics available in black/
4•I.1 white, all sizes, $13.95. No
=NMI) guarantee.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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companied by Callerlab caller, Al
Stevens (USA) and Klaus Voelkl (ECTA,
Germany), who took care of the round
dance program.
The two-week, 2840 NM journey on the
Greek MV Aphrodite brought the dancers to various countries in the Mediterranean area: Italy, Greece, Egypt, Israel,
Cyprus, Turkey and Yugoslavia. Dancing
highlights were during the passage of
the Canal of Korint and in front of the
pyramids and the Sphinx in Cairo. In the
colorful international group were Germans, Americans, Belgians, and Dutch
dancers representing 32 European clubs

and one club from Florida, the Seaside
Swingers in Pensacola.
Hanns D. Keh
Munich, Germany
IN MEMORIAM
The dance leaders of Delaware Valley
wish to express their sympathy to the
family of John Zagorieko. John was a
charter member of the D.L.D.V. and has
contributed much to the organization
over the years. He has been a leader and
dedicated to the perpetuation and betterment of our organization. John has
contributed much to square dancing In

BflDGE HOLDERS
Protect your clothing
from pin holes and tears

A

(A) DOUBLE SIDED SNAP-ON . . .
Snaps between, and to both, pocket and pocket
flap of western shirt.

(B) CLIP 'n SNAP . . .
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's
a snap-on for western shirt pocket.

(C) SWIVEL 360° CLIP-ON . . .
The clip swivels a full 360' —permitting badge to
be clipped to any style garment.

At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker!
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

Don Hadlock-A 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544
American Squareclance. February 1981
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this area. He will be sadly missed by the
D.L.D.V. and the dancers of the
Delaware Valley.
Raymond M. Kaufman
D.L.D. V., Secretary

the pot luck lunch and the afterparty.
The official presentation was made by
Earl Strand; his wife, Elaine, summed up
the story of the Gores in a presentation
message.
Elaine Strand
Kalispell, Montana

Rich Garot, a past-president of the
Kentuckiana' SiD Association and
staunch supporter of square dancing,
passed away recently. Many dancers
outside the Kentuckiana area became
acquainted with Rich at national conventions. Sympathy is extended to his
wife Edwina and son Jack.
Square dancers in California were
sadded to learn of the passing of caller
Homesey Holmes in November, while
undergoing heart surgery. He was a
member of the Southern California
Callers Association and a member of
Callerlab.
DANCERS HONOR LES & HAZEL GORE
A December "Christmas and Presentation Party" was held at Gore's Hall in
Kalispell, Montana, honoring Les and
Hazel Gore. Their many friends
presented them with an instructor's
microphone and speaker system. About
sixty grateful, enthusiastic people attended the square and round dancing,

has been on the move with his company
for several years. Bill and Betty
want their friends to know they are
now located in Ohio.
Write or phone the Claywells
at General Delivery, Stratton, Ohio 43981
614.537-3104

Fashions from Texas
by Nita Smith

2011 So College Ave .
Bryan, Texas 77801

BILL
r, CLAYWELL

Write for Comp/eta Catalogue

WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

Telephone 1111 822 2337

NEW 'DC-9's ABOVE THE CLO61:)S'
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS- - -Two layers of nylon organza
proportioned to please the most discriminating dancer''!
40yd

50yd

60,0

70yri

80yd

$36.95

39.95

44.95

49.95

55.95,

1 Oyd

1.95

White, Apple Green, Aqua. Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Candy 13Ink, Cerise, Fluorescent Cerise, Fluorescent Lime, Fluorescent Orange, Fuchsia, Gold, Hot Pink,
'nt Green, Navy, Orange, Peach, Peacock, Pink,
Ivory, Kelly, Lilac, Lime, Maiz
Purple, Red, Royal, Yellow

<;0A:17TAP.V-fri:41100
CLOUD NINE NYLON ORGANZA
SOLID COLOR

400

$34.50
60dcL)
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50ya ='-'
rr
1
ii
' i
37.95
0
.

/Oyci

80yd

, 45.95

51.9t.

100yd

65.95

To cover postage and
handling costs, add $2.00
per petticoat.
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CALLERLAB CONFAB
A major thrust of Callerlab in the next
few years will be in the area of education— training for new callers, continuing education for experienced callers,
better teaching methods, etc. After the
1980 Callerlab Convention in Miami
Beach it was felt that the theme for the
1981 Convention in Kansas City might
well deal with education. However, in
discussing and planning for the 1981
Convention, the Executive Committee of
Callerlab posed the question, "Education for what?" The answer to the question, developed after much discussion,
and the theme of the 1981 Convention, is
quality dancing. Callerlab's goal is, in
fact, quality dancing for, what we hope
will be, an increasing square dance
public, It is a goal in which dancers obviously have an interest and an investment. The attainment of this goal will require caller/dancer participation and
cooperation.
Unfortunately, some dancers seem to
feel that Callerlab is not interested in
hearing from them. That definitely is a
mistaken assumption. Dancers should
get to know the Callerlab members in
their areas, particularly those who are
active and likely to attend the Callerlab
Conventions. These members should be
made aware of dancer concerns and

GIL T. CROSBY
R1. 1 Box 37G
Gainesville FL 32601
904-378-9844

suggestions so that their participation
in the Conventions will reflect current
dancer attitudes.
Those who wish to write can send
their comments to Callerlab, Box 679,
Pocono Pines, Pa. 18350. Writers are
asked to sign their letters, but names
will be withheld from any published comments upon request. Anonymous letters
seldom accomplish their intended purpose and, of course, cannot be
answered. Callerlab encourages
dancers to exercise their right and their
responsibility.
At the Caller Education Conference,
Dallas Fort Worth Airport, December 7, 8
& 9, among other items discussed was
the necessity to devise a uniform system
of choreographic notation. To this end, a
special committee was appointed: Frank
Lane, Chairman; Jack Lasry (to present
the Lloyd Litman System), Bill Peters,
Bill Davis and Colin Walton to present
their own "systems."
If any other "systems" are
documented, you are invited to send
them to Callerlab, Box 679, Pocono
Pines, Pa. 18350 for consideration. All
systems will be reviewed and a decision
will be reached at Callerlab Convention
in 1981 in Kansas City.

i>11;48144

JAMES MAXEY
11909 Hoodlanding
Jacksonville FL 32223
904-268-9705

RECORDS
BA501 BEAUMONT RAG (Hoedown)
BA203 I SAW THE LIGHT— Gil Crosby
BA103 SIOUX CITY SUE— James Maxey
BA201 NATURAL HIGH— Gil T. Crosby
BA101 HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN— James Maxey
BA102 PICK THE WILDWOOD FLOWER— James Maxey
BA202 FOREST LAWN— GII T. Crosby
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corporation
American Squareclance. February 1981
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Colorado— Valentine Ball, University Center
Ballroom. Greeley: Feb. 14; Dick Gurney, Ty & Ann
Rotruck. Write Jeans and Janes, 2028 Buena Vista Ct.,
Greeley CO 80631.

4:IttV.A.Ait
0,1‘,‘
44.1i&Va

c\ iWi.:15.-4
Lawrence & Marian Foerster
Ph. 701-229-3633
Box 214 Fordville, ND 58231
Jewelry and metal dancers available.
Send for catalog and wholesale prices on letterhead
or include calling card and tax number.
AO

EL DORADO
v...0_

Ohio— 6th Ann. Valentine's Special, Herbert Mills
School, Reynoldsburg; Feb. 14; Eddie Powell. Write
Eddie Powell, 1699 Brice Rd.. Reynoldsburg OH 43068.

Kentucky— 2nd Ann. Bluegrass Special (C.11/2 L E. Ky.
Univ., Richmond; Feb. 20-22: Lee Kopman. Write Dan
Torbett, 214 Eastway Dr., Richmond KY 40475.

ED 201

ED 101

Virginia— 1st Ann. Blue Ridge Mt. Festival, Natural
Bridge, Feb. 20-21; Ron Libby, Johnny Jones, Chuck
Stinchcomb. Jim and Nancy Utley. Write Blue Ridge
Mt., PO Box 3176, Kingsport TN 37684.

SUBDIVISION BLUES TELL ME WHAT IT'S LIKE
by Jerry Bradley
by Dan Poling
Medford. Oregon
Medford, Oregon

California— Sweetheart Ball, Promenade Hall, Rialto:

A GOOD GAL IS HARD TO FIND
by Ron Welsh
Denalr, Calif.
Distributors: Corsair-Continental & Tweigren Inc.
Producted by Jerry Bradley Enterprises, 1372 Ramada. Medford OR 97501 (503) 779-3877

Feb. 21: Garland and Carrie Freeman. Call
714-823-4653.

South Caroline— Carolina Capers Silver Anniversary
Festival. Nat. Guard Armory, Columbia; Feb. 2726;
Johnny Jones, Janet & George Alberts. Call Haskell &
Dot Brady, 803-7874320.

ED 301

,

Arizona— 4th Centennial Celebration. Comm_ Center.
Mesa, Feb. 2728; Jerry Haag, Horace & Brenda Mills.
Call 602-964-0319 or 9642205.
Virginia— 2nd Student Square-up. Natural Bridge;

The Winnepeg Crocus Festival

Feb. 27.Mar. 1; Damon Coe, Henry Henke, Tim Mar.
riner. Write Student Square-up. PO Box 224, Goshen
VA 24439.

A Complete Weekend
of Square & Round Dancing

New York— Mardi Gras Dance Festival, Hardin

University Centre, Univ. of Manitoba
May 7, 8, 9, 1981
Squares: Gary Shoemake & Beryl Main
Rounds: Roy & Cora Hasiund

Academy, Buffalo: March 1; Jack Barnes, Dan Dedo,
Dan Dullin, Larry Dunn, Jim McQuade, Harry Martin,
Dave Pawelek, Bud Redmond, Paul Rzepkowski, Harry
Slocum, Rick Smith, Jim Wheeler, Lamkes, Reillys,
Betty Stark, Wieses. Write Aida Spellman, 73 Temple
Dr.. Cheektowaga NY 14225

Contact Heather & Lloyd Ow-nu, 384 Kirkfleld St.
WInnepeg, Manitoba. Canada R3K 1E8

Ohio— 7th Ann. Winter Whirl. Kent State Univ.
Ballroom. Kent: Mar. 1: Beryl Main, Tony Oxendine,
George Eberhart, Lou Lucius. Write Ralph Hagmann,
3340 Hudson Dr., Cuyahoga Falls OH 44221.

Virginia— 8th Ann. Spring Fling, City Arena. Norfolk:
Mar. 6.7; Gary Shoemake, Ken Bower, Ray & Bea

PARRISH RANCH

Dowdy. Write Jim & Hazel Fritts, 4921 Olive Grove Ln
Virginia Beach VA 23455.
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Berthoud, Colo.

The fun you'll have here in a week
will last you a whole year...

FRONT LINE COVERAGE
Like it or love it— YEEDS has created
a happy, heart-art couple-up cover to extend a valuable Valentine message to
all— HAVE A HEART! As a matter of
fact, have half a hundred hearts! Tell us
exactly how many you see (counting partials, too) by February 14 and we'll
"cover" your subscription to ASD for an
extra heart-y year of good reading.

Ma Y SuPt-

STAFF

Vaughn 8 Jean Parrish, Co.
Ed & Jackie Newton, Fl.
Johnny Mathis, Tex.
Bob IL Marilyn McVey, C•i.
Conn & Vera Jean Housloy, Id.
Scott & V•larls Smith, Ut. Dick 8 Darlene Spooner, Ws.
Herb 8 Erna Egsnder, Co. Bud 8 Maxine Taylor, Nev.
HOSTS
Woody & Delores Dsdard, Tx.

Perry 8 Joy Parrish

Writs PARRISH RANCH, Rt. 2, Parrish Rd.,
Berthoud, CO 80513.
•
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GBERMUDA

Square g" Round Dance
Festival and World Convention
Sponsored by Bermuda Department of Tourism
Hosted by: Mid Ocean Promenaders Square Dance Club of Bermuda

JANUARY 7-14, 1982
Squares:

JIM PURCELL
ma.

DICK JONES CHUCK STINCHCOMB
NJ

did

and CHARLIE & BETTYE PROCTER (Texas) — Rounds
FLIGHTS FROM ALL KEY CITIES

Convention Package Prices at TEN TOP HOTELS
• Vaned Levels of Dancing
•
•
•
•

Panels
Clinics
Workshops and
Beautiful BERMUDA

For RogIstration Form:
BERMUDA SID CONVENTION
Post Office Box 145, Avon. Mass. 02322
617483-0713

CROSS-COUNTRY CALLER'S SUPPLIES
7145 1/2 WEST BELMONT AVENUE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60634 • 312 — 622-3849
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

NEWCOMB PA SYSTEMS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
NEEDLES AND VARIOUS ACCESSORIES
NEWCOMB AND ASHTON RECORD CASES
ELECTRO VOICE MICROPHONES
COMTEK WIRELESS MICROPHONES AND ACCESSORIES
LITE WEIGHT ALUMINUM SPEAKER STANDS
NEW MINI-SPEAKERS
HANDLES 50
POWER.

WATTS

8 OHM

SIZE:
WEIGHT:

12 X 7 X 6

$149.

ea.

10

$280.

pr.

LBS.

THESE SPEAKERS MAY BE USED
WITH ANY KNOWN SQUARE DANCE
AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET TODAY
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Badges
ARMETA— Dept. B
Original Fun Club Badges
PO Box 22221
Milwaukee OR 97222
Free List On Request
CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today.
PO Box 57
Westfield M401088
Cost: $1.50 plus 304 postage
JIM 8 BONNIE'S
4420 Tennyson
Denver CO 80212
303.477.1594
Activity 8 Club Badges
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
6713 Kennedy Lane (703.241.08701
Falls Church VA 22042
Free Fun Badge Catalogue
PAULY'S (715845-3979)
PO Box 72
Wausau WI 54401
Engraved end Jeweled Badges
H 8 R BADGE 8 STAMP CO. 814-471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours— Harold 8 Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
1827 Sentinel Point Rd.
Sebring FL 33870
Chuck Lommon, Caller 8 Owner
Send for free flyer.

Record Dealers
ARIZONA
Clay's Bern
PO Box 790
Sierra Vista AZ 85835
Dancer accessories, caller equipment
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 7178
Phoenix AZ 85014 (802.279.5521)
Square. round, ballroom, pop labels
Specializing in mail & phone orders
FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS
R1.1 Box 528
Palm Harbor FL 33563
Phone 813.784.3294
INDIANA
B•BAR•B RECORD SERVICE (317-241.0008)
831315 Rockville Rd. (1.465, Exit 13B)
Indianapolis IN 48224
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed
Records shipped same day
ILLINOIS
DANCE SOUNDS
PO Box 41042
Chicago IL 80641
Square, Round, Folk 8 Contra Records
CROSS•COUNTRY RECORD SERVICE
7145'4 W. Belmont Ave.
Chicago IL 804141
Records/Callers Supplies/Newcomb Equipment
JOE K RECORD SERVICE
1007 N. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge IL 60068
312-823-0711

KA-MO ENGRAVERS
PO Box 3447
Albuquerque NM 87110
3D Club 8 Fun Badges
Free Catalogue

MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
70 State St.— new address
Augusta ME 04330
Tel. 207423-3888
Caller Supplies & New Air-Cond , tioned S'D Hall

Send for Catalog
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO.
10 Woodlawn Dr.
No. Warren PA 18365
Badges, License plates, Bell Buckles

MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1574 Haslet) Rd.
Mellott MI 48840
The Place Designed with People in Mind

S/D Record
Review Service
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis TN 38116
ILLINOIS
JOE K RECORD SERVICE
1007 N. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge IL 60068
312.823.0711
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MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave E.
St. Paul MN 55106
612-774.5732
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORD SHOP
Division of Palomino SID Service
7738 Morgan Ave. South (812.889-9501)
Minneapolis MN 55423
NEW YORK
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC.
230 7th Ave. (23.24 Ste.) Box ASD
New York NY 10011 (212.891.1934)
Round. square. ballroom, folk dance records
Catalogs: Mail & phone orders accepted.
NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S Record Service Callers Supply
Route 1. Box 212
Advance NC 27008
OHIO
F 8 S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo OH 43809

TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC.
1138 Mosby Rd. (901.398.4953)
Memphis TN 38118
TEXAS
EDDIE'S 8 BOBBIE'S RECORDS
Box 17688. 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas TX 75217 (214398.7508)
VIRGINIA
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 788
Springfield VA 22150 (703.971.2588)
WASHINGTON
DECKER RECORDS
504 N. Sargent
Spokane WA 99208
509424-9181
Fast Merl Order Servoce

Distributors
TVVELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 216
Bath OH 44210
Member NASRDS

Notes

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St.
Memphis TN 38127
12 Issues yearly, $11.00— Free sample
NEWS 'N NOTES
Al Deuce Earl Ed
PO Box 2223
Vernon CT oeoee
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
1359 Belleville
Sunnyvale CA 94087
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS:
Gene Trimmer, Rt. 1, 9 La Peace
Mercedes TX 76670
For the Club Callers Teacher
Send 15• stamp for sample copy.
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
3775 County Rd, 92 N.
Maple Plain MN 55359
TORONTO a DIST. SID ASSOCIATION
Dept. SON 1
30 KIngswell Crescent
Scarborough Ont. Can. MIL 3E1

Special
SID TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE FLOAT
Publicizes square dance year round. Be a part of
this an Send $1.00 and receive a Rose for your
badge. SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA, Box 2,
Altadena CA 91001.
"Fundamentals of Square Dancing"
Instructional Albums, Calling by Bob Ruff
Levels 1,2,3; $7.95 ea., Add $1. per record for mailing.
Free Catalog. Write to Bob Ruff,
8459 Edmaru Ave.. Whittler CA 90605

5/D Products

SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965). Five color, eyecatching Seals on your correspondence are an "Invitation to square dancing." Order from BILL
CRAWFORD, Box 181442, Memphis TN 38118.
Samples on request. One sheet (60 Seals), 50'; 3
sheets, $1; 10 sheets, $3; 20 sheets, $5. Shipped ppd.
Write for prompt details and samples.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write: PO Box 184, Wenham MA 01984
Call: 817-468-7338
PLASTIC SLEEVES— 7" Heavy duty. 25 for 64.50. 50
for $7.00. 100 for $12.00 Including UPS shipping. Send
25' for sample. Also ROUND/BALLROOM DANCE
CATALOGS. Comprehensive. up-to-dale. Send 25' to:
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC. 230 7th Ave., Box ASD,
New York NY 10011.
CLOGGERS DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASM' Bumper
sticker, $1.00 ppd. from Rockln' Rhythms, At. 1,
am Casa Vista Dr., Palm Harbor FL 33663.

BO.

NEW— DESIGN A DRESS or select one of the styles
offered and have It made to your measurements. Send
for catalog $1.50, refunded with first order. Betty's, PO
Box 29723, Richmond VA 23229.
EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED, Minimum 10,
Thread-Letter Embroidery Corp. CB, 1929 E. 52nd St.,
Indianapolis IN 48205. (317) 257-1424.
"YELLOW ROCK" MEI Slikscresived T-Shirts. $8. as.,
21611. Yellow, blue, white, red or gray polyestar/cotton
shirts with contrasting design. S, M, L, XL. Also
available; T-Shirt. ellksereaned with your design. E.
WILLIAMS, 44 Ryder. Lane, E. Bn.onstykk NJ 06818.
THE SQUARE DANCE POSITION GAME
8.96 (plus $1. postage & handling)
For Callers, Teachers, All Level Dancers
Mass Residents add 40' Sales Tax
Order from: Russell I. Hookstre
67 Forget Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01108
NEW CATALOGUE AVAILABLE— $1.00. Hers's where
you'll find what you're looking for! Complete square
dance service. PALOMINO 510 SERVICE, 7734 Morgan
Ave., S., Minneapolis MN 66423.
SQUARE DANCE SEWING CATALOG F— Patterns of
S/D dresses, skirts, blouses, men's western shirts,
pante, vests, from Authentic, Docls Doe Interchangeable pattern pieces,' and Introducing 7 pages
of exquisite CHARELLE SID dress patterns. Also contains apparel: petticoats, pettipants, shoes, flea,
towels, etc. Send 504 plus 25c postage.
MOCCASINS AND LEISURE SHOES CATALOGS— 2
Full color catalogs of Quoddy and Minnetonka brand
moccasins and leisure shoes for the entire family;
also contains sandals and winter boots. Send $1.
refunded on first order.
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP, Rt. ►D, Hughsonvllle NY 12537. • Dealers Inquiries welcomed.
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unlaue western wear
with our wide selection of pearl and metal snap
fasteners. Quality sewing supplies. Send for Free
Catalog. The Campau Company, Box 20632-AD,
Dallas, Texas 75220.
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Si Products
GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS
GET WELL - BIRTHDAY - GENERAL
$2.2518ox of 12, plus 4% Tax in Indiana
Order from CadoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr.
Ft. Wayne IN 46806

CALIFONE SID SOUND SYSTEMS. 30 Day Trial.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or 100% Refund. Bob Mason,
Box 205A, Almond NY 14804. Dlii 807-278-2442.

Evie &Dick Thomas
13 Lucian Street
Manchester, Corm.
06040
Square Dance Address Labels- 500 for$3.00; Square
Dance Napkins- Beverage or luncheon $1.20; Coasters, 654; Place mats, $1.; Stationery, $1.65; S/0
Greeting or Xmas Card Ass't , 10 for $1.95; Dancing
Couple Key Tag, 654: Name Tags, 50/52.50; DecalsDancing Couple, 55c, Crossed Squares, 45e. Please
send 754 with order for Postage & Handling., Send for
FREE Brochure- SQUARE SPECIALTIES, PO Box
1065. Manchester CT 06040.

Books

AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.25 plus 50e mailing. Contains
two books combined into one, with new material that
will put life Into your club or festival. Edited by the
man who originated after party fun at dances and
festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star Harbor, Malakoff
TX 75148.
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA; $7.00; 3500
movements listed. Terms, etc. plus supplements.
MINI-BOOK, $4.00. Basics thru C-3, 5"x8".
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS. $6.00 Plus 1 thru C-2.
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS, $5.00 C-3.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE, $4.00. Basics thru Plus 2 and
top movements of 77-78-79-80.0rder from Jean
Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave., Minerva, OH 44657.
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED-. Use this book the first
night. Based on the premise that anyone can sight
call. $6.50. Order from Whitey Aamot, 916 3rd Ave., SE,
Waseca MN 56093.

STEP•CLOSE•STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS (78 exercises) $4.25 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven course,
dance positions, RID terminology, mixers, basic styl
Ing hints and helps on teaching. Order from Frank
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohlo 43611.
SINGING THRU PLUS TWO: The book designed to
help you teach CALLERLAB Q.S., PLUS 1 & PLUS 2
figures. Contains definitions, teaching hints & 110
singing calls. Cost: $6.00 ppd. I rom Gene Trimmer, 103
Rosewood, Paragould AR 72450,
DIRECTORY OF SINGLES SQUARE DANCE CLUBS:
Compiled especially for single dancers by Single
Square Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists singles
clubs throughout the USA, their places of dance, the
day of the week and a telephone contact number.
Price: $2.00. Quantity discount to clubs and associations. Send order to Yellowrock Book. L. Richard
Woodyatt. P.O. Box 341. Bethlehem PA 18018.
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DANCE•A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN- $3.60 by mall.
Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms written in
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New Whiteland IN 46184.
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: •"Promenade" Guide to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID Callers
Association. Cost: $2.00 '25. handling. Order from
Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 138 N. McCord Rd., Toledo
OH 43615.

QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL
GROUPS by Jack & Helen Todd. Retell $5.00. This
book is for callers and teachers. to help them attract
new people to square dancing via one-night stands.
Book is keyed to available records. Order from your
local dealer. or from Twelgrenn, Box 216, Bath OH
44210.
MAINSTREAM PLUS SID CALLS: The Plus 1, Plus 2
and Quarterly Selection lists and 38 other popular
calls. Each call fully illustrated using our unique
system. Dancers everywhere are using this book to
good advantage. Edited by Ed Foote. $5.95 pp.
SQUARE DANCING FOR LEARNERS: The first 69 calls
on the Callerlab lists fully illustrated. Text explaea.
lions of the workings of square dancing outside of the
call definitions. A must for new dancers being exposed to modern-day class pressures. Bulk prices
available. Edited by Ed Foote & Bill Kramer. $5.95 pp.
BASIC CALLS FOR ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE
SID: The CALLERLAB Advanced and C-1 Challenge
lists fully illustrated plus all of the essential vanslions. This book is being used all over the world by advanced workshops and challenge tape groups Edited
by Ed Foote. $5.95 pp. Send check to: Tech. Documen•
tatlon Services, 58 S. Patterson 3108, Santa Berbera
CA 93111.
THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE
CALLS- Complete descriptions of all calls on the
mainstream Plus 1.Plus-2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2
Lists. Most calls have a practice dance routine. $2.35
per copy includes handling. Quantity rates available
on request Pocket Dictionary, P.O. Box 2223. Vernon
CT 060613.
THE SIGHT CALLERS' TEXTBOOK- 120-page book
with chapters on Resolution, Formation Awareness,
Programming, Snapshot Sight. 2 Couple Calling, plus
10 other topics. Fully illustrated...512.50. Add $3 for
overseas AIM.
THE TOP TEN (1980)- Separately alphabetized DictIonaries of all (5) CALLERLAB levels (MS thru C2); it
lustrated Formations and all 6 APD Arrangements;
Choreo Analysis of 19 new and popular current
calls $6 Add $1 for AIM.
BI-MONTHLY SUPPLEMENTS- All new calls and
concepts. 56./yr.
BILL DAVIS, 1369 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94037.

°cords

THE NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU.Square dance
callers, we have recorded backgrounds of best-loved
country hits like Jambalaya, Release Me, Rocky Top
you sing with during dance breaks. Exactly what
you're looking for. Seven records available. Lyric
sheets included. Write: NSY Productions, PO Box
40364S0. Nashville TN 37204.

ROUND REVIEWS
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert
(

SO BLUE— HI-Hat 990
Choreography by Barbara Smith
Good smooth music and a nice easy-intermediate
combination two step-foxtrot.
DEBUTANTE— HI-Hat 990
Choreography by Brian & Sharon Basset!
Very pretty music to "World of the Young" and
an excellent easy waltz to introduce the hover.
ALL OF ME— Jopat 301
Choreography by 01111 & Donna Loehr
A smooth easy two step with cues on the flip side.

NO LOVE AT ALL— Jopat 302
Choreography by 011Ie & Donna Loehr
A smooth easy-intermediate two step with a long
sequence and cues on the flip side.
STRING OF PEARLS— Roper 166
Choreography by Tom & Loveday Newby
Good music and an interesting long sequence for a
high-intermediate two step mixed with swing and
foxtrot.
BLUE OF THE NIGHT— Sidney Thompson 601
Choreography by Eddie & Audrey Palmqulst
Very pretty music and a nice flowing highintermediate international waltz.
YOU'RE THE CREAM IN MY COFFEE— Grenn
14291; Choreography by Pete & Carol Metzger
Good familiar tune and a nice easy two step.
JAMBOREE— Grenn 14291
Choreography by Vernon Porter
Cute catchy music and an easygoing easy two
step with a different twist.

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE

AMERICAN SCJURRE DRNCE
Write for details:
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
For Rating Formula.
Order ASD Inform NP7

Choreography Rati ngs * **

by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo, Ohio

SQUARE DANCE: 61-125
Grenn 14292
Baby Mine
You're the Cream in Cotter) Grenn 14123
Round About
Hi-Hat 988
While Making Love to You UA-X1365
HI-Hat 989
My World
A&M B23
Ruthie
Cap 4772
Beautiful. Beautiful You
Grenn 14291
Jamboree
Blue Star 2114
Red Head
RCA44707116
Adios Amigo
Love Is Like A Butterfly
RCA 10504
WBS 49214
Smooth Sailing
Elektra 46636
Kaw Llga
MCA P-2714
Don't Forbid Me
Tamaran
TNT 165

P1.68/0-68
P2-87/0-87
P2-87/0=87A
P2-78/10 88A•
P2-90/0-90
P2-85/5 -90A
P2-86/5-916,
P2-91/0 -91A
P2-92/10-102
P2-103/10-113
P2-91/25 -116A
P2-111/5.116A
P2-117/0 -117A
P2-105/13-118
P2-124/0-124

EASY-INTERMEDIATE:126-175
MCA 60107
At Sundown
Tony's Ukelele
Bell 445.424
Teenage Oueen
Sun 22
Could I Have This Danceell1 Cap 4920
It's Still Rock & Roll to Me Col 1-11276
Grenn 14182
Springtime Waltz
Livin' in Lovenworth
Starline 6180
Smooth Sabin'
WBS 49214

P2.99/30.129
P2-109/20-1296
P2-136/0- 136
P2-127/10=137A
P2.104/35-139A
P2-140/0- 140
P2-123/21 - 144A
P2-109/35— 1446
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Lazy. Hazy. Crazy Days #2 Starline 6211
Grenn 14292
New Dawn
D-Al P6106
Rumba Comparsa
Could I Have this Dance If2 Cap 4920
Elektra 47015
Steppin' Out
Grenn 14202
Lisbon Antigua (rev I
Roper 309
Lazy
Wndsr 4676
Kiss Waltz (rev )
INTERMEDIATE: 176-250
Cons&
Cherry Pie
I Could Be Happy
Shadows of Paris
Maria Elena

Ripper 2499
Sierra 5180A
Hi-Hat 987
Roper 404
Tlmrk 1900

HIGH INTERMEDIATE: 251-299
Baubles. Bangles and Beads TImrk929
Roper 3108
Anything But Love
RSO 8009
Deeply In Love

P2-134/10-1446
P2-148/0- 1486
P2-150/0 - 150A
P2-155/0-1556
P2.120/40 -160A
P2-128/39 -1676
P2-153/16-169A
P2-164/4 =169A
P2-136/55 -191
P2.178/30-208
P4-214/25-239
P4-240/0 - 240A
P2-192/50 -242
P4-238/25-263
P3-240/5052906
P4-274/25 - 299A

ADVANCED: 300449
P4 306/0 -3066
Tlmrk 936A
La Playa
•The cue sheet for this dance is not written as a quickstep. also
the terms as used do not meet general accepted round dance
definitions.
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~rwSide
SQUARE REVIEWS
by John Swindle

It's February again and time for the Sweetheart
Dances. We do have a few records that will just fit
the bill. We had some fast ones that should warm
up dancers on cold February nights, and some to
relax the dancers for that little change of pace. In
the year 1981 we have had a surprising number of
good records coming our way. Happy Valentines!
IF IT AIN'T LOVE— Chaparral 407
Caller: Beryl Main
The Roadrunners have really put together a unique sound in this instrumental. one that just gets
the dancers bouncing. Beryl used a simple figure
but one that seems to be hand-tailored for this
tune. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, square
thru. right and lett thru, veer left, ferris wheel,
square thru three-quarters. swing. promenade.
FEVER— Kalox 1253
Caller: Bailey Campbell
And then the Kalox Rhythm boys have put out
another super good sound, with an outstanding
muted trumpet. Bailey does a superb job on the
flip with an interesting and well-timed figure.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, make a
wave, single hinge, scoot back, boys run, star
thru, dive thru, square thru three-quarters,
swing, promenade.
TEXAS BOUND AND FLYING— Sun Ra 1008
Caller: Jerry Rash
This tune is no stranger; it was reviewed in
December on another label. The instrumental on
this release is every bit as good as the other, and
truly captures that of the "Smokey and the Bandit
theme. Jerry does a fine job on the flip with a
familiar figure. FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
sides right and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep a
quarter, pass thru, do-sa-do, eight chain four,
swing, promenade.
THE THINGS I TREASURE— 4BarB 6017
Caller: Mike Sikorsky
4 Bar B has given us a tune that is truly fitting to
this month's Valentine's theme. The familiar
sound from this record company is there, with a
very danceable beat. Mike's figure was wellaccepted by the review dancers. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, right hand star, left hand star, touch
a quarter, scoot back twice, swing, promenade.
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CHINATOWN — Kalox 1251
Caller; Bill Peters
You can almost see the chopsticks when you
listen to this tune of yesteryear that has become
popular with record producers recently. The tune
is jumpy and danced very well. Bill has an interesting figure on the flip, with an interesting
opening as well. FIGURE Heads square thru. dosa-do. touch a quarter. walk and dodge, partner
trade. pass the ocean. recycle, dive thru. square
thru three-quarters. swing. promenade.
CEI.ITO LINDO— Blue Star 2121
Key G
Caller: Jerry Helt
We go from Chinatown to Mexico. If you are having a party with a "south of the border" theme.
this record will fit right in. The instrumental has a
nice smooth beat and Jerry's figure was great.
FIGURE: Circle left half way. heads forward up
and back, square thru. do-sa-do, eight chain thru
four hands, swing. promenade.
DON'T WIPE THE TEARS YOU CRY FOR HIM ON
MY GOOD WHITE SHIRT— Dance Ranch 657
Key C
Caller: Frank Lane
Frank has put out what we classify as a novelty
tune. The tag lines are cute: Frank's figure is
well-timed and the instrumental is very
danceable. FIGURE: Four ladies chain, heads promenade half, square thru, swing thru, boys run,
half tag. follow your neighbor and spread. swing,
promenade.
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY— Blue Star 2123
Key F
Caller: Johnny Wykoff
For those who would like an updated version of
this song, here it is. The Bayou Ramblers have put
together a nice-sounding instrumental, and
Johnny's figure worked well with it. FIGURE:
Heads square thru, right hand star, left hand star,
right and left thru, roll away, turn thru, left
allemande, promenade.
HURRY, HURRY, HURRY— Blue Star 2122
Key C&D
Caller: Nate Bliss
Shades of "Star Wars" in this instrumental. The
Blue Star Ramblers again come through with a
good sound, this time with a key change to add to
the drive and overall effect. Nate does a superb
job with a well-timed figure. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, lead right, circle four, break to a
line, right and left thru, touch a quarter. coordinate, boys fold. swing. promenade.
CALIFORNIA BLUES— Lore 1191
Key F&G
Caller: Johnny Creel
Another song of a few years back makes an appearance. The Ramblers give us another instrumental with a key change for added excitement. Johnny's rendition is the best part of the
record. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, curlique.
walk and dodge, swing thru, boys run, bend the
line, right and left thru, slide thru, square thru
three-quarters, swing, promenade.
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BLUE GRASS SOUARE DANCE FESTIVAL— Big
Mac 017; Caller: Mac McCuller
The Big Mac Band presents us with an instrumental with three key changes. The instrumental is
good but by no means has a Blue Grass sound.
We don't know what keys are used, but Mac did a
nice job following them. FIGURE: Heads flutter
wheel, square thru, circle four, make a line, pass
thru, chase right, split circulate, walk and dodge,
partner trade, cross trail thru, swing, promenade.
BULL OF THE WOODS— Blue Star 2124
Caller; Bob Yerington
Key C&D
Another tune with a key change that we classify
as a novelty tune. Bob does a nice job on the flip.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, right and left
thru. flutter wheel, reverse flutter, cross trail
thru, left allemande, box the gnat, pull by, swing,
promenade.
WABASH CANNONBALL— Longhorn 1032
Caller: Harold Bausch
The instrumental is good on this tune from the old
country-western days when it was more country
than western. Harold does a fine job on the called
side. FIGURE: Heads lead right, circle four, break
to a line, right and left thru, pass the ocean,
swing thru, scoot back, recycle, pass thru,
swing, promenade.
FURTHER AND FURTHER APART— Bogen 1328
Caller: Tammy White
Key C
Here we have a western swing sound from the
Blue Star Band. This instrumental had an easy-tofollow beat and Tommy's figure was well timed.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right and left thru,
veer left, ferris wheel, double pass thru, track
two, swing thru, boys trade, swing. promenade.
FIFTY SEVEN CHEVROLET— Dance Ranch 658
Caller: Speedy Splvacke
Key C&D
FIGURE: Heads lead right, circle four, break to a
line, forward and back, pass thru, wheel and
deal, double pass thru, track two, swing thru,
turn thru, left allemande, do-sa-do, swing, promenade.

DIM THE LIGHTS, POUR THE WINE— Lore 1192
Caller: Bob Graham
Key C
The instrumental was very well done by the Bayou
Ramblers and Bob used a standard figure that
danced well. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sado, swing thru, spin the top, right and left thru,
square thru three-quarters, swing, promenade.
BALLAD OF CAT BALLOU— Rockin A
Caller: David Cox
This tune has a nice beat and David does a nice
job on the flip but most callers will have difficulty
following the tune. FIGURE: Heads curlique, walk
and dodge, circle four, break to a line, walk up
and back, pass thru, wheel and deal, pass thru,
do-sa-do, swing thru, turn thru, swing, promenade.
MERRY CHRISTMAS POLKA— Four Squares 794
Caller: Earl Rich
A Christmas song in February! This tune can be
called "The Square Dance Polka" and used all
year long. In many places it sounds like the "Beer
Barrel Polka." Earl uses a grand sashay which
may have to be taught since it is not a Callerlab
basic. FIGURE: Heads pass thru, partner trade,
reverse the flutter, sweep a quarter. pass thru,
right and left thru, slide thru, square thru, trade
by. swing, promenade.
PATTER RECORDS
JULY/AUGUST— Kelps 1252
July: xylophone, piano, bass, lead guitar, drums.
August: banjo, lead guitar, bass, drums, piano.
Both sides have the same chord progression with
a slightly different mix.
TRUCKIN' AROUND— Thunderbird 521
Caller: Art Springer
Instrumental has piano, banjo, fiddle, bass,
drums. The flip is called by Art, working couple
up and linear cycle.
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ALABAMA
WAITE'S SQUAREDANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
7925 Highway 90 West
Theodore AL (Mobile) 38582
205-653-7926

Mail Orders
Available from si
these Shops

MARIETTA'S SQUARE &
WESTERN WEAR
9458 Johnson Road, Rt. 2
Mobile AL 36609
ARIZONA
SQUARE 0
Apparel & Accessories
6810 So. Central
Phoenix AZ 85040
602-268-6213
GREAT AMERICAN S/0 APPAREL
'Great American Petticoats'
4830 East Main St.
Mesa AZ 85205
602-830-0330
CALIFORNIA
SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS
3339 Amherst Lane
San Jose CA 95117
Send for a Free Catalog
Petticoats, Sissy pants 8 Misc.
COLORADO
DORIS' SQUARE DANCE SHOP
8575 West Colfax Ave.
Denver CO 80215
Ph. 232-0327
Complete Line of S/D Apparel
FLORIDA
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515
813-448-8791
"Florida's Oldest & Best"
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed

Fashions

BEV'S BARN (815-455-3250)
(in Reed's Hut)
27 Crystal Lake Plaza
Crystal Lake IL 60014
SID Apparel
INDIANA
B-BAR-B SID APPAREL
631115 Rockville Rd. 1465 Exit 13B
Indianapolis IN 46224
See our own dress designs
Sizes 3 - 24 1/4
LAZY J RANCH
Wheeler Ind. — 219.759-3118
Mailing Address: RR2
Hobart IN 48342
We Make Our Own Petticoats
IOWA
VIK-ARDIE'S SID & WEST. SHOP
2008 Bennett (515-277-8787)
Des Moines IA 50310
S/D iS Western Wear for Men,
Women & Children
KANSAS
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-85941
Wichita KS 87213
Everything for the Square Dancer
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP. INC.
35021/2 Strong
Kansas City KS 68106
1-913-262-4240
Master Charge/Visa — Catalog 351

ELAINE'S KOLLECTION OF SID
ATTIRE, 2030 North 12 Ave.
Pensacola FL 32503
904.433-4052
New Catalog S1, Refundable on order

BUTTONS & BOWS SID WEAR
3187 S. Seneca (318.524-82351
Wichita KS 87217
Master Charge/VISA/Catalogue
Full Line S/D Attire, Accessories

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd. 904-725.2511
Jacksonville FL 32211
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers

MAINE
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC.
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd.
Gray ME 04039
Free Catalog Available

BELLES & BEAUX SID CLOTHES
419 No. Federal Hwy. 305-737-0095
Boynton Beach FL 33435
Exit 044 off 195, East to VS 1
Open at 12 Noon, Tues thru Sat.
GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR 404-455-1265
3820 Stewart Rd. Doraville GA 30340
Doraville, Commerce & Columbus
Stores
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
Open 7 days a week
ILLINOIS
KATHLEEN'S SID SHOP
508 W. Chestnut St.
Chatham IL 62829
3 Ways — Stop In, Write or Call
217-483-2627
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
71451/2 W. Belmont Ave.
Chicago IL 60834
Full Line S/D Attire & Accessorim
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MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton MD 21113
MICHIGAN
RUTHAD (313.841-05861
8869 Avis
Detroit MI 48209
Prettier, perkier petticoats &
pantaletteS
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1574 Haslett Rd.
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed
With People in Mind
MINNESOTA
PALOMINO SID SERVICE
7738 Morgan Ave., So.
Minneapolis MN 55423
Send for catalogue — S1.00
Member of NASRDS

NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL, John Pedersen, Jr.
41 Cooper Ave. Ph. 201-229-2383
West Long Branch NJ 07764
S/0 Apparel, Accessories, Patterns
Member NASRDS, Vise d M/C
NEW MEXICO
A & H SQUARES AND FLARES
5517 Central NE
Albuquerque NM 87108
MC/VISA
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY
1704 Moon N.E. (505-294-28341
Albuquerque NM 87112
Calico Country Originals
Send for free brochure
NEW YORK
WHEEL 'N DEAL SID SHOP
RFD 4, Post Rd.
Canton NY 13817
Phone Orders: 315-386-2457
IRONDA SID SHOPPE
759 Washington Ave. (268-5720)
irondequolt, Rochester NY
Everything for the Square Dancer
DO-PASO
203 Vermont St.
Buffalo NY 14213
Phone Orders: 1-716-885-9473
Catalog Available
SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 S. Main St. (315.688-2844)
Central Square NY 13036
Western Store & Gilt Center
S/0 Headquarters
C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Hartfield-Centralia Rd.
Mayville NY 14757
Square Dance Clothing
SHIRLEY'S S/D & Mail Order Shop
Rt. 9-D, Hughsonville NY 12537
Catalog of S/D Patterns, sewing
notions, trims, S/D apparel & accessories. Send 50. plus 25• postage
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale NY 13211
Discount Prices
Send for free catalog
OHIO
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave (216-871-5165)
Cleveland OH 44111
Dancer's Shopping Delight
SQUARE TOGS
11757 US 42
Sharonville OH 45241
Records Available Too!

OKLAHOMA
COUNTRY SQUARE
1705 N. Sheridan
Lawton OK 73501
Apparel & Accessories for
the Square and Round Dancer
PENNSYLVANIA
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR
1987 Yale Ave. 717-323-2543
Williamsport PA 17701
Only complete supplier in Central Pa
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River
SOUTH CAROLINA
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS
404 Cherokee Dr. 803-268-0240
Greenville SC 29615
S/D Clothing for Men & Women
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis TN 38118
Send for Free Catalog
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
245 E. Market & Cherokee
Kingsport TN 37660
Phone Orders: 1-615-245.6221
TEXAS
FAWCETT'S SID SHOP
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr TX 78577 (512.7E17-1116i
Everything for the Square Dancer
Largest S/D Shop in South Texas
THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth
Wichita Falls TX 76301
Square & Round Dance Regalia
Catchall Cust. Originals by Chris
C BAR S SID Apparel & Records
5632 East Mockingbird Lane
Dallas TX 75206
Send for Free Catalog ,
MARJAC OF DALLAS
522 S. Montreal, Dallas TX 75208
Nylon Organdy Petticoats- Best
Qualify; Discount on Group Order
Wholesale Accts. Also Welcome
ONELL'S APPARAL (806-799-16421
4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock TX 79413
Square & Round Dance Supplies
Square & Round Dance Records
VIRGINIA
BETTY'S SID & WESTERN WEAR
PO Box 29723 Richmond VA 23229
804.740-3457
New Catalog, $1.00 Refundable on
order
LIW WESTERN APPAREL
Rt 3, Box 5E
Elkton VA 22827
Phone: 703-298-8678
KERNS KORRAL 804.898-4848
I983-D Rt 17
Grafton VA 23892
S/D One-Stop Shopping.
Master Charge & VISA
WISCONSIN
DIXIE STYLE SID SHOP
Rt. 2, Granton WI 54436
Ph. 715-238-7473
Brochure- 506
Our aim is to please you'

ID AFTER DANCE SNACKS
Stopping for a snack after a square
dance is a favorite way to top off a great
time. From the clues below see if you
can figure out some of the foods
Z
might order.
1. The last roundup
2. Agitated cow
3. Gallic frizzles
Z
4. Undertakers' drink
5. You've got a crust!
1.1 6. Tower on the tilt
7. Batter up
8. What a cold sufferer does, and the
M
doctor gets
9. Frying objects
10. He wears a coat and pants
11. Two slices of bread with wide open
IMI
spaces in between
A12. ThIrstaid with a tickle
13. Humpty Dumpty
14. Dad's old jokes
miET

G

by Erma Reynolds
Longmeadow, Massachusetts
WHIRL INTO MOTION

Hidden in each sentence below is a movement
carried out by a square dancer as he swings his
partner. See if you can find them in the sentences.
The first has been underlined.
1. One square dance group ran celebrations of
members' anniversaries.
2. The callers' confab ended with an agreement
of square dance terms.
3. Visiting nabobs were entertained with a
square dance.
4. Clothespins were needed in the dressing
room to hang up dancers' skirts.
5. There was a landslide of votes, showing
preference for the older calls.
6. The United States abounds in square dance
clubs.
7. The lady conventioneers found a shop where
they could buy square dance apparel.
8. An unusual food served at the convention
banquet was kippered herring.
9. Beginners graduating from the square dance
class, received a diploma.
10. A Stetson, or big "lid," earmarks many
western square dancers.
11. Square dancing and bowling are favorite
recreations.
12. The visitors to the demo square dance, liked
it so much they returned to Join a beginners'
class.
69
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DICK MANNING
Dick & Carole Manning of Nicoma Park
(Oklahoma City), Oklahoma, are both busy people, thoroughly engaged in calling and organizing
for the square dance activity, and they both work
long hours at regular jobs. Their articles have appeared many times in this magazine. They have a
family of four children.
Dick is currently teaching several classes, doing workshops, and calling for three clubs. He
does weekend institutes and travels to neighboring states for club dances and specials. He is a
member of Callerlab (since '75) and serves on the
Styling and Membership committees. Two years
of service as president (and other offices) are
credited to Dick in the Central District Callers
Association, as well as organization work in forming the Oklahoma State Callers & Teachers
Association, plus serving as its president in 1979.

ENTERPRISES

214-272-2339

Ava,ate New

HOEDOWNS
Driftwood— Windsor
Pretty Lady— Blue Star
Excelerator Special— Chaparral
Thunderbird Romp— Thunderbird
Soundra— Sun-Ra
Mt. Dew— Thunderbird
Take One— Chaparral
Skillet Lickln*— Blue Star
SINGING CALLS
Lay Down Beside Me— Red Boot
What in Her World— Wild West
If We're Not Back In Love by Monday— Rhythm
Some Broken Hearts Never Mend— Rhythm
Sail Away— Rhythm
Coward of the County— Blue Star
Wild About Honey— Chaparral
Burgers & Fries— Wild West

Al (Tex) Brownlee
Recreation Director

Lazy
(Sounds Easy
PO Box 401695
Garland TX 75040

The Mannings are firm advocates of
smoothness in dancing, and have taught that
theory in Alaska, Oklahoma, and elsewhere.

Fontana Village Resort
Fontana Dam NC 28733
Reservations:
704-498-2238

LE-1 I'M A LITTLE MAN, Flip/Inst. by Tex
L8-2 STUART'S DOLLY/Clog. Inst. Routine by Arleta Pulley
L8-5 BLANKET ON THE GROUND, Flip/Inst. by J. Beaird

Cormng Soon
L11-3 LOVE AIN'T GONNA WAIT. FlIp/Init by J Bealrd
L8-7 WHAT I'VE GOT IN MIND. FlIp/Inat by J Bsalrd
L.8-4 GRANDFATHER CLOCK, Filp/Inst Round Dance
L11.8 TIME WILL PROVE THAT I'M RIGHT, FlIp/Inat. J. Elealrd
L8.8 TIL THE END OF THE WORLD, Flip/Inst. by Marvin Boatwright L8-9 Another Clogging 8 Hoedown Record, Inst.

Distributed by Reeves, Inc., PO Box 17668, Dallas TX 75217 Ph. 214-398-7508
at

•

NEW SPEAKER OFFER

S

If you are looking for good BASS response
and articulate VOICE reproduction, as well as intricate MUSICAL rendition—
and would like It in a SMALL package—
move up to

MOONBEAM (JNB-1)
The first of a completely new line of high efficiency sound reproduction systems we
are producing. MOONBEAM weights 16 pounds (approx.) and measures 28"n x 8"w x
6"d and Is compatible with all amplifiers. Hear for yourself what 22 years' experience
In sound reproduction will do for you.
Direct Inquiries to J.N.BEAIRD ENTERPRISES, PO BOX 401695, GARLAND TX 75040
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5. Hungarian Do-sa-do— Let's
dance what the caller calls! If he calls
do-sa-do, do It— don't swing. If you
would rather swing, ask your caller to
amend his calling and call swing.
By the way, I have discovered one
reason that many persons don't know
how to swing, and simply walk around
each other instead. Watch your caller
dance sometimes. Some callers don't
know how to swing, so how can they
teach it.
Club officers, organization leaders,
callers— Please consider getting some
action on the above comments. Letters
and editorials are nice, but so far they
seem to get published while their contents die.
Bruce Lackey
Rockville, Maryland

STRAIGHT TALK, Continued
dance clubs. How did it ever get itself inserted into the time and place where
square dancers meet? It's a whole different ball game, the way it is done. It
doesn't have to be. I can do most of the
round dances "cold," to the cue of the
cuer, the way we do square hash. One
doesn't have to learn a complete square
dance to do it. Why don't they teach the
basics and then hash-it-up to make it
more like the activity we start out for?
4. About the Absence of Contras—
Contras are much more like squares
than round dancing is. With less than
five minutes of instruction any
mainstream square dancer can do a contra. Contras are presented in Square
Dancing magazine, in American
Squaredance, and in other SID publications. They are done at the National Convention. Why not here? (One caller confided to me that it was probably because
the callers were too discouraged with
trying to get dancers to keep in time with
the music...or too lazy to teach them...
and contras do have to be done in time
(on time). Have you ever seen a
Washington area square dance group
take 32 beats of music to do a grand
square? 28 seems to be the maximum,
with 24 being the average...Yipes!

PATTERN
No 316
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SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
PeultI•511• Pattern
316 Ladles Square Dance Dress
11 Pl4c••
Square Dance Dress hos fitted bodice with moderate round neckline and
contrasting front bib The 8 gored gathered skirt has 2 rows of contrasting
ruffles spaced apart View 1 features short sleeves gathered to armholes
View 2 hos elasticized puffed sleeves with sell ruffle Contrasting bib
s1ereves and skirt ruffles ore trimmed with flat eyelet and ribbon
Multi Size 5 7 9 6.8 10 12 14 16 18 20 40

Dealer inquiries welcome
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P.O. Box 4560 Stockyards Station
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106
Pattern s ilt
$4.00 ea. Size(s)
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
Zip
State
City
Add 85 cents pet pattern for handling and postage
Complete Western Brochure for only 50,
American Squaredance. February 1981
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Supplemental Notes from Trent Keith
"builds" a theme tip around this unusual
little figure:
From standard lines:
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, leaders U-turn back
Pass thru, trade by, touch a quarter
Split circulate, boys run
Bend the line (Zero)
from BrunNew 'N Notes
dage/Williams/Johnston/Foote has a
beautiful analysis of eight chain
"anything" (Yes, Virginia, there is a formula!) and goes on to explore the linear
concept with Ron Schneider and present
some excellent Frank Lane "goodies,"
such as:
All circle left, head ladies take two men
Go forward six and back
Those six swing thru, pass thru
Those girls run left, pass to the center
Touch a quarter, girls extend,
Single hinge, centers trade, extend
Scoot back, boys run....(1p2p line)
Santa Clara Valley Notes from Bill
Davis especially features release the
column, slant touch and anything, the
hard way, transfer the diamond and pass
to the center. Bill has become a formation expert and has been a resource for
Callerlab on this subject. He goes into
detail about the six types of diamond
formations. Can you name them?

SDDS from John and Evelyn Strong
gives us much, much choreography (including experimentals such as engage
the diamond, line up the diamond, trade
thru, make a pass) and a few "regulars"
such as left/right roll to a wave and tag
V. and 3/4. He makes a strong pitch for
supporting Callerlab and points out its
value.
Figuring by Barry Wonson gives us
some good gimmick stuff such as face
your partner and bumperoo. He urges us
to use rare ideas such as centers out
and outside in in this manner:
(1 P2P) Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers out
Bend the line, ends slide thru
Centers pass the ocean, recycle
Pass thru (B1-4)
In Notes for Callers, Jack Lasry says
we ought to "jazz up" peel off a bit to get
some more mileage out of it. For instance:
(1 P2P) Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, leaders peel off
Trailers partner trade, lines up and back
Centers square thru four, ends star thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Star thru, double pass thru, cloverleaf
Centers swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Minnesota Callers Notes from Ber-

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The Kentuckiana Square Dance Association, inc.
proudly presents the 22nd Annual
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
%

DERBY CITY FESTIVAL
"Paradise 'Musicale"
April 3, 4 & 5, 1981

X
3C
X

kli. FAIR & EXPOSITION CENTER, Louisville, Ky.

Featuring — Ken Bower, Chuck Bryant, Paul Marcum & Deuce Williams
Bob & Bobbie Cain, Round Dance Instructors
Fashion Show
For information, t-ontact John & R illir Stigler. 1212 Lucas Ct., Louit.‘111e, K?,. 10213

(502) 968-0111

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxicxxxxxxxx
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Keep 'em Squared Up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS
Brand New on Hi-Hat
11H-5025 HAT FULL OF FEATHERS by Tom Perry
Recent Releases on Blue Ribbon
BR-229 NO MORE, NO LESS by Jerry Hightower

HI
HAT
Records

Recent Releases on Blue Ribbon (Round Dances)
BR-1003 CHRISTMAS CITY WALTZ by Obit. Roth
RED HOT MEMORY by Ed .5 Betty Middlesworth

Recent Releases on Hr Hat
HH-5024 Dentin' with the Devil by Ernie Kinney
HH-5023 II Don't Get Better Than this Ernie Kinney
HH-5022 Lady In the Blue Mercedes by Tom Perry
(Available whh Harmony Irom Producer)
HH-5021 My Hurt by Jerry Schulze,
HH-5020 Free and Easy by Joe Johnston
HH-5019 My Own Kind of Hat by Ernie Kinney
HH-50111 Send Me Down to Tucson by Ernie Kinney

PRODUCER. Ernie Kinney EM., 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno CA 92376 (Ph 209-227-2764)
DISTRIBUTORS: Corsair-Continental Corp.. Boo 644, Pomona CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc., Box 216, Bath OH 44210

quam and Gargano announces that Warren's book on square dancing for the
handicapped is available with diagrams
for 40 basics, and he'll soon have a second book to cover MS, OS, Plus 1 and
Plus 2. He reviews pass the ocean, track
and trade, couple up, diamonds and
switch to a diamond.
Southern California Notes presents
the Rose Bowl Parade singing call,
"Bonanza," by Don Pfister (seen and
heard by an estimated 125 million people on TV last month) and features
something different. A very good article
on round dancing appears, stressing
that cueing (like square dance calling)
should normally be done about two
beats ahead of the dance action.
NCR Notes from George Jabbusch advises us: "Please inform your dancers
who attend conventions, weekends,
weeks...to enjoy themselves to the
fullest, they should choose a dance that
is one level below that in which they are
workshopping. The Callerlab programs
are set up so that when a dance is called

4

Plus 1, the dancers attending are expected to be able to dance all of the Plus
1 basics, and be able to workshop into
the Plus 2 level. Also, along that same
line, if a dance is called a Plus 2
workshop, the dancers should know all
of the basics in the level below. This pertains all the way into the challenge
levels."
In Mainstream Flow, Gene Trimmer
gives us much food for thought,
especially this item:
"FLYERS: one item that is very important to the success of any special dance.
The old adage that 'first impressions are
ones that last' is very true. If your flyer Is
not an appealing one, then chances are
the prospective attendee will not be enthusiastic about coming. A high percentage of the dancers do not know the
caller for the 'special' dance and will
base their desire for going upon what
they see or hear. The importance of eyeappealing and anticipation-provoking
flyers cannot be overemphasized."
.1r

PO BOX 216,

GRENN

BATH OH 44210

GR14294 NEW ENGLAND SWINGS, Two-step by Al Goulet
HEARTTHROBS, Waltz by Ann 'n Andy Handy
GR15020 ROUND DANCE TEACHING SERIES, Two-step Exercises 1-4
Vocal Instruction & Cueing by Frank Lehnert
GR16010 GOOFUS CONTRA by Watt Cole

TOP
T0P25355 CANADIAN PACIFIC, Flip Square by Tommy Cavanagh
(Advertised for October. finally available)

American Squaredance. February 1981
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19th Iowa State Square & Round
Dance Convention
March 27 & 28, 1981
Cedar Rapids 5 Seasons Civic Center

REGISTRATION INFORMATION: R.L. & ALberta VanderHamm
3642 Clark Road S.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52403
(319) 364-0051
FEES PER PERSON:
ALL EVENTS: In Advance—$9.00; After Feb. 1, $10.00

SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
Single Size Patterns
8-10-12-14-16 (9 Pieces)
Petal dress pattern. This dress has a double
skirt with the top skirt made of 10 flower
petals. The bottom skirt has 10 gores with a
bottom ruffle. The petals each have a bow to
match. The bodice is a peasant-style with
midriff. This dress can be made with solid color, print or checked material with white eyelet
petals and a midriff of white eyelet.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Pattern No. 5 $4.00
Mall to: THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd.. Memphis TN 38118
Pattern No. 5 $4.00 ea. Size_._
Name
Address
City
State
ZIp_
Add 5100 per pattern for handling and postage.
Tenn. Residents. please add 6°/. state tax.
Send for free catalog
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Marty and Byrdie Martin were captured by the camera at Fontana Village,
North Carolina, where Byrdie was wearing the frothy white dress that reflects
the motif of their dance resort in Florida.
The red and pink strawberries bordering
the skirt and sleeves point out the Martins as proprietor of Strawberry Square
in Plant City, Florida, where they are
establishing a square and round dance
program in the recreation hall of their
own "village." Marty and Byrdie Martin
are well-known round dance teachers
who have served on the staff at Fontana
during recent years and are booked to be
ASD tour leaders to Switzerland in 1981.

Happy Tracks Records proudly presents
HTR501 ONLY YOU, Cued Round by Hi & Cookie Gibson
HTR501A SAUCY TWO STEP, Cued Round by Jess & May Sasseen
HTS101 LET'S GET IT WHILE THE GETTIN'S GOOD,
Flip Singing Call by Bill Kramer
HTS102 I'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS,
Flip Singing Call by Skip Stanley
HTS103 FAIRWEATHER SWEETHEART by Bill Kramer
HTS104 YOU STOMPED ON MY HEART AND SQUASHED THAT
SUCKER FLAT by Mike Seastrom

10915 McLennan
Granada Hills, CA 91344
213-360-7513

COMING SOON
THE DEVIL by Mike Seastrom
RAINED ON MY PARADE by Bill Kramer
I DON'T KNOW WHY by Skip Stanley
ALL BY MYSELF cued round by John & Fran Downing
THINKING OF YOU, cued round by Emmett & Monello Courtney

KALOX-Ica-Longhorn
Harold Bausch

Bailey Campbell

American Squaredance,

K-1254 SWEET MISERY, FlIp/Inst. with Vocal Accompaniment
Callers; Jon Jones, Rick Smith, C.O. Guest
K-1255 DANDY/SWEET MISERY, Hoedown, Instrumental Only
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX
K•1253 FEVER by Bailey Campbell
K-1252 JULY/AUGUST, Hoedowns, Instrumental Only
K-1251 CHINATOWN by Bill Peters
NEW ON LONGHORN
LH-1032 WARASH CANNONBALL, FlIp/Inst. by Herold Bausch
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
1295 ON MOONLITE BAY, Two-step by Richard & JoAnne Lawson
Flip: Cues on Side A, Music on Sid* B
0294 SUZETTEJSERMONME
1293 DIXIE MELODY/JUST STROLLIN'
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Lou fliac
RECORDS

•

BILL
1 CLAYWELL
Backing to Birmingham
LM-131

Recent Lou-Mac Releases
LM-136 New River Train
LM-133 Wish I Could See You
LM-132 Milwaukee
LM-130 Lay Down Sally

41 BOB
FISK
Good News
LM-138

P.O. Box 2406
MUSCLE SHOALS AL 35860
Phone: 205/383-7585

SIDING IN EUROPE, Continued
listings of club dancing dates and other
particulars, as well as a roster of callers
and how to contact them. Both
magazines carry advertisements regard.
ing square dancing. In addition there are
also publications of smaller scope, more
or less of the newsletter variety. One
such publication worthy of exceptional
mention is the monthly published In
Munich by a member of the rather large
club, the Munich Dip-N-Divers.
It Is a well-known fact that people In
hobby groups feel very close to one
another and square dancing with Its
natural friendliness and Informality
fosters this type of closeness even more
than other hobby groups. Dancers, and
particularly American dancers, who
have danced overseas when they were
relatively Isolated and In a great minority, developed an even stronger bond
than square dancers in America. Thus
the Overseas Dancers Association was
born about twenty years ago in order to
provide fraternal continuity of existing
bonds. An annual reunion brings

•
Harold Thomas

‘..
Bob Ferrell

Bill Wentz

RECORDS opy
issil 10

INC.

NOTE: We are distributing our own records
Dealers should confect us

MAC
LETSON
Someone Is Looking
LM-134
Recent Bob-Car Releases
BC-106 Last Night at the Square Dance
BC-106 Down on Bourbon
BC-104 Everything I Touch

together overseas dancers from all parts
of the world where old friendships are
renewed and new ones formed. This
summer the 19th reunion will be held in
Illinois and will, as usual, attract well
over one hundred overseas dancers.
There is also a companion organization,
CROWD (Central Registry Of World
Dancers) in San Antonio, Texas (151
Dryden Way), which is supported by the
Overseas Dancers Association and
which provides traveling dancers with
contacts in overseas areas. CROWD
also provides overseas dancers who
move from location to location the opportunity to stay In touch with each
other, thus in effect serving as a
valuable clearing house for square
dancers and square dancing activities
almost anywhere.
Square and round dancers planning
overseas travel will always find welcoming friends among the many square
dancers in Europe who will, Just as their
counterparts here, spare no effort to
make visitors feel at home and offer all
possible help whenever needed.

Aaron Lowder

Jerry Biggerstaff

Danny Thomas

ME-103 AFTER THE BALL— Bob (Greet Hoedown)
ME-106 SLIPPING AWAY— Harold
ME-107 LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN— Jerry
ME-106 CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER— Harold
MEAN DON JUAN— Danny
ME•110 WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS— Bob
ME•112 THAT'S ALRIGHT— Bill
ME-113 LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG— Aaron

MELODY RECORDS, INC. Rt. 8, Box 269AA, Lancaster SC 29720 Ph. 803-285-0314)
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30th NATIONAL, Continued
costume jewelry, have contacted for
varying number of booths. Many exhibitors have attended and displayed at
numerous conventions. Senior of these
is the Marex Co. of Champaign, Illinois.
Seattle, 1981 will be their 25th consecutive convention. Close behind with
24 is Ruthad of Detroit, with Dell Enterprises of Lemon Grove, Cal. at 23.
Choice of booths is based on seniority in
attendance at previous conventions, an
agreement worked out by the exhibitors
through their organization. NASRDS.
ED. NOTE: Seattle '69 was the first
convention at which ASD exhibited.
Twelve years later, we share the No. 5
spot with several other exhibitors. Since
Seattle was our first, we look forward to
our return to a great convention center
and location in 1981!
SEW AND SAVE
This activity will be located in the Nisqually Room of the Center for the full
three days, operating from 9 A.M. to 6
P.M. daily. The central feature will be
twice-daily demonstrations in the making of various items of S/D attire by Lee
McCormack of the Double Tree SID
Shop. Patterns will be available to copy,
and committee members will be on hand
to lend assistance.
In a "do it yourself" corner will be sewing machines, iron and ironing board,
and all of the miscellaneous items such
as thread, zippers, snaps and hooks to
accomplish repairs and overcome minor
emergencies. There will even be glue,
heavy thread, shoe tack and a hammer
for those shoes worn out from too much
dancing. Stop by and visit. Men may
avail themselves of chairs while their
spouses browse.

114
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ADVANCE REGISTRATION
On November 12, the attendance total
of the 1969 convention, 12,673, was
equaled and passed with the processing
of the registration for Darrel and Joan
Jenison of Oroville, Cal. The total now
stands at 13.300.

clove — big mac
RECORDS
Current Release.

I

BIgMac 021 WAIT FOR ME
by Jay Henderson, Fresno, Cal.
Recent Releases.
BM020 King of Country Music— Ron Mineau
BM019 You've Gotta Be the Greatest— Jeanne Briscoe
BM0113 Fastest Rabbit Dog In Carter Country— Jay Henderson
BM017 Blue Grass Square Dance Festival— Mac McCully
BM016 Rabbit Dog/Caution Hoedown
BM015 Mama. Got the Catfish Blues— Jeanne
bM014 I'm Already Blue— Ron
BM013 What Can I Count On— Ron
SC648 Country Newels:— Ron
SC647 Southern Bound— Mac
SC646 Happy Tracks— Keith Lethbridge
SC643 Angeline— Ron
SC640 Sister Rate

Box 1448. San Luis Obispo CA 93406
Tel: 805-543-2827

4t VP\ 4

NEW RELEASES
RH 601 I Feel Sorry For Anyone
Who Isn't Me Tonight
by Darryl McMillan
& Tony Oxendine
RH 602 Sweet Desire
by Tony Oxendine &
Darryl McMillan
RH 104 Breenin Easy 8. Outlaw
Patter
RH 210 Chain Gang of Love
by Darryl McMillan

Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp.

Darryl
McMillan
AM 211 Miracle Express
by Darryl McMillan
RH 305 Shadows of Love
by Bill Terrell
101 ON Pretty Woman
by Tony Oxendine
RH 701 Angeline by Keith Rippeto

Bill
Terrell

Tony
Oxendine

RECENT BEST SELLERS
RH 103 Picker Patter Patter
RH 209 If This Is Just A Game
by Darryl McMillan
RH 304 Sweet Fantasy
by Bill Terrell
RH 503 Back On My Mind
by Tony Oxendine

P.O. Box 880, Lynn Haven, Fla. 32444, Phone (904) 265-2050
American Squaredance. February 1981
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RFD #2 Rt 7
St. Albans VT 05478

Mike Trombly

TNT150 CALAHAN. Round by Bud Parrott
TNT151 AIN'T SHE SWEET by Al Brundage
TNT152 SUGAR BLUES by Al Brundage
TNT153 I REMEMBER. Round by Dave Fleck
TNT154 HELLO LOVE by Hunk Hone
TNT155 TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME. Gene Trimmer
TNT156 MONDAY MORNING BLUES. RD by Steve Britten@
TNT157 REAL MADRID by Ken Crowley
TP41158 TAKE ONE STEP BO. RD by Frank Lannert
TNT159 BRIGHT AND BREEZY, RD by Pete Metzger
TNT160 BELL ON MY HEART by Al Brundage
INT161 OLD TIME MEDLEY by Gene Trimmer
TNT162 SCOTT'S HOEDOWN, Palter by Al Brundage
TNT163 SWEET SUGAR. RD by Dave Fleck
TNT165 Tkr1MARAN, Round by Steve Brissette
TNT166 THE MORE I SEE YOU, by Lee Kopmsn
TNT167 8AL IN CALICO, by Mike Trombly

ENCORE. Continued
ment, subtract one inch and divide by
six. Using a large piece of paper mark off
from point "A" two lines at right angles
to each other. From point "A" mark a circular line the distance of your final
measurement as derived above; from
this waistline, measure down the finished length of your skirt, plus hem. Depending on width of material or how your
fold it, this pattern can be made with
four, two or no seams. Add seam
allowance where needed. Ease circular
waistline onto waistband, finish placket,
hem and "you'll be ready to go."

Ken Crow ey Gordon FineOU$
Al Brundage Gene Trimmer

JINGLE TAPS FOR

CLOGGING

Easy to put on....

Fits all shoes: crepe, square dance,
leather or earth shoes
Use any epoxy glue

From "Calling Tips:" The KISS principle (Keep It Surprisingly Simple) ought to
be considered seriously by every caller
in the business. It Is amazing what surprize combinations of the great wealth
of material we already have will do to
"keep 'em dancing, keep 'em alert, and
keep 'em smiling."

NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor.
Plated steel; will not crack.
$5.50 per set, plus $1.25 per order
($2.50 Canada)
[Specify men's or women's.
Don't forget return name and address.]
STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. R
105 Fellowship Rd.
Moorestown NJ 08057

113 Bob Bennett
Owner &
Producer
2111 HlIkrest
Valdosta GA
31801

o‘AADER800
Pk/

SINGING CALLS.

Lonnie
Basher

r t

~Grin ae r

Tommy
Russell

Bu
Whitten

TB2041 AIN'T THAT SOME KINDA LOVE— Bud
TB2OS JUST TAKE THE GAMBLE— Bob B.
T5210 DON'T ASK ME FOR TOMORROW— Bob S. ROUND— TR3000
T5211 TIME WE TALK THINGS OVER— Tommy
MEMPHIS NATIONAL 110001EJLOVIN' YOU
TB-213 EVERYONE NEEDS SOMEONE TO LOVE—
Lonnie
HOEDOWN

TM1121 TRUCKIN' AROUND/Flip 08— Art
TH-622 SCREME THEME/T-BIRDS JAMIN'
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ll anyone is haying problems obtaining
Thunderbird
Records, please contact tne company .
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GRAND ZIP, Continued
perimentals and review material;
however, he also devoted about 50% or
more of his column to mainstream or
mainstream-plus and perhaps another
25% to Plus 1. He devoted material to
majority level dancers. Now I really enjoy Ed's choreography but I feel his last
few issues have gotten into Pulse Poll
experimental or Callerlab-approved experimentals almost 90%, and gotten
away from mainstream or Plus 1. Maybe
I should subscribe to a note service as
opposed to ASD but I like the total
square dance picture and not just my
own little caller's world portion. Perhaps
no one is submitting mainstream material and Ed is resorting to his own.
Maybe everyone is telling Ed they want
this kind of material. Whatever the case,
I would like to see the workshop material
portion swing back to more mainstream.
Keep the "New Idea" and "Review" portions. They're great! Just give me a little
more general dancing, APD type, if you
like.
Bob Dey
Garden City, Kansas
Please find enclosed our cheque for
two years subscription. Sorry about the
dirty state of the card, had a fire at home
that burnt a lot of things, but like the
way square dancers are, they got
together and helped us out.
Ron Rumble
Ashford, Middlesex, England
Enjoyed Frank and Barbara Lane
when they visited Brisbane in November,
1980. They lunched and dined with us
and although time was short, we did find
them very American, loving and
understanding.

Hope to meet you again at Callerlab in
Kansas City.
Eric Wendell
Brisbane, Queensland
Please send me five copies of
American Squaredance, September
1980. That's my niece, Linda, on the
cover with her skirts flying.
Frankie Kendall
Corona CA 91720
Thanks for the extra copy of the
November ASD with your notation about
Georgia being on Page 27...in November
we completed our first year as square
dancers. In October 1979 at the TACT
Dance in Tulsa, we watched you and the
dancers and gave you a two-year
subscription, so ASD was with us from
the beginning of this experience...Please
find enclosed my check for two dollars
for two more copies of November. I'm
going to tear them up (heavens!) and
show page 27 on a couple of bulletin
boards. Keep those ASDs coming...
Bob & Georgia McArthur
Grove, Oklahoma
Enclosed is our check for the new ad. I
appreciate your putting the border
around it so that it "dresses it
up"...Thanks again for your help in getting us going over the past ten years,
and we hope the next ten will be even
better.
Don Hanhurst
Wappingers Falls, New York
Twice this year you have honored me
by placing my Blue Book articles in your
publication. I am flattered you think
what I write is acceptable for your
magazine. Hopefully the new year will
bring more articles of interest to you and
your readers.
Ted Nation
San Diego, California 92129

xx

iaisicia in 1981

—12 day tour into the interior
of Alaska after the Seattle Convention
HOSTS: Art & Anne Lopez

AAAINestaurs

Alaska's Most Experienced Guide

Information:
Aactlon Travel Service
6416 Del Amo Blvd.
Lakewood CA 90713
213.420-3316

•
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AMERICAN M
SIURRE DRNCE
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
Almogordo NM; Feb. 5, Hap Pope
Carisbed NM; Feb. 8. James & Thelma Lowery
Los Alamos NM; Feb. 7. Bob & Marilyn Gill
Harlingen TX; Feb. 8, Jerry & Soundra Rash
Edinberg TX; Feb. 9, Gene Trimmer
Augusta GA; Feb. 11, Ira & Pat Honey
Carrollton GA; Feb. 12, Wayne & Louise Abbey
Columbus GA; Feb. 13, James & Judy Medlock
Bronson FL (Gainesville); Feb. 20, Paul Greer
Montgomery AL; Feb. 21, Wayne Nicholson
Columbus OH; Feb. 22, Dick & Roberta Driscoll
Plainwell MI (Kalamazoo); Mar 18, Howard Cowles
Schenectady NY; Mar. 20. Bill & Cass Efner
Miliville NJ; Mar. 21, Ralph Trout
Springfield MO; March 23, Bob & Mona Carmack
Hastings NE; Mar. 25, Wea Mohling
St. Louis MO; Mar. 28, 0111 & Dotlye Stephenson
Irwin PA; Mar. 29, David & Bertha Vint
Fort Wayne IN; April 1, Jim & Billie King
Parkersburg WV; April 3, Keith & Karen Rippeto
Orlando FL; April 4, John & Linda Saunders
Rusin LA; April 8, Tom Perry
Watertown SD; April 10, Perry Bergh calling
Decatur OA; April 10, (tentative)
Jackson IL; April 11. Bob Smith
Rapid City SD; April 12, Mr. & Mrs. Phil Zacher
Charleston WV; April 22, Erwin Lawson
Altoona PA; April 23, Emil 6 Ruth Cone
Cincinnati OH; April 27, Foster Eubank
Eureka CA; May 20, Bob & Jean Jackson
Visalia CA; May 21, Al & Connie Whitfield
Federal Way WA; May 23, Don Smith, Hank Johnson
Tifton GA; May 29, Fred Reuter
Bristol TN; June 9. Jim & June Criswell
Memphis TN; June 10, Ed & Sally Ramsey
Mtn. Horne AR; June 11, Murel Parise
Hardy AR; June 12, Sam McNutt
Grenada MS; June 13, Charles & Sara Leflore
Bartlesville OK; June 15, Larry Maddox
York PA; July 18, Don & Roberta Spangler
Minerva NY; July 22, Mary & Bill Jenkins
Conway NH; July 25, Barbara Savary
Broadalbin NY; July 31, Evelyn Heath
Dillard GA; Aug. 8. Jerry & Becky Cope
Lancaster SC; Aug. 31, Barbara Harrelson
Wausau WI; Sept. 9, Bob & Pauline Holup
Pekin IL; Sept. 12, Dean Larlmore

Johnstown PA; Sept. 13, Jim & Dot Karl
Berea OH; Sept. 14, Al & Lou Jaworskl
Wheeling WV; Oct. 10, Ralph Miller
Versailles OH; Oct. 11, Bill Swallow (tent.)
Wyoming MI; Oct, 13, Joanne Humbarger
Kingsville TX; Oct. 18, (tentative)
Anderson SC; Oct. 23, Chick & Estelle Evans
Newberry SC; Oct. 24, Earle & Fran Merchant
Toledo OH; Oct. 25 (tentative)
Belleville IL; Oct. 30, Stan & Rena Jacob
Oak Lawn IL; Oct. 31. Duane & Donna Rodgers
Centralia IL; Nov. 15, Dave 6 Stella Schilling
Berlin PA; Nov. 22 (aft.), Roy & Ruth Romesburg

Country & Western Ties
231 N. Porter St.
Cleves, Ohio 45002

SPARKLING TIES
Formerly by Arlyn
Jewel Stone Western Bow Tie of
Peasant or Metallic Trim Braids.
Non-Sparkling Ties Also.

Specials
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling,
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds with
Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details writs
Tax Brownies, Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam
NC 28733.
ROYAL HOLIDAY Squire/Round Dance weekendsSpring and Fall; National Callers; at Interlaken Resort
Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write: Bill & Jacque
BlevIns, 1257 Franklin Lane. Buffalo Grove IL 60090.

VABOn VaCIMLA RECORDS
• THE RECORD DESIGNED . I WITH THE CAI (ER IN MIND

Try these'
WW201 HEY LI-LEE LI-LEE
WW202 SHORTNIN'
WW206 SHINDIG IN THE BARN
WW403 PROMISED LAND

WW508
MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
Flip Round Cued by
George Smith

Iwr

11,

•

6156 Richfield Way, Denver CO 80239 Tel: 303-371-6297
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Book
Nook
by Mary Jenkins

ALMOST EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT TEACHING
CLOGGING EXCEPT HOW YOU EVER LET YOURSELF GET TALKED INTO DOING
THIS IN THE FIRST PLACE
by Sheila Popwell
This 83-page booklet is divided into
four main sections: Lesson Outlines,
Student Handouts, Dance Cue Sheets,
and Advice to the Footworn.
Lesson Outlines are set up for 12
weeks of classes— two hours a night.
Student Handouts are sheets Shelia
gives to her students as they progress
through their clogging classes— Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced.
Dance Cue Sheets, except for a few
Duet Routines, are all Solo Dances, and
are graded to guide the teacher as to
their appropriate degree of difficulty.
The book is not designed to teach you

how to clog. Shelia's other book—
"Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Clogging— and Never Even
Knew You Wanted to Ask"— published
by Burdick Enterprises, is designed to
teach clogging to someone who doesn't
know anything about it.
If you plan to teach others to clog, you
should have both books.
You did a fine job, Shelia! May you sell
many copies of both books!
Published by Burdick Enterprises,
P.O. Box 488, Huron, Ohlo 44839. Price:
$7.00.

20th INTERNATIONAL
SQUARE Et ROUND
DANCE
CONVENTION

*Eil

Mier

May 7,8,9, 1981

SQUIRE DANCE
ASSOCIATION

McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
ENJOY THIS GREAT STAFF

DICK BAYER
FRANK LANE
GLEN MAYNARD
JERRY SCHATZER

IRV & BETTY EASTERDAY
DORIS & LEVERNE REILLY

JOHNNY DAVIS
JOHN MARSHALL
STU ROBERTSON
NORM WILCOX

ASSISTED BY AREA CALLERS & LEADERS
PLUS WORKSHOPS AND DISCUSSIONS
Info: Joan Fraser
71 Roywood Dr.
Don Mills, Ont.,
Canada M3A 2C9

DANCE REGISTRATION $10.50 Single; $21.00 Double
Complete accommodation & meal package at

American Squareclance, February 1981

McMaster University Campus: 3 Nights & 8 Meals
$154.00 Double
$77.00 Single
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L I N E-0'-TYPE

SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
CALLERC
AID eiPEPIIES

BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE

EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS . .
$3.00
. $3.00
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP .
CALLER CLINIC
. $6.00
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
. $6.00
SET-UP AND GET—OUT
$6.00
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING
$4.00
.$4.00
PLUS ONE AND TWO
53.00
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE
. $3.00
WINDMILL SYSTEM
$3.00
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA .. . ........53.00
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
$4.00
WHEELING AND DEALING
$3.00
HOEDOWN HERITAGE
.$3.00
MATCH A MELODY
.$4.00
MODERN MODULE MODE
$3.00
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the
Mentally Handicapped
$5.00
SOLO DANCES . .
$7.00
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE. .
$7.00
SOUNDING THE HALL
$3.00
TEACHING CLOGGING
$7.00
S/D STYLING
$4.00

CLIP ART I
CLIP ART II
CLOGGING
THE FUNNY WORLD OF
SQUARE DANCING
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING

$3.00
S4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$10.00

•

DIPLOMAS
Square/Round .
Clogging

. 10c; 100—$8.00
15c 100—$12.00

Promotional Folders

100/6.00

IN-forms (guides, helps)
25(01
(Ask for complete list & quantity prices)

Add $1.00 postage & handling
ON ALL ORDERS
Postage on A BC'S —VI .50
Inquire about Quantity Prices

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 488
HURON OH 44839
- •
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SMILE...
it only takes seventeen muscles to smile,
forty-three to frown.
Conserve energy!
Contributed by T. Chapin
Dorchester, Massachusetts.
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Mey Sintti„

P 700

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass 01036

41.

Eveulthlm'e?,
for
Square Dancers
Please send for our
Free Catalog

Nylon Ruffles

/00,vards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is
used ni trim this very full three skirt nylon
-horse hair' . biniffant this is not only a
very durable. but beautiful garment. Heats
elastic waistline is double stitched for tom.
fort and lone wear

Colors

Purple/Purple Ruffle
Black/black ruffle
White/White ruffle
Hot Plnk / Hot Plnk Ruffle
White/ Blue Ruffle
While/Green ruffle
While/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink. Blue & Yellow
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Red, White. Navy
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink /Solt Pink Ruffles
Yellow /WYellow ruffles
Blue/ Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles

$24.00

Small, medium & large
Sizes.
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired

Handling
$1.50 each

HALPO INDUSTRIES
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
3865 Signal Dr., Columbus OH 43227
614-837-7235

Also Distributed By
MARCUS MIX ASSOC.
400 Frisbee Asa., Santa Rosa CA 95401
(707) 914-8843

MITY MITE SPEAKER
• Light Weight - Only 20 lbs.
• Ideal For Traveling Callers

• Compact Size
• Super Sound

This speaker dares to be different! Our sound-secret is the hi-compllance full-range 6x9 oval speakers
working In unison to generate rich bass and midrange sounds. The super tweeters extend the clear, crisp
highs to the limit. 80 watts RMS power capacity 1120 + peak). Covers up to 30 squares easily. 4 ohm impedance. 30-18k hertz frequency response. Sturdy particle board cabinet covered with cherry wood formica for lasting beauty. Contrasting grille covering. Built-in stand holder with slight forward tilt. Dimensions: 8"w x 8"d x 22"h Shipping weight 25 lbs.

ALL ALUMINUM SPEAKER STANDS
• Light Weight Only 11 lbs.
• Folds To Compact Size.
Heavy duty structural aluminum, full adjustable telescoping post with knob screw locks: folding tripod legs:
gold trimmed to match speaker system: fully anodized for protection and beauty Folded length 37"
Extended height 84" Shipping weight 12 lbs
NOTE The figures stated with speakers indicate the speaker may be used with receivers and amplifiers
delivering up to the stated (RMS) continuous power per channel, driven to clippings 10°6 of the time, on
normal music source material

Call or Write for Further Into.

VISA & MASTER CHARGE WELCOME

THESE SPEAKERS MAY BE USED WITH ANY KNOWN
SQUARE DANCE AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET TODAY
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Cartoon by Toinl Kaartinen

LAUGH LINE

We can't go to tnat
Inaugural Ball—
it's a square dance night!

HANDSOME FOURSOME
CALLERS TODAY COME IN, AT LEAST FOUR STYLES
In recent years four very distinct types of callers, both men and women, have emerged in the world of square
dancing. We're concerned here with the geographic rarAge and vocational balance of these callers, rather than
their individual calling styles, or qualifications, or popul \rity. However, those later traits come into play to affect
their range of travel, certainly. Here are those VOICE-IFEROUS foursome:

4

4

LOCAL AREA CALLER
This guy/gal is the real "grassroots"
hero of our activity. His numbers are in
the thousands. He generally holds down
a full time job other than the calling
work, and may call for one, two, three or
more clubs in an area of perhaps 100
miles. He's the "backbone," the
catalyst, the foundation of our activity—
may his "tribe" increase.
42

SHORT/LONG SHUTTLER
This fellow holds down another fulltime job, calls for many area clubs, and
has become so popular he flies out or
drives out on weekends for clubs,
specials and festivals in a multi-state
area, often doing as well or better financially than the full-time traveler. He may
be in a family-type business that allows
some time flexibility to get away.

TRAVELING CALLER
Usually a full-time "pro," this caller
books widely-scattered, week-long or
month-long "loop" or "fan" type dates
for a good portion of every year. Generally he started as a good area caller.
Sometimes, if he calls nation-wide, and
is engaged for many festivals, he's called a "national caller." These pros are
not moving in great numbers these days,
due to high cost of travel.
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RESORT RESIDENT
(SOMETIME "SNOWBIRD" CALLER)
A phenomenon that has gained many
advocates in the last decade Is exemplified by this guy, who runs classes,
workshops and other programs daily for
six months each winter as a permanent
staffer in a southern area resort,
generally catering to "snowbird" or permanent resident retirees. He may or may
not also be a northern state traveling
caller in the summertime.
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